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Ladies and Gentlemen:

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, Southern Nuclear Operating
Company (SNC) hereby proposes a change to the Plant Hatch Units I and 2 Technical
Specifications, Appendix A to operating licenses DPR-57 and NPF-5, respectively. This
submittal proposes to change specifications 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and 3.8.6, all of which deal with
the Plant Hatch DC electrical system. The changes proposed are consistent with
Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) change traveler TSTF-360, Revision 1.

The proposed changes also increase the allowed out of service time on the station service
batteries from 2 to 12 hours. This is consistent with the TSTF-360; however, the TSTF
states that the longer completion time must be demonstrated to be appropriate per the
guidance of the Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.177. Those evaluations are contained within
this package as enclosures.

Enclosure I provides a description and justification for the proposed change. Enclosure 2
provides the no significant hazards evaluation as well as the environmental evaluation.
Enclosure 3 contains the proposed Technical Specifications and Bases pages, and a mark-
up of the existing pages.

Enclosure 4 provides a description of the probabilistic safety assessment per RG 1.177
done in support of the increased battery completion time. Enclosure 5 contains the details
of the Plant Hatch risk model, and Enclosure 6 provides the comments from a peer review
performed of the Plant Hatch risk model in 1999.
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SNC requests approval of the proposed license amendment by August 15, 2005, with the
amendment being implemented within 60 days from receipt of approval.

Mr. H. L. Sumner, Jr., states he is a Vice President of Southern Nuclear Operating
Company, is authorized to execute this oath on behalf of Southern Nuclear Operating
Company and to the best of his knowledge and belief, the facts set forth in this letter are
true.

This letter contains no NRC commitments. If you have any questions, please advise.

Respectfully submitted,

SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY

, S6

.H.f- Sumner, Jr.

Sijti- cto and subscribed before me this m day of «l a 2004.

Notary Public

My commission expires: ri

HLS/OCV/sdl

Enclosures: 1. Description and Justification of Change
2. No Significant Hazards Evaluation and Environmental Evaluation
3. Changed Technical Specifications and Bases Pages
4. Description of Plant Hatch Probabilistic Safety Assessment
5. Description of Plant Hatch Risk Model
6. Probabilistic Safety Assessment Peer Certification Comments

cc: Southern Nuclear Operating Company
Mr. J. B. Beasley, Jr., Executive Vice President
Mr. G. R. Frederick, General Manager - Plant Hatch
RTYPE: CHA02.004

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Dr. W. D. Travers, Regional Administrator
Mr. C. Gratton, NRR Project Manager - Hatch
Mr. D. S. Simpkins, Senior Resident Inspector - Hatch

State of Georgia
Mr. L. C. Barrett, Commissioner - Department of Natural Resources
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Enclosure 1
Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Technical Specifications Revision to DC Electrical System Requirements

Description and Justification of Change

Description

This proposed Technical Specification revision changes DC system LCO requirements 3.8.4,
3.8.5, and 3.8.6, and is consistent with Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) change
traveler TSTF-360, Revision 1. The following changes are proposed in this submittal:

(1) Provide a specific action and increased completion time for an inoperable battery
charger, and increase the completion time for an inoperable station service battery from 2
to 12 hours.

(2) Relocate preventive maintenance SRs to licensee controlled programs.

(3) Provide alternate testing criteria for battery charger testing.

(4) Replace battery specific gravity monitoring with float current monitoring.

(5) Relocate and create a section 5.5 program to reference actions for cell voltage and
electrolyte level:

a. Category A & B value limits for cell voltage and electrolyte level, along with the
associated compensatory actions.

b. Category C specific value limit for electrolyte level, and
c. The specific value limit for electrolyte temperature, and
d. The specific value limit for the minimum battery charging float voltage

(6) Provide specific Actions and increased Completion Times for out-of-limits conditions for
cell voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature.

Justification

The Plant Hatch Technical Specifications DC electrical systems include the station service system
and the emergency diesel generator (DG) system.

The 125/250 VDC station service system is made up of two separate divisions, consisting of DC
switchgear R22-S016 (Division I) and R22-S017 (Division 11). Each division contains the
following major components covered by the Technical Specifications:

* One 120 cell, 250 volt lead-acid type battery. The battery is essentially two 60 cell 125 V
batteries in series. They are center tapped such that they allow for the supply of both 125
V and 250 V loads.

* Three 125 V, 400 amp battery chargers, two of which are normally in-service with one in
standby. Two battery throwover switches per division are used to determine which two
chargers are in-service and which is in standby.
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Enclosure 1
Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Technical Specifications Revision to DC Electrical System Requirements

Description and Justification of Chanle

The station service battery division is considered OPERABLE when both 125 V batteries and two
of the three battery chargers are OPERABLE.

The DG system consists of five 60 cell, 125 Volt lead-acid batteries (one for each diesel
generator), and ten 125 V, 100 amp battery chargers. Each of the five diesel generators
(including the swing diesel) has two chargers with one in service and one in standby. Like the
station service system, each pair of battery chargers has a throwover switch to align power to the
selected loads.

An individual diesel generator's battery system is considered OPERABLE when its battery and
one of its two battery chargers are OPERABLE.

Following are briefjustifications for each of the above listed changes:

(1) Current NUREG STS limit restoration time for an inoperable battery charger to the same time
as for an inoperable battery or a completely deenergized DC distribution system. The primary
role of the battery charger is in support of maintaining operability of its associated battery. The
current 2 hour restoration time is based on Reg Guide 1.93 and has been applied to a minimal
reduction in battery charger design capacity. This change proposes to apply an extended
restoration time which is based on retaining battery capabilities, as described below.

The proposed ACTION A for LCO 3.8.4 (and similarly for 3.8.5) provides a 7 day restoration
time for an inoperable battery charger. However, this time is contingent on a focused and tiered
approach to assuring adequate battery capability is maintained. The first priority for the operator
is to minimize the battery discharge, which is required to be terminated within 2 hours (Required
Action A.1). Presuming that the battery discharge can be terminated and that the DC bus remains
energized, there is reasonable basis for extending the restoration time for an inoperable charger
beyond the 2 hour limit. The second tiered action proposes 12 hours to establish that the battery
has sufficient capacity to perform its assumed duty cycle as measured by float current. Assuming
the above can be verified, it is reasonable to assume the battery has adequate capacity. Based on
these prerequisites, the 7 day restoration period represents an acceptable relaxation.

The proposed change to the station service battery completion time from 2 to 12 hours will allow
a more reasonable amount of time for Maintenance and Engineering personnel to investigate and
ultimately implement repairs to an inoperable battery. The current 2 hour completion time is
based on Reg Guide 1.93 which states that if the "available onsite DC supplies are one less than
the LCO,...a subsequent degradation could jeopardize plant safety". It goes on to state, "...the
time allowed for continued operation should be severely restricted." The Reg Guide defines that
restricted time as 2 hours. However, increasing this completion time to 12 hours does not deviate
from the spirit of the Reg Guide, as 12 hours is still a very short completion time. Furthermore,
and as previously mentioned, the increased time will allow the plant staff to investigate and
initiate repairs to the battery in a more orderly and focused manner. Also, should a plant
shutdown be necessary, the Operations staff will have more time to prepare for and ensure an
orderly and safe shutdown. The 12 hour completion time is being applied to an inoperable
battery on one division. The battery charger is still OPERABLE, as is the other DC division.
Thus should an accident with off-site power available occur during the 12 hour time frame that
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Technical Specifications Revision to DC Electrical System Requirements

Description and Justification of Chance

the battery is inoperable; the battery charger will energize the DC distribution system. The other
division will be available with its battery and battery charger fully OPERABLE.

The 2 hour battery completion time is provided in brackets in TSTF-360 RI. The TSTF states
that a licensee wishing to request a longer completion time will need to demonstrate that the new
completion time is appropriate per the guidance of Reg Guide 1 .177. The details and results of
SNC's analysis are provided in enclosure 4. Enclosures 5 and 6 are provided for information and
are descriptions of the Hatch Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) program.

2) Per SR 3.0.1, when any SR is not met, the LCO is not met. This is based on the premise that
SRs represent the minimum acceptable requirements for Operability of the required equipment.
However, for SRs 3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3, 3.8.4.4, and 3.8.4.5, failure to meet the SR does not necessarily
mean that the equipment is not capable of performing its safety function, and the corrective action
is generally a routine or maintenance type activity. For example, the Bases for SR 3.8.4.4
identifies removal of visible corrosion and tightening of terminal connections as a preventive
maintenance SR. SR 3.8.4.3, visible inspection for physical damage or deterioration that could
potentially degrade battery performance, is not required for the battery to perform its safety
function, but again reflects ongoing preventive maintenance activities. These activities are
inappropriate for Operability SRs and are generally better controlled under the maintenance
program for batteries. With regard to the resistance verifications of SR 3.8.4.2 and 3.8.4.5, the
values of resistance are vendor recommended values. That is, values at which some action should
be taken, not necessarily when the operability of the battery is in question. The safety analyses
do not assume a specific battery resistance value, but typically assume the batteries will supply
adequate power. The key issue is the overall battery resistance. Between surveillances, the
resistance of each connection varies independently from the others. Some of these connection
resistances may be higher or lower than others, and the battery may still be able to perform its
function and should not be considered inoperable solely because one connector's resistance is
high. Overall resistance is a direct impact on operability. However, it is adequately determined
as acceptable through completion of the battery service and discharge tests. Consequently
these activities are also inappropriate for Operability SRs and are generally better controlled
under the maintenance program for batteries.

Furthermore, these surveillances are recommended by IEEE-450, 2002, and as such, will be
addressed by a plant program based on IEEE-450 practices that are being committed to with the
adoption of these changes. That program will be referenced in section 5.0 of the Technical
Specifications.

3) NUREG STS SR 3.8.4.6 (being revised to SR 3.8.4.2) requires specific parameters for battery
charger performance testing. This test is intended to confirm the charger design capacity.
Alternate acceptance criteria are proposed that would allow an actual in service demonstration
that the charger can recharge the battery to the fully charged state within 24 hours while
supplying the largest combined demands of the various continuous steady state loads, after a
battery discharge to the bounding design basis event discharge state. This meets the intent of the
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Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant

Technical Specifications Revision to DC Electrical System Requirements

Description and Justification of Change

existing test and allows for normal in-place demonstration of the charger capability, thereby
minimizing the time when the charger would be disconnected from the DC bus.

4) This change proposes to replace battery specific gravity monitoring with float current
monitoring. This subject has been the focus of discussions within the IEEE-450 committee and
between the committee and the NRC technical staff. According to the IEEE standard, the most
accurate indicator of a return to full charge is a stabilized charging or float current.
Specific gravity readings may not always be accurate, for example when the battery is on charge
following a discharge or following the addition of water.

5) NUREG STS LCO 3.8.6 on battery voltage and electrolyte level parameters contains various
levels of limitations. The Category A and B limits reflect nominal fully charged battery
parameter values. Significant margin above that required for declaration of an Operable battery is
provided in these values. These Category A and B values represent appropriate monitoring levels
and appropriate preventive maintenance levels for long term battery quality and extended battery
life. As such, they do not reflect the 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for LCOs of "the lowest functional
capability or performance levels of equipment required for the safe operation of the facility." It is
proposed that some of these values, and the actions associated with restoration, be relocated to
licensee controlled programs that are under the control of 10 CFR 50.59. Specifically, a Battery
Maintenance program, based on the recommendations of IEEE-450, 2002, is being created that
will be referenced in the administrative controls section of the Technical Specifications. The
parameter values will continue to be controlled at their current level, and actions will be
implemented in accordance with the plant corrective action program. Furthermore, the battery
and its preventive maintenance and monitoring are under the regulatory requirements of the
Maintenance Rule. This relocation will continue to assure the battery is maintained at current
levels of performance, and allows the Technical Specifications to focus on parameter value
degradations that approach (but continue to provide some margin to) levels that may impact
battery operability.

The Bases for Condition 3.8.6.F is being slightly altered to account for a potential problem with
respect to charging a battery for the purpose of raising a cell voltage back to the TS limit of 2.07
V. If an individual cell is found below its category C limit of 2.07 V, one of the ways the voltage
can be raised is to place the battery in the equalize mode. This will eventually bring the battery
back to the fully charged state. In this situation, the charger current may be above the float
current limits. Condition 3.8.6.F requires declaring the battery inoperable if one or more cells are
below 2.07 V and the float current is above limits, two degraded conditions. This is because the
two conditions (low cell voltage and high float current) may be indicative of a reduced battery
capacity which could mean that the battery may be unable to perform its safety functions.
However, in the situation described, only one degraded condition exists, the low cell voltage.
The current is high because the battery is being charged, therefore, the 3.8.6 F conditions do not
exist, and it is not appropriate to declare the battery inoperable.

The specifics of the Plant Hatch battery maintenance program will be contained primarily in plant
maintenance and engineering procedures.
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Technical Specifications Revision to DC Electrical System Requirements

Description and Justification of Change

(6) The specific limiting values for the battery electrolyte temperature and level are also
relocated to licensee controlled programs that are under the control of 10 CFR 50.59. The Tech
Specs will require the electrolyte temperature and level to be greater than or equal to the
"minimum established design limits." Depending on the available excess capacity of the
associated battery, the minimum temperature necessary to support operability of the battery can
vary. Relocation to licensee controlled programs can allow flexibility to monitor and control this
limit at values directly related to the battery's ability to perform its assumed function.

The specific limiting value for the minimum operating battery charging float voltage is relocated
to licensee controlled programs that are under the control of 10 CFR 50.59. The Tech Specs will
require the battery charger to supply battery terminal voltage "greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage." The battery manufacturer establishes this voltage to provide
the optimum charge on the battery. This voltage will maintain the battery plates in a condition
that supports maintaining the grid life. The "minimum established float voltage" can be
adequately controlled outside of the Tech Specs.

The remaining parameter limits are proposed to have more specific actions associated with each
parameter that recognizes its unique impact on the battery and its continued operability. The
proposed change provides specific Actions and increased Completion Times for out-of-limit
conditions for cell voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature. These allowed times
recognize the margins available, the minimal impact on the battery capacity and capability to
perform its intended function, and the likelihood of effecting restoration in a timely fashion,
avoiding an unnecessary plant shutdown. The Bases for each Required Action provides specific
justification for each proposed action.
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Technical Specifications Revision to DC Electrical System Requirements

No Sienificant Hazards Evaluation and Environmental Evaluation

Proposed Change

This proposed Technical Specifications (TS) change revises DC systems specifications 3.8.4,
3.8.5, and 3.8.6. These are the DC sources operating, shutdown, and limiting parameter
specifications respectively. The proposed specifications add a specific limiting condition for
operation for the battery chargers, increase the Completion Time for station service batteries from
2 to 12 hours, and remove several surveillance requirements from the TS and relocates them to
licensee controlled programs. Finally, a Battery Maintenance Program is being created and
referenced in section 5.0 of the TS.

10 CFR 50.92 Evaluation

In 10 CFR 50.92(c), the NRC provides the following standards to be used in determining the
existence of a significant hazards consideration:

...a proposed amendment to an operating license for afacility licensed under 50.21(b) or
50.22 orfor a testingfacility involves no significant hazards consideration, if operation of the
facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not: (1) involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated; or (2) create
the possibility of a new or different kind of accidentfrom any previously evaluated; or (3)
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.

Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) has reviewed the proposed licensing amendment
and concluded that the change does not involve a significant hazards consideration because (1)
the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated, (2) the proposed change does not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated, and (3) does not involve a significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

1. The proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

This is a proposed change to the DC system Technical Specifications. No physical changes are
being proposed to any system designed to prevent a previously evaluated accident, such as a loss
of coolant accident with a loss of offsite power.

This proposed TS change provides specific completion times for certain inoperable DC
components, and relocates some surveillance requirements to owner controlled programs.
Additionally, monitoring of specific gravity will be replaced with float current monitoring, and
some Action levels for cell voltage and electrolyte level are relocated to owner controlled
programs.

The completion time for battery charger inoperability is increased to 7 days; however, only after
verification that the associated battery is fully operable, without such verification, the 7 day
completion time is not used. Thus, adequate DC to support design basis events is ensured.
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No Significant Hazards Evaluation and Environmental Evaluation

Increasing the station service battery out of service time from 2 to 12 hours will allow more time
for proper maintenance to repair a faulty battery. However, the 12 hour out of service time is still
a very restrictive time and so the probability of an event where the battery would be needed
within this 12 hour time frame is very low. In fact, a probability risk assessment of the increased
out of service time has been performed and it fell within the criteria of Reg Guide 1.174 and
1.177.

The relocation of certain SRs and action levels is done for surveillances and parameter action
levels that are more intended to monitor and maintain long term component performance. These
relocated items are not meant as clear levels at which the DC components can no longer be
considered operable. Those that are remain in the TS. Additionally, this particular owner
controlled program will be referenced in proposed Section 5.5.13 of the TS. This commitment to
the program will insure that the DC system will continue to be adequately monitored and
maintained.

Therefore, this proposed change to the TS ensures that the DC system will be able to provide its
safety function. The probability and consequences of a previously evaluated accident are thus not
increased.

2. The proposed change does not create the possibility of a nei or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated.

None of the DC components will be physically altered. Furthermore, the design bases for the DC
distribution systems, batteries and chargers is not changing. Although some surveillance
requirements are being relocated and one (specific gravity monitoring) is being eliminated, DC
system components will still be adequately surveilled and maintained. Therefore, no, new modes
of operation or failure are introduced by the proposed TS change and therefore, the possibility of
a new type event is not created.

3. The proposed change does not involve a signif cant reduction in the margin of safety.

The design functions of the DC system are unchanged. The proposed TS changes relocate many
surveillance requirements and action levels to owner controlled programs. However, the owner
controlled program is referenced in the new proposed section 5.5.13 of the TS. The SNC
commitment to this program will continue to ensure that the DC system is adequately monitored,
surveilled, and maintained to insure that it can perform its safety function when called upon.

The addition of a 7 day completion time for the battery chargers can be used only if adequate
battery capacity is verified. Thus, the DC system is capable of performing its safety function
throughout the 7 day completion time.

Increasing the allowed out of service time for the station service batteries does not result in a
significant reduction in the margin of safety since the proposed 12 hour time limit is still a very
short time. Probabilistic risk analysis shows that the core damage frequency and large early
release fractions are within the guidelines of Reg Guides 1.174 and 1.177.
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Elimination of specific gravity surveillance is acceptable since the float current monitoring
adequately replaces it.

For the above reasons, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin
of safety.

Environmental Assessment

Southern Nuclear Operating Company has evaluated the proposed changes and determined
the changes do not involve (1) a significant hazards consideration, (2) a significant change in
the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite,
or (3) a significant increase in the individual or cumulative occupational exposure.
Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set
forth in 10 CFR 51 .22(c)(9), and an environmental assessment of the proposed changes is not
required.
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 1 Division 1 and Division 2 station service DC
electrical power subsystems;

b. The Unit 1 and the swing DGs DC electrical power
subsystems; and

c. The Unit 2 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to
support the equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System,"
and LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

EDI ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

One Unit 1 DG DC I.i Restore DG DC 12 hours
electrical power subsystem electrical power
inoperableo subsystem to

for reasons other than OPERABLE status.
OR Condition A.

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable for reasons
other than ConditiEKJ-\

"E1. One Unit 1 station service
DC electrical power
subsystem inoperableo

for reasons other than
Conditions A or B.

r

Restore station service
DC electrical power
subsystem toIW OPERABLE status.

2 hours

_ .r 4L i

Required Action and
Associated Completion
Time of Condition ER A, B,
C not met.

T
[g1 Be in MODE 3.

AND F

. Be in MODE 4.

12 hours

36 hours
4- 4

E�Ii-� Two or more DC electrical
power subsystems
inoperable that result in a
loss of function.

1 nter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

------------------------------------ N------------- OTE----------------------------------
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.are applicable only to the Unit 1 DC sources.
applicable only to the Unit 2 DC sources.

SR 3.8.4. is
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 6.6 FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.M3 ----------------------------- OTES ----------------------------z 1. The modifie performance discharge test
/in SR 3.8 a be performed in lieu of

Im SRe 3.8ic.4.t iM S 38.4p.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG
battery. However, credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, and 24 months
maintain in OPERABLE status, the required
emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
subjected to a battery service test.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

4-

SR

LiE

----------------------------- NOTE------------------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG battery.
However, credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified
performance discharge test.

MOVE THIS SR TO SECTION 3.8.6

60 months

AND

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of
expected life with
capacity < 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

AND

24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of
expected life with
capacity 2 100% of
manufacturer's
rating1E

SR 3.8.4.g For required Unit 2 DC sources, the SRs of Unit 2 In accordance with
Specification 3.8.4 are applicable. applicable SRs
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystems needed to support the
DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown"; and

b. The Unit 2 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to support
the equipment required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.6.4.3,
"Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System"; and LCO 3.8.2,
"AC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary

containment.

Fill:]ACTIONS

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
�- I I

One or more required DC
electrical power subsystems
inoperablefl 4_

Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

, for reasons other than
Condition A.

OR

Required Action and
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

R.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

| ANDI I

.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
secondary containment.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

(continued)

AND
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ACTIONS /,I Fl::E'
// CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

(continued) 3.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

3.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required DC electrical
power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 -------------------------------NOTE----------------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.Q and SR 3.8.4.W M

For required Unit 1 DC sources, e following SRs
are applicable:

In accordance with
applicable SRs

SR 3.8.4.1
SR 3.8.4.2
SR 3.8.4.3

SF.8.4 R 3.8/4.7
Sl- 3.8 .5 R .4.8.

,AR3..4.6 /3

SR 3.8.5.2 For required Unit 2 DC sources, SR 3.8.5.1 of In accordance with
Unit 2 Specification 3.8.5 is applicable. Unit 2 SR 3.8.5.1
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery 3 Parameters

LCO 3.8.6 Battery FFA parameters for the station service and DG batteries shall be
within E limits let Table 3.8.6 17.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystem is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

------------------------------------------------------------- NOTE-
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3.8.6

\ ACTIONS (continued) -LEJ
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Required Action and [.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition not
met.

One or m ore batteries with
average electFGlyt9
tenmpestwekt of the

oR oerForon batteor cotl
pararmoterS Rnt within
CgoyG C limits.



Battery 33 Parameters
3.8.6

/Table 8.6-1 ( age 1 of 1)
Btery Cel aram ter R ireme

/ 7 ,7 7 7 7 / 7CATE ~ORY C-
/ r / f ATEG5RY A: / / /GORI,/ B: LlAT

LIMITS OR EAPH LI FOJ EACH / F REAC
PAMETE D SIGNATYD PIL9t CELL/ C NNECTED CELL/ COIJ ECTE CELL,

E ritevl>Min I m leve irndica on> iniu vel i~ve t9 of
mark, nd 1/4 inch 7 dicatio mark n ates ,nd not
aboy maxirnum lev I 1/4i chabov overf &King
indi ation ark(a) maxipum Iev

indi ation m rk(a)

,Float Vage / 2)7 2.13/ > 2.07/

Sp/'ific 1.200 N t 5 / more han

zaVity° bc , / / / / f .020 below /
averag&of all

f/conn9ted cel s
/ / / / / /Aver~ e of all /

/ / f / / / >.205/ / /
foragf all

conne ted cells

A / 1.1 5 /

It i acce bie for e elec olyte le el to te porarin increa aabove he spe fied
ximu level d ing eq lizing arges rovide it is no verfl ng.

:b) Corre ed for ectrol tempe ture a d level Level c rrection s not r uired;
how er, whdn on f Ik charg batte chargi g is < 1 mp for tation s rvice ba eries
a <0.5 < for batter' s.

c) batte rchargi rgcurren of < 1 mp for tation s vice b teries d <0.5 mp for
/DG ba$feries w fen on U. at cha e is a eptable or mee ng spec ic gravit limits

/folio ng a b ery rec5arge, f r a ma mum of 7 days. hen ciarging c rent is sed to
f sati y speci c gravit requir ments, pecific ravity ofeach c nected eli shall e
m asured ior to piratio of the day all ance/
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5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.12 Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Primary Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.

ADD INSERT 7
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 2 Division 1 and Division 2 station service DC
electrical power subsystems;

b. The Unit 2 and the swing DGs DC electrical power
subsystems; and

c. The Unit 1 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to
support the equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System";
LCO 3.7.4, "Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC)
System"; LCO 3.7.5, "Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System";
and LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.
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ACTIONS (continued)

DE]- A CONDITION [7j -1 REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
1�. I

9.1One Unit 2 DG DC
electrical power subsystem
inoperableg

Restore DG DC
electrical power
subsystem to

12 hours

OR
jOPERABLE status

asons other than Condition A. I

s.

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable for reasonsj
other than Condition, A.

I

AL-a
One Unit 2 station service
DC electrical power
subsystem inoperableo

for reasons other than
I Conditions A or B.

Required Action and
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, B,
ii C not met

LWrE

[t.1 Restore station service
DC electrical power
subsystem to
OPERABLE status.

[.1 Be in MODE 3.

2 hours

-l

LEI-~

AND

1 Ene r LCODE 4.

j.1 intrLO30.

12 hours

36 hours

Two or more DC electrical
power subsystems
inoperable that result in a
loss of function.

Immediately
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

ElI-i ED-IKdrlT .----------- --- ---- --- ---- -- ---- -- --- ---- --- --- -------------------.--,

SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.h are applicable only to the Unit 2 DC sources. SR 3.8.4.[ is
applicable only to the Unit 1 DC sources.
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3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE ,-
.6.6

FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4._ -------- .-------------- .
. -1 ------- ----- ---- ---- ----

1. The modifild performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.. may be performed in lieu of
Fhe9:69*G9 +^Lt inlSR 3.8.4 ,

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG
battery. However, credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, and
maintain in OPERABLE status, the required
emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
subjected to a battery service test.

24 months

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE I FREQUENCY

SR 3.8. -------------------------------NOTE----------------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG battery.
However, credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified
performance discharge test.

MOVE THIS SR TO SECTION 3.8.6

60 months

AND

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of
expected life with
capacity < 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

AND

24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of
expected life with
capacity 2 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

SR 3.8.4. For required Unit 1 DC sources, the SRs of Unit 1 In accordance with
M Specification 3.8.4 are applicable. applicable SRs
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystems needed to support the
DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown"; and

b. The Unit 1 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to support
the equipment required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.6.4.3,
"Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System"; and LCO 3.7.4,
'Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC) System";
LCO 3.7.5, "Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System"; and
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary

containment.

ACTIONS /y-adnsert3

Z CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

. One or more required DC
electrical power subsystems

g inoperableg

for reasons other
than Condition A,

.1 Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

OR

OR

Required Action and
completion time of
Condition A not met.

P.2.1 Suspend CORE
l ALTERATIONS.

AND

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

(continued)

2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
seconday containment.

AND
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3.8.5

ACTIONS

LL�_, CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
I- I

(continued) R 2.:3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

4 Initiate action to restore
required DC electrical
power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

@
M .2.'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 ----------------------------- NOTE------------------------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.0 and SR 3.8.4

For required Unit 2 DC sources, the following SRs In accordance with
are applicable: applicable SRs

SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.1.1 SR 3.8.1.7
SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.1.5 SR 3.8.1.8.
SR 3.8.4.3 SR34.8.

S R 3.8.5.2 For required Unit 1 DC sources, SR 3.8.5.1 of In accordance with
Unit 1 Specification 3.8.5 is applicable. Unit 1 SR 3.8.5.1
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery 3 Parameters

LCO 3.8.6 Battery i parameters for the station service and DG batteries shall be
within i limits-O al .. 1

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystem is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

----------------------------------------------------------- NOTE-------------------------------
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
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ACTIONS (continued) rtI�
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

. Required Action and I.i Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition Ainot
met. "-BC D, or E

OR

One or moro battorios with
averago oloctrolyto
temperature Of thE

Ag o ontaivtqc nl rs noGt-rephr tatimite. c t Replace with insert 5

GR

One or more batteries with
one or more battery cell
parameters not within
Category C limi~ts-.

HATCH UNIT 2 3.8-34
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Battery Cell Parameters
3.8.6

/ Tab"3.8.6- (page o 1)
/ atteryel Parmeter quirents

. . . ./.

RAME

/C ORY
LIMI' FOR ACH

DESIG ATEDIPLOTC L

,ATEG YB:
%IMITSO REACD

/CONNE;CTED C, L

CA EGOR C:
LIMITE

fFORECH
NNE9TED CEt

. , - + 7 47

iectrope Lev > Mi mum /vel indic/ation
m , and 1/4in
a ove m imum )vel
jdicati mar( /

'<Minir/um lev a
indic ion Mar d
Si, inch apove
m ximum Jevel f
I dicatioy7mark(a)

Abov op of
plat s, and ot
ov rflowin

Flot Voltage

4 4 7 71 7

.13V Ž 2)/V > 0V

47 4 7 1

/4
3pecific /
3ravity,(c)

/
1.

~~/

,/1 .195

AND

Av rage all
c nnect! I cells

1.2

Not Mor/ethan
0.020 elow
ave ge of ar
co nected ells

4ND 1

Aver 2ge of all
co7i ectedjcels

(a) t is acc p able~lor the e ctrolyt evel t empor riy incrpase ab e the s ecified
maxi 57 m Ie vt during qualizi 'char s provi ed it is ot ove lowing.

(b, Co ected f r electr yte te and le el. Lev c on is nt require9,/ h ever, hen o loat chafge ba ery ch ging is<'1 amp r statio, service atterie
nd <0 amp fo DG batteries.

(c) A batery cha ng cur nt of 1 ampfor statio fservic batterie and < amp f r
/ Dzateisiwn of loat c~arge is,/accepta Be for rp eting sgeii gra ity limi/

/ fowing a attery charg for a VaximumrJof 7 days. Whe chargin current s used
/ atisfy sp cific gr ity re ireme (s, specilb gravit of eac connectd cell s II be

eas dpor expir on f e7 da lowane.

K�I
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5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.12 Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Primary Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.

ADD INSERT 7
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INSERT 1
A. One or more Unit 1 /Unit
2 battery chargers on one
subsystem inoperable

A. 1 Restore battery
terminal voltage to greater
than or equal to the
minimum established float
voltage

AND

A.2 Verify battery float
current < 1 amp for the
station service battery and <
0.5 amp for the DG battery

AND

A.3 Restore battery
charger(s) to OPERABLE
status

2 hours

Once per 12 hours

7 days

B. One Unit 1/Unit 2 B.1 Restore battery to 12 hours
station service battery on OPERABLE status
one subsystem inoperable
C. One or more required C. 1 Restore Unit 2/ Unit 1 7 days
Unit 2/Unit 1 DG DC DG DC electrical power
electrical power subsystems subsystem to OPERABLE
inoperable status

OR

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem inoperable
due to performance of SR
3.8.4.3 or 3.8.6.6.



-

INSERT 2

OR

Verify each battery charger can recharge the battery to the fully charged state within 24
hours while supplying the largest combined demands of the various continuous steady
state loads, after a battery discharge to the bounding design basis event discharge state.



INSERT 3
A. One or more battery

chargers on one
subsystem
inoperable

AND

The redundant subsystem
batteries and chargers are
OPERABLE

A. 1 Restore battery
terminal voltage to greater
than or equal to the
minimum established float
voltage.

AND

A.2 Verify battery float
current < 1 amp for the
station service batteries and
< 0.5 amp for the DG
batteries

AND

A.3 Restore battery
charger(s) to OPERABLE
status

2 hours

Once per 12 hours

7 days



INSERT 4
A. One or more batteries Al. Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
on one subsystem with one
or more battery cells float AND
voltage < 2.07 V.

A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage > 2.07 V

B. One station service B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
battery with float
current > 1 amp AND

OR B.2 Restore station service 12 hours
battery to < 1 amp float

One DG battery current. Restore DG battery
with float current > to < 0.5 amp float current.
0.5 amp

NOTE NOTE
Required Action C.2 shall Required Action C.1 and
be completed if electrolyte C.2 are only applicable if
level was below the top of electrolyte level was below

plates the top of plates

C. One battery on one C. 1 Restore electrolyte level 8 hours
subsystem with one or more to above top of plates
cells electrolyte level less
than the minimum AND
established design limits

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte 31 days
level to greater than or
equal to minimum
established design limits



INSERT 4 (Continued)
D. One battery on one D. 1 Restore battery pilot 12 hours
subsystem with pilot cell cell temperature to greater
electrolyte temperature less than or equal to the
than minimum established minimum established
design limits design limits
E. One battery on E.1 Restore battery 2 hours
redundant subsystem with parameters for batteries on
battery parameters not one subsystem to within
within limits limits.



INSERT 5

OR

One battery on one subsystem with one or more battery cells float voltage < 2.07 V and
float current > 1 amp for station service or > .5 amp for the DG battery.



INSERT 6

SR 3.8.6.1 -NOTE. 7 days
Not required to be met when battery terminal
voltage is less than the minimum established float
voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

Verify each station service battery float current is < 1
amp and verify each DG battery float current is < 0.5
amp.

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is > 2.07 V. 31 days

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell electrolyte level is 31 days
greater than or equal to minimum established design
limits.

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell temperature is greater 31 days
than or equal to minimum established design limits.

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage is > 2.07 V. 92 days
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5.5.13 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This program provides for the restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, "IEEE recommended
Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries for Stationary Applications" of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage <2.13 V and,

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been discovered
with electrolyte level below the minimum established design limit.
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3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 1 Division 1 and Division 2 station service DC
electrical power subsystems;

b. The Unit 1 and the swing DGs DC electrical power
subsystems; and

c. The Unit 2 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to
support the equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System,"
and LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Unit 1 battery A.1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
chargers on one subsystem voltage to greater than
inoperable. or equal to the

minimum established
float voltage.

AND

A.2 Verify battery float Once per 12 hours
current < 1 amp for the
station service battery
and < .5 amp for the
DG battery.

AND

A.3 Restore battery 7 days
charger(s) to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One Unit 1 station service B.1 Restore battery to 12 hours
battery on one subsystem OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

C. One or more required Unit C.1 Restore Unit 2 DG DC 7 days
2 DG DC electrical power electrical power
subsystems inoperable. subsystem to

OPERABLE status.
OR

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable due to
performance of SR 3.8.4.3
or 3.8.6.6.

D. One Unit 1 DG DC electrical D.1 Restore DG DC 12 hours
power subsystem electrical power
inoperable for reasons other subsystem to
than Condition A. OPERABLE status.

OR

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable for reasons other
than Conditions A or C.

E. One Unit 1 station service E.1 Restore station service 2 hours
DC electrical power DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable for subsystem to
reasons other than OPERABLE status.
Conditions A or B.

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Condition A, B, C, AND
D, or E not met.

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

(continued)
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3.8.4

ACTIONS (continuedti

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G. Two or more DC electrical G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
power subsystems
inoperable that result in a
loss of function.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-----------------------------------------------------------NOTE------------------------------------------------------------
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3 are applicable only to the Unit 1 DC sources. SR 3.8.4.4 is
applicable only to the Unit 2 DC sources.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is greater than or 7 days
equal to the minimum established float voltage.

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify each required battery charger supplies 24 months
2 400 amps for station service subsystems, and
2 100 amps for DG subsystems at greater than or
equal to the minimum established float voltage for
2 1 hour.

OR

Verify each battery charger can recharge the
battery to the fully charged state within 24 hours
while supplying the largest combined demands of
the various continuous steady state loads, after a
battery discharge to the bounding design basis
event discharge state.

SR 3.8.4.3 ----------------------------- NOTES----------------------------
1. The modified performance discharge test

in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu of
SR 3.8.4.3.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG
battery. However, credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE I FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, and 24 months
(continued) maintain in OPERABLE status, the required

emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
subjected to a battery service test.

SR 3.8.4.4 For required Unit 2 DC sources, the SRs of Unit 2 In accordance with I
Specification 3.8.4 are applicable. applicable SRs
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystems needed to support the
DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown"; and

b. The Unit 2 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to support
the equipment required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.6.4.3,
"Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System"; and LCO 3.8.2,
"AC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary

containment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more battery A.1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
chargers on one subsystem voltage to greater than
inoperable. or equal to the

minimum established
AND float voltage.

The redundant subsystem AND
batteries and chargers are
OPERABLE. A.2 Verify battery float Once per 12 hours

current < 1 amp for the
station service batteries
and < .5 amp for the
DG batteries.

AND

A.3 Restore battery 7 days
charger(s) to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION I REQUIRED ACTION I COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more required DC
electrical power
subsystems inoperable
for reasons other than
Condition A.

OR

Required Action and
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

B.1 Declare affected
required feature (s)
inoperable.

OR

B.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

B.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
secondary containment.

AND

B.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

B.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required DC electrical
power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I

I
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DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 -NOTE-
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8.4.3. I

For required Unit 1 DC sources, the following SRs
are applicable:

SR 3.8.4.1
SR 3.8.4.2
SR 3.8.4.3

In accordance with
applicable SRs

S R 3.8.5.2 For required Unit 2 DC sources, SR 3.8.5.1 of In accordance with
Unit 2 Specification 3.8.5 is applicable. Unit 2 SR 3.8.5.1
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3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6

APPLICABILITY:

Battery parameters for the station service and DG batteries shall be within |
limits. I

When associated DC electrical power subsystem is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

…- IVJk t-------___--------- -- ______________________--

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries on A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
one subsystem with one or
more battery cells float AND
voltage < 2.07 V.

A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1. 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage 2 2.07 V.

B. One station service battery B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
with float current > 1 amp.

AND
OR

B.2 Restore station service 12 hours
One DG battery with float battery to < 1 amp float
current > .5 amp. current. Restore DG

battery to < .5 amp float
current.

(continued)
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3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------------- NOTE----------------- ------------------NOTE------------------
Required Action C.2 shall be Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are
completed if electrolyte level was only applicable if electrolyte level
below the top of plates. was below the top of plates.

C. One battery on one C.1 Restore electrolyte level to 8 hours
subsystem with one or more above top of plates.
cells electrolyte level less
than minimum established AND
design limits.

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage.

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte level to 31 days
greater than or equal to
minimum established
design limits.

D. One battery on one D.1. Restore battery pilot cell 12 hours
subsystem with pilot cell temperature to greater
electrolyte temperature less than or equal to minimum
than minimum established established design limits.
design limits.

E. One battery on redundant E.1. Restore battery 2 hours
subsystem with battery parameters for batteries
parameters not within on one subsystem to
limits. within limits.

F. Required Action and F.1. Declare associated battery Immediately
associated Completion inoperable.
Time of Condition A, B, C,
D, or E not met.

OR

One battery on one
subsystem with one or more
battery cells float voltage <
2.07 V and float current > 1
amp for station service or
> .5 amp for the DG
battery.
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3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 ---------------------------- NOTE-- -----------
Not required to be met when battery terminal
voltage is less than the minimum established float
voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

Verify each station service battery float current is 7 days
• 1 amp and verify each DG battery float current is
• .5 amp.

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is > 2.07 V. 31 days

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell electrolyte level 31 days
is greater than or equal to minimum established
design limits.

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell'temperature .s greater 31 days
than or equal to minimum established design
limits.

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage is 92 days
>2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.6 ---------------------------NOTE------------------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG battery.
However, credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is 2 80% of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified AND
performance discharge test.

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of
expected life with

(continued)
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3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

4
capacity < 100% of

SR 3.8.6.6 (continued) capacity < 1 00% of
manufacturer's rating

AND

24 months when
battery has reached
85% of expected life
with capacity
Ž 100% of
manufacturer's rating
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Distribution Systems - Operating

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

The following AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems shall
be OPERABLE:

a. Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
comprised of:

1. 4160 V essential buses 1 E, 1 F, and 1 G;

2. 600 V essential buses 1 C and 1 D;

3. 120/208 V essential cabinets 1 A and 1 B;

4. 120/208 V instrument buses 1A and 1B;

5. 125/250 V DC station service buses 1A and 1 B;

6. DG DC electrical power distribution subsystems; and

b. Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System," and
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 7 days
Unit 2 AC or DC electrical Unit 2 AC and DC
power distribution subsystem(s) to
subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more (Unit 1 or B.1 Restore DG DC 12 hours
swing bus) DG DC electrical power
electrical power distribution distribution subsystem AND
subsystems inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a

C. One or more (Unit 1 or C.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
swing bus) AC electrical power distribution
power distribution subsystem to AND
subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status.

16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a

D. One Unit 1 station service D.1 Restore Unit 1 station 2 hours
DC electrical power service DC electrical
distribution subsystem power distribution AND
inoperable. subsystem to

OPERABLE status. 16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, B, C, AND
or D not met.

E.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

F. Two or more electrical F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
power distribution
subsystems inoperable that
result in a loss of function.
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3.8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and voltage to 7 days
required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.8 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 The necessary portions of the following AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support equipment required to be OPERABLE; and

b. The Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System," and
LCO 3.8.2, NAC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary

containment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required AC A.1 Declare associated Immediately
or DC electrical power supported required
distribution subsystems feature(s) inoperable.
inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend handling of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
secondary containment.

AND

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
3.8.8

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
restore required AC and
DC electrical power
distribution
subsystem(s) to
OPERABLE status.

AND

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately
required shutdown
cooling subsystem(s)
inoperable and not in
operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and voltage to 7 days
required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.12 Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Primary Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.

5.5.13 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This program provides for the restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, UIEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for
Stationary Applications" of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V, and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been discovered with
electrolyte level below the minimum established design limit.
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources - Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 2 Division 1 and Division 2 station service DC
electrical power subsystems;

b. The Unit 2 and the swing DGs DC electrical power
subsystems; and

c. The Unit 1 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to
support the equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System";
LCO 3.7.4, "Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC)
System"; LCO 3.7.5, 'Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System";
and LCO 3.8.1, 'AC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more Unit 2 battery A.1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
chargers on one subsystem voltage to greater than
inoperable. or equal to the

minimum established
float voltage.

AND

A.2 Verify battery float Once per 12 hours
current • 1 amp for the
station service battery
and • .5 amp for the
DG battery.

AND

A.3 Restore battery 7 days
charger(s) to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One Unit 2 station service B.1 Restore battery to 12 hours
battery on one subsystem OPERABLE status.
inoperable.

C. One or more required Unit 1 C.1 Restore Unit 1 DG DC 7 days
DG DC electrical power electrical power
subsystems inoperable. subsystem to

OPERABLE status.
OR

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable due to
performance of SR 3.8.4.3
or 3.8.6.6.

D. One Unit 2 DG DC electrical D.1 Restore DG DC 12 hours
power subsystem electrical power
inoperable for reasons other subsystem to
than Condition A. OPERABLE status.

OR

Swing DG DC electrical
power subsystem
inoperable for reasons other
than Conditions A or C.

E. One Unit 2 station service E.1 Restore station service 2 hours
DC electrical power DC electrical power
subsystem inoperable for subsystem to
reasons other than OPERABLE status.
Conditions A or B.

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Association Completion Time
of Condition A, B, C, D, or E
not met. AND

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

(continued)
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3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

G. Two or more DC electrical G.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
power subsystems
inoperable that result in a
loss of function.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

----------------------------------------------------------- NOTE------------------------------------------------------------
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3 are applicable only to the Unit 2 DC sources. SR 3.8.4.4 is
applicable only to the Unit 1 DC sources.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage is greater than or 7 days
equal to the minimum established float voltage.

SR 3.8.4.2 Verify each required battery charger supplies 24 months
2 400 amps for station service subsystems, and
2 100 amps for DG subsystems at greater than or
equal to the minimum established float voltage for
2 1 hour.

OR

Verify each battery charger can recharge the
battery to the fully charged state within 24 hours
while supplying the largest combined demands of
the various continuous steady state loads, after a
battery discharge to the bounding design basis
event discharge state.

SR 3.8.4.3 ---------------------------NOTES----------------------------
1. The modified performance discharge test

in SR 3.8.6.6 may be performed in lieu of
SR 3.8.4.3.

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG
battery. However, credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

(continued)

I

I

I

I
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DC Sources - Operating
3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.3 Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, and 24 months
(continued) maintain in OPERABLE status, the required

emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
subjected to a battery service test.

SR 3.8.4.4 For required Unit 1 DC sources, the SRs of Unit 1
Specification 3.8.4 are applicable.

In accordance with
applicable SRs
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources- Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 The following DC electrical power subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystems needed to support the
DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown"; and

b. The Unit 1 DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to support
the equipment required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.6.4.3,
"Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System"; and LCO 3.7.4,
"Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC) System";
LCO 3.7.5, "Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System"; and
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary

containment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more battery A.1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
chargers on one subsystem voltage to greater than
inoperable. or equal to the

minimum established
AND float voltage.

The redundant subsystem AND
batteries and chargers are
OPERABLE. A.2 Verify battery float Once per 12 hours

current < 1 amp for the
station service batteries
and < .5 amp for the
DG batteries.

AND

A.3 Restore battery 7 days
charger(s) to
OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION ICOMPLETION TIME

B. One or more required DC
electrical power
subsystems inoperable for
reasons other than
Condition A.

OR

Required Action and
Completion Time of
Condition A not met.

B.1 Declare affected
required feature(s)
inoperable.

OR

B.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

B.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
secondary containment.

AND

B.2.3 Initiate action to
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

B.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required DC electrical
power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately

I
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DC Sources - Shutdown
3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
4.

SR 3.8.5.1 ----------------------------- NOTE-----------------
The following SRs are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8.4.3. I

For required Unit 2 DC sources, the following SRs
are applicable:

SR 3.8.4.1
SR 3.8.4.2
SR 3.8.4.3

In accordance with
applicable SRs

SR 3.8.5.2 For required Unit 1 DC sources, SR 3.8.5.1 of In accordance with
Unit 1 Specification 3.8.5 is applicable. Unit 1 SR 3.8.5.1
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6

APPLICABILITY:

Battery parameters for the station service and DG batteries shall be within
limits. I

When associated DC electrical power subsystem is required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS

----------------------------------------------------------- NOTE---
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more batteries on A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
one subsystem with one or
more battery cells float AND
voltage < 2.07 V.

A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1. 2 hours

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell 24 hours
voltage 2 2.07 V.

B. One station service battery B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1. 2 hours
with float current > 1 amp.

AND
OR

B.2 Restore station service 12 hours
One DG battery with float battery to < 1 amp float
current> .5 amp. current. Restore DG

battery to < .5 amp float
current.

(continued)
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ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

------------------NOTE----------------- ------------------NOTE-----------------
Required Action C.2 shall be Required Action C.1 and C.2 are
completed if electrolyte level was only applicable if electrolyte level
below the top of plates. was below the top of plates.

C. One battery on one C.1 Restore electrolyte level 8 hours
subsystem with one or to above top of plates
more cells electrolyte level
less than minimum AND
established design limits.

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage.

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte level 31 days
to greater than or equal to
minimum established
design limits.

D. One battery on one D.1 Restore battery pilot cell 12 hours
subsystem with pilot cell temperature to greater
electrolyte temperature less than or equal to minimum
than minimum established established design limits.
design limits.

E. One battery on redundant E.1 Restore battery 2 hours
subsystem with battery parameters for batteries
parameters not within on one subsystem to
limits. within limits.

F. Required Action and F.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion battery inoperable.
Time of Condition A, B, C,
D, or E not met.

OR

One battery on one
subsystem with one or
more battery cells float
voltage < 2.07 V and float
current > 1 amp for station
service or > .5 amp for the
DG battery.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 -------------------------------- NOTE---------------------------
Not required to be met when battery terminal
voltage is less than the minimum established float
voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

Verify each station service battery float current is 7 days
< 1 amp and verify each DG battery float current is
< .5 amp.

SR 3.8.6.2 Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is 2 2.07 V. 31 days

SR 3.8.6.3 Verify each battery connected cell electrolyte level 31 days
is greater than or equal to minimum established
design limits.

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell temperature is greater 31 days
than or equal to minimum established design
limits.

SR 3.8.6.5 Verify each battery connected cell voltage is 92 days
Ž 2.07 V.

SR 3.8.6.6 --------------------------------NOTE---------------------------
This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2, or 3, except for the swing DG battery.
However, credit may be taken for unplanned
events that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is Ž 80% of the 60 months
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified AND
performance discharge test.

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of
expected life with

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.6 (continued) capacity < 100% of
manufacturer's
rating.

AND

24 months when
battery has
reached 85% of
expected life with
capacity 2 100% of
manufacturer's
rating.

I

I
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.7 Distribution Systems - Operating

LCO 3.8.7

APPLICABILITY:

The following AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems shall
be OPERABLE:

a. Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
comprised of:

1. 4160 V essential buses 2E, 2F, and 2G;

2. 600 V essential buses 2C and 2D;

3. 120/208 V essential cabinets 2A and 2B;

4. 120/208 V instrument buses 2A and 2B;

5. 125/250 V DC station service buses 2A and 2B;

6. DG DC electrical power distribution subsystems; and

b. Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support equipment required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System"; LCO 3.7.4,
"Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC) System";
LCO 3.7.5, "Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System'; and
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating."

MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required A.1 Restore required 7 days
Unit 1 AC or DC electrical Unit 1 AC and DC
power distribution subsystem(s) to
subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status.

(continued)
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ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One or more (Unit 2 or B.1 Restore DG DC 12 hours
swing bus) DG DC electrical power
electrical power distribution distribution subsystem AND
subsystems inoperable. to OPERABLE status.

16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a

C. One or more (Unit 2 or C.1 Restore AC electrical 8 hours
swing bus) AC electrical power distribution
power distribution subsystem to AND
subsystems inoperable. OPERABLE status.

16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a

D. One Unit 2 station service D.1 Restore Unit 2 station 2 hours
DC electrical power service DC electrical
distribution subsystem power distribution AND
inoperable. subsystem to

OPERABLE status. 16 hours from
discovery of failure to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a

E. Required Action and E.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A, B, C, AND
or D not met.

E.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

F. Two or more electrical F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately
power distribution
subsystems inoperable that
result in a loss of function.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and voltage to 7 days
required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.8 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

LCO 3.8.8 The necessary portions of the following AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems shall be OPERABLE:

a. The Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support equipment required to be OPERABLE; and

b. The Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support equipment required to be OPERABLE by LCO
3.6.4.3, "Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) System"; LCO 3.7.4,
"Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC) System";
LCO 3.7.5, "Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System"; and
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary

containment.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more required AC A.1 Declare associated Immediately
or DC electrical power supported required
distribution subsystems feature(s) inoperable.
inoperable.

OR

A.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

A.2.2 Suspend handling of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies in the
secondary containment.

AND

(continued)
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ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.3 Initiate action to Immediately
suspend operations
with a potential for
draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

A.2.4 Initiate actions to Immediately
restore required AC and
DC electrical power
distribution
subsystem(s) to
OPERABLE status.

AND

A.2.5 Declare associated Immediately
required shutdown
cooling subsystem(s)
inoperable and not in
operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct breaker alignments and voltage to 7 days
required AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems.
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Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals

5.5.12 Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program (continued)

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 are applicable to the Primary Containment Leakage
Rate Testing Program.

5.5.13 BatterV Monitorinq and Maintenance Program

This program provides for the restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, UIEEE Recommended Practice
for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for
Stationary Applications" of the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V, and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been discovered with
electrolyte level below the minimum established design limit.
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BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

I Replace with insert 1

result in the discharging of the associated battery (and affect the
battery cell parameters).

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in Bases
for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution System - Operating," and LCO 3.8.8,
"Distribution System - Shutdown."

Each battery has adequate storage capacitylte-4
onRtinuoucly for approximately 2 houre (Ref. 1).

carry the required loadI

Each DC battery subsystem is separately housed in a ventilated room
apart from its charger and distribution panels. Each subsystem is
located in an area separated physically and electrically from the other
subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not
cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing
between redundant Class 1 E subsystems such as batteries, battery
chargers, or distribution panels. ampacity

The b tterie for DC electrical power subsystems are sized to produce
re uir at 800/ of nameplate rating, corresponding to

capacity at e of life. I m u siqn valtaQPAm

Replace with insert 2 ac attery charger of DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected
loads required during normal operation, while at the same time

excesses maintaing a fully charged battery. Each battery charger has
sufficient capacity to restore the battery from the design minimum
charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours while supplying

|add insert 3 normal steady state loads (Ref. 4).

A description of the Unit 2 DC power sources is provided in the Bases
for Unit 2 LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 5), and Chapter 14
(Ref. 6), assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries,
and control and switching during all MODES of operation. The
OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS

Replace with insert 4

If o or m re of t < requiy Unit G D lectril pow /
susystess is inp'perabl (e.g., in Iperab battery, inoper,,ble batery

,arger,), or i 6perab)6 battery charge and askciate#"inoperpble
1 attery), or if e swing DG D klectri I powe subsy em is // mop 9~able de to p fforman of 5 .8.4.7 r SR .4.8,ayd a los
' of f,,fnction ias not ccurre as des ribed i Conditi n E, thJ

rtiann'C elctica pgve I u~yteRhv 0p aaiyt
upport safe utdown nd tonitigate n accident coition. I 0 the

case an inoerable r/quired nit 2 D DC e2ctrical 1ower
subs stem, ntinue peratio/{ shoulJ not ex9ed 7 d s,
sin a su equent ostula d worstYcase sjhgle fai 6re couln result ip
th loss o certain afety f yctionsE.g., SXT Syst m and Cl valu
I bad ce ers). T 7 day omplq ion Tirb takes nto acc unt the
capacip and c ability f the r (naininr4JC so ces, an is bas on
the s ortest r toratio time owed f r the sy tems at ected b the
nop rable D sour in the efspec te syst n Speci cation.

I the cas opera e swin DG D electric I power
subsystm, sin a sub equent ostula)6d wors case si 9 le fail re
could rsuit inthe loss f mini um ne essary DC electrjcal
subs astems 6mitig e a po-ulated yforst caye accid t, conjnued
por oper tion sh uldals not ex eed 7 ys. Thdf7 day/
C rnpletii Timej basedupon t 6 swing G DC fectric r power

bsyst bein noper le dueM o perfo ance f SR 3 .4.7 or
R 3.8 4.8. P orma e of those two Rs will seuit in noper ility

the I W forof th C bat ry. Si ce thisfiattery i 'commo to bo units, ore
to r store tae batterif the bttery i nope for/

pe e of re ired Sdirveillanrpes, to pytclude e nee to
rform dual u it shutdwn to p dorm t ese S eillan s. The

wing 9G DC eectricapower s systeralso des not rovide
( powe g tbeak me tyro of r 46 loads r DG p 5 v ourieb
(e.g power oh m y o eq 6 en adthe ot erovided bC s the
sw)Xg DG 'attery). he Co pletionjtime a o takeFinto ac unt the
c/pacity cap ility of, e rem ingD sourc,. / 7

-

Ut.Il , or A or C, r s e tv l

If a Unit 1 or swing DG DC electric I power subsystem is inoperable
(for reasons other than Condition , the remaining DC electrical
power subsystems have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and
to mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent postulated
worst case single failure could result in the loss of minimum
necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS (continued)

case accident, continued power operation should not exceed
12 hours. The 12 hour Completion Time provides a period of time to
correct the problem commensurate with the importance of maintaining
the DG DC electrical power subsystem OPERABLE. (The DG DC
electrical power subsystem affects both the DG and the offsite circuit,
as well as the breaker closure power for various 4160 VAC loads, but
does not affect 125/250 VDC station service loads.)

Eli-, l(inoperable battery
charger and battery)

Condition Crepresents one Unit 1 station service division ith a
loss of ability to completely respond to an event, and a po ential
loss of ability to remain energized during normal operatio It is
therefore imperative that the operator's attention focus on
stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for complete loss of DC
power to the affected division. The 2 hour limit is consistent with
the allowed time for an inoperable DC Distribution System division.

for reasons other than
Conditions A or B,

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable
.- (e.g. inoperable battery, inoperable battery chargor aF or inoperable

9^+^rw oernr ne oonoetr ;rwteohi hxttn/ te remaining DC

electrical power subsystems have the capacity to support a safe
shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent
postulated worst case single failure could result in the loss of
minimum necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated
worst case accident, continued power operation should not exceed
2 hours. The 2 hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7) and reflects a reasonable time to assess unit
status as a function of the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem
and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to
OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit
shutdown.

P.1andf~.

If the power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time

(continued)
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ACTIONS L1 and 6 (continued)

to bring the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time required in
egulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7).

Condition corresponds to a level of degradation in the DC electrical
power subsystems that causes a required safety function to be lost.
When more than one DC source is lost, and this results in the loss of
a required function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued
operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to commence a
controlled shutdown.

rl l

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The SRs Ye modified by a Note to indicate that SR 3.8.4.1 through
SR 3.8.4.g apply only to the Unit 1 DC sources, and that SR 3.8.4.
applies only to the Unit 2 DC sources.

/I /
*rosion o4 he bate ry celts and /
of the.4esistan'ce of each inter-cell,

(continued)
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sh 3.i4.2 9 ontinu d)

/nt rack, nter-tie , and t minal c. nnecti , prov es an i dicatio of
p Vsical amag or abn~ rmal de riorati that uld po ntially

egrad batte perfor ance.

The onnec on res itance Ii ts are stablis ed to aintain
co nectioresist ce as I as re sonabl possib to m lmize th
o erall v !tage d p acro the b tery a the p sibility f batte

amag due to eating con nfctions.

The esista e value for ea batte conn tion ar locate in the
Te nica equire ents M nual ( f. 9). /

he Fr uency f r thes nspec i ns, wch can etect cy ditions hat
/can c~ se powr losse, due t94resistapnce hea g, is 9 days. is
Freq ency isonside/ed acc ptable based o operati g exper~ nce
reled to d ecting orrosio trends /

SR3.84.

Visu Iinspe ton of Ihe batt cells ell plas, and ttery cks
pr ides a indica '6n of p sical Ct mage abnor al det oratio
t t could potenti Ily deg ade battry perf~i-mance

The 24 month reque cy of th uSurvei .nce ta s into onsid ation
the 6 sired ant co rditions perfor the Su eillan . The
24 ^onth F equenc is bas d on a r view of he su eillanc test
hi tory an Refereice 14.

/SR 3.8.4.4a d SR 3 8.4.5

Vi I ins fction /d resis nce m !surer ants of ter-cell /
i ser-rac inter-t;r, and t 2minal 9onnectj6ns proy des an) dicatio
f physj al dar ge or normal eterioytion th t could i dicate

/degra,ded batsry con on. The anti-a rrosior materiaj s used1 o
help nsureaood el 4 trical cQ necti s and reduc ermint'
desbrioratio1. The yfsual in ectio or corrsion is t inten ed to
rquire refn oval 0) and ins~ection nder e ch term' al con ction.

The r ,i'oval of isible rrosio is a pr ventive ainten nce SR The
pres nce of visible co osion oes no necess ily repr sent a f ilure
of tOis SR, ovided isible rrosio is remo ed dun .g perfor ance
ofrhis Su ellance

(continued)
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HhS SR verifie s |

rl2~iy-St Gha~FGonbsr~i~tY F nemRatpv are hthe design
capacity of t chargers . . Accordin to Regulatory Guide 1.32
(Ref. 10), ch battery charger supply is to be based on the
largest mbined demands of the various steady tate loads and the
char g capacity to restore the battery from the d ign minimum

batteryc arge state to the fully charged state, irrespective oathe status of the
unit during these demand occurrences. The m inim um d
amperes and duration ensures that these requirements can becln I
satisfied.

The Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required to
perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to
ensure adequate charger performance during these 24 month
intervals. In addition, this Frequency is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths. The 24 month Frequency is based on a
review of the surveillance test history and Reference 14.

SR 3.8.4.&

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the
DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length
corresponds to the design duty cycle requirements as specified in
Reference 4.

(continued)
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(continued)

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10) and Regulatory Guide 1.129
(Ref. 1 1), which state that the battery service test should be
performed during refueling operations or at some other outage. The
24 month Frequency is based on a review of the surveillance test
history and Reference 14.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance of a
I o miodified performance discharge test in lieu of a service test.

I for instance

Irke modified efrmnedicaq test es a simulated duty ccol
1 consist$j; of just two rates2 the 1 minute rate published for the battery

or the largest current load bf the duty cycle, followed by the test rate
employed for the performance test, both of which envelope the duty
cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by a ia
1 minute discharge represent a very small portion of the battery
capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for the performance test
without compromising the results of the performance discharge test.
T battery terminal voltage for the modified performance discharge
test remain above the minimum battery terminal voltage
specified in the battery service test for the duration of time equal to that
of the service test.

swap order
/ A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity

and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will often confirm the battery's
ability to meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to
determining its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the
modified performance discharge test should be identical to those
specified for a service discharge test.

move and insert
where noted on
next page

The reason for Note 2 is that performing the Surveillance would
remove a required DC electrical power subsystem from service,
perturb the electrical distribution system, and challenge safety
systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the
Surveillance. The swing DG DC battery is exempted from this
restriction, since it is required by both units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be
performed in the manner required by the Note without resulting in a
dual unit shutdown.

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.8.1

A battery performance discharge test is a constant current capacity
test to detect any change in the capacity determined by the
acceptance test. Initial conditions consistent with IEEE-450 need to
be met prior to the performing of a battery performance discharge
test. The test results reflect the overall effects of usage and age.

A battery mo-dified perfor-mances ddischarge test is ddes~rihbedd in-the I
Bases for SR 3.8.4.7.1 Either the battery performance discharge test
or the moie performance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying
SR 3.8.1 however, only the modified performance discharge test
ma besed to satisfy . we sat thl requirements
as <2D 0 A iej lIt 4- I

EDi
-

insert text from
previous page

Move to 3.8.6.6
Bases

VI on 0.0.7t. I battery service test

/ The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consiste with
IEEE-450 (Refl) and IEEE-485 (Ref. B. These referen es
recommend at the battery be replaced if capacity is bela 80% of
the man cturer's rating. Although there maze ample capa y, the
batte te of deterioration is rapidly increasing. 6

The Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the battery
shows degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of its
expected application service life and capacity is S 100% of the
manufacturers rating, the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to
12 months. However, if the battery shows no degradation but has
reached 85% of its expected application service life, the Surveillance
Frequency is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that retain
capacity 2 100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is
indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. g , when the battery capacity
drops by more than 10% of rated capacit rom its capacity on the
previous performance test or is more than % below the
manufacturer's rating. All these Frequencies re consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy the Surveillance. The swing DG DC
battery is exempted from this restriction, since it is required by both
units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be performed in the manner required by
the Note without resulting in a dual unit shutdown.

When using the modified performance test in lieu of the
service test, as found conditions must be maintained.

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.8.4.i5 7
With the exception of this Surveillance, all her Surveillances of this
Specification (SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.E) are applied only to the
Unit 1 DC sources. This Surveillance is provided to direct that the
appropriate Surveillances for the required Unit 2 DC sources are
governed by the Unit 2 Technical Specifications. Performance of the
applicable Unit 2 Surveillances will satisfy both any Unit 2
requirements, as well as satisfying this Unit 1 SR.

The Frequency required by the applicable Unit 2 SR also governs
performance of that SR for both Units.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6.

3. IEEE Standard 308-1971.

4. FSAR, Section 8.5.

5. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

6. FSAR, Chapter 14. 20

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

8. IEEE Standard 450-

9. Technical Requirements Manual, Section 9.0.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

12. IEEE Standard 485-1983.

13. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

14. NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendment 232.
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(continued)

the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling --
are required to be OPERABLE to support required DC distribution
subsystems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown.' In addition, some components that may be
required by Unit 1 require power from Unit 2 sources (e.g., Standby
Gas Treatment (SGT) System and LPCI valve load centers).
Therefore, the Unit 2 DG DC and the swing DG DC electrical power
subsystems needed to provide DC power to the required Unit 2
components are also required to be OPERABLE. This requirement
ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical power sources to
operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the
core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are available;
and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS g i., Aq.2.1, P3.2.2, k32.3, and Pp.2.4

add insert 7 If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required according to
LCO 3.8.8, the DC subsystems remaining OPERABLE with one or
more DC power sources inoperable may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE

(continued)
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ACTIONS kl, . .2.1. &.2.2, 4.2.3, and 4 2.4 (continued)

ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. By allowance of the option to declare
required features inoperable with associated DC power sources
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment, and any activities that
could result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to immediately initiate action to restore the required DC
electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC
electrical power to the plant safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the
plant safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performajce of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4. . Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below
their capability to provide the required power supply or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the intent
that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.

SR 3.8.5.2

This Surveillance is provided to direct that the appropriate
Surveillances for the required Unit 2 DC sources are governed by the

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery 3 Parameters on battery float
current as well as on

andBASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits E electrolyte temperature, level/ifloat
voltage, for the DC electrical power subsystems
batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY
requirements is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources -

aOperating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 1), and Chapter 14

(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power subsystems provide normal
and emergency DC electrical power for the diesel generators (DGs),
emergency auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of
operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining at least one division
of DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC power; and

b. A postulated worst case single failure.

Since battery Eparameters support the operation of the DC
electrical power subsystems, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement (Ref. 4).

LCO Battery PR parameters must rem in within acceptable limits to
ensure availability of the required [ C power to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe condition fter an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA. 3 parameter limits are
established to allow continued DC electrical system function even with
!QateoeorY A and 1l limits not met.

add insert

(continued)
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APPLICABILITY The battery Fi parameters are required solely for the support of the
associated DC electrical power subsystem. Therefore,

are only required when the DC power source is required
to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussions in Bases for
LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

Ibattery parameter limits

ACTIONS A Note has been added providing that, for this LCO, separate
Condition entry is allowed for each battery. This is acceptable, since
the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable battery. Complying with
the Required Actions for battery cell parameters allows for restoration
and continued operation, and subsequent out of limit battery cell
parameters may be governed by separate Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions.

IReplace with insert 10

A.1 A2, a 3

par meter of one more es in e or Ire batties no
yithin ijrf1its (i.e.f Categ ry A Ii rr s not et or Ctegor limits ot

met, 9+ Cate g ry A a d B lim- not mrrt) but thin th? Categ 9 C
limit specif6d in Tpble 3. 1, the ,attery i degraded but hS ere is
sti suffici 9t cap ty orm t inten id func (on. T refore,
t e affec)6d batt ry is no equire to be 6nsider d inop able solly
s a re {ilt of C tegory A or B li its not et, an contin ed oper tion

is per itted f a limite. perio.

Th pilot c II electri 4yte lev and flat voltqe are r quired be
v rified t meet th Categ ry C Ii its withih 1 hou (Requiryd

ction A.1). Thi check rovide a quic 'indicati n of the status o
the resainder p5 the bvttery ce)s. On tour prvides ti nse to mnsgect
the veectrolyt level and to cofirm th float veitage ofte pilot/ells.
One hour is onside/ed a reasonabl amou of tim 4o perfo the
re uired v rificatiorg.

Verificaion tha the Ca gory C imits arf met (l4quired ction .2)
provi56s assqance tl~ltdurin* the ti e needed to rest. re the
para rheters 6 the C tegory and B imits, thi battery is still apable
of performi its.n)6ndd nction. A perio(of 24 h} urs is ;lowed
t mplve the irtial ver ication ecause pecific~ ravity

Urments ust be btaine for eac conne ed cel. Takin
into cghsideraj on bot the tim required to perfrm the equire
verifIdation arld the suranc that th battery eli par meters are not
sey6rely degraded histim is consideredrsona Te.

/7 /
(continued)
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res~

Con

time

ti)
allowances of the Required Actions
for Conditions A, B, C, D, or E

ibatteryt

[Replace with insert 1 1

When any battery parameter is outside the PatewRg C limit for anll
Gel, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected

load requirement is not ensured and the corresponding
=IAowvr-Fub5vytomlmust be declared inoperable. Additionally ether

peteRstillyf kdtomo tiGRG osi bh t a or AMin th4I *-
Actonev of Condition A within tho roqupirod Cmplotion Timoeor

average oloctrolyto temporaturo of roprosontativo cells falling beoow
the appropriate limit (65 0 F for station cervice and 100 F for DG

I UHi1Lu[IULJ. dIbu duI udubu 1W[ mIIifluaIIi','l uWuJdi[ItiOj me tibulaeu

rae I+ ^ -Ad -on .- rr ;____1> -I
LA.= UNU~triUdii VUwVUF bUUbYb~1uHI iHUPWRHIU.
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S, 3.&86.2 ( ntinue ) 7

sev; ov thargeto ens re that signifrant de radatio of the
bAtiery o urs a 'a cons quence f such verch e.

SR .. 6.3

Tpls Survillance erificati n that $e aver ge te eratur of
eprese tative cls is wi in limi; is co.istent ith a
recominenda tn of IE -450 (ef. 3) that stat"s that t e temp ature
of el trolytein repre Fnntativ cells s ould b deter ed on
qu (terly b,'is.

Xower t a'n norm temp atures ct to i ~hibit or duce b tery
Xcapac 4. This -' ens ufes that he opefating tediperat u s rem
withi a cc table oeratin range. his Ii it is bas d on IE E-450
or t e manu cturer recom iendati ns wh provid d.

able 3. .6-1

This @ble de eatese limilon el trolyte I vel, flop yolta g/, and
spe fic grzV.1ty for tree difPrent c (egories The m aning each
c tegoryy discus5ed bel

Categ9 A defifes th ormal arame r limit f9 each esigna d
pilot p611 in ea.h batti. Thekells sel cted as ilot c s are t ose
whcie temp rature oltage and ele trolyte secific ravity
ap roxim te the c ndition f the etire battyfy.

he Ca gory umits s ecified Ir elect 4 yte le el are sed on
manu 6cturer' recoin endati s and 2e con stent v~h the
guid nce in 3 EE-4 ef. :, with the extra /4 inc /allowan~e
ab e the igh wa r level i dicatioor opeting rrgin to ccount
ftempeature aqfd chars effect§/ In advition to Nis allo vnce,
ootnot (a) to T ble 3.8 -1 per fts the lectrol level t be ab e

/the sp cified Vaximu rryevel du ng eqyalizing p p ovidedif is
not qverflowi. g. The~p limits nsure hat the jilates su er no physical
da age, aga that atequate ,lectrorytransfe capabili 9 is maiitained
in he evet of tragrient cosrditions IEEE- 0 (Ref. ) reco mends

at electrolyte l, el readings sh Id be ade on! after t battery
has be n at floyf charg or at ast 72 ours.

The atego A limit zpecifi for flo t voltag is 2 2. V per II.
T~is value base n thecomm ndation f IEEE 450 (Re . 3),

(continued)
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Tble 3 .6-1 contin d)

/whicstate that p longe operati of ces belo .13 V an
re ce th life ex ectanc of cells /

heC egory limit secified r spec icgrav for ea h pilot ei
is 1 00 (0. 15 belw the mnufact rer's fupy chargdd nom al
spe ific gr ity) or battery hargin currer~t that h stabili ed at a

vof alue. This v ue is c racteri tic of ahargeo cell wi adequ e
capacity Accor ing to IE-4509Ref. 3).(the sp cific grpity

/eadin are b sed on tempe ture o770F 0C)./

The pecifi gravity r ading are cor cted f actuaj lectrolye
te peratu e and le el. Fo each 30 (1.670) aboy 77°F 5°C),

'point ( 001) is dded t the refding; 1 point is 'ubtract for ea
O°FbeIw 770F The s cific gravity of elefolyte in cell

/ incre ses with loss 2 water ue to eYectrolyis orev oration
Lev f correcti n will e in ac rdanc with m nufactu er's
relmmen 5tions.

atego B defi s the rmal p ramet9limits freach nnect d
fcell. Te term 'conne ed cell" exclud C any tery cel that m y be
jumpy ed out

T lCate ry B Ii its spe ied fo lectrol e level nd floa voltagX
e the s me as ose sp cified ,fr Cate ry A ard have een /

iscus d abov . The ,,atego %B limit pecifie54or spe iffic gr ,fity
for ea connfcted c911 is > 1/i95 (0.0Z6 below he mh aufactu lr's
fullycharge nominy~l specific gravit with th avera ,e of all/
co nected,6ells 1. 65 (0.0)t below he ma factur r's fully harged
n minal 9ecific $avity). /hese v(lues ar .basefn ma facture

ecom rndatiopis. The fninimu specifi gravit value r quiredf r
each 9611 ens f es thatie effe9sofa hj hly ch o.rged newly
insta I'ed cell o not ask ove all de r dationf the b ttery.

Ctegory defin the Iimni6'for eah conpected c II. The valuey 3
thoug reduce provid assurance that sufficiqt capacjty exist to

/perfor the int nded fu ction a maintain a rgin of fety. hen
any b ttery p rameter s outsie the Ctegory limit, t e assu nce
of s fficient apacity escrib abov no Ion er exist, and t /
battery m t be dec aredinfperab /

/ t gory ?/mits srified elect lyte lev, (abov the top f
the I tes and ot over,,owing} ensure at the plates s fer no /
phy cal da ge and aintaj6 adeq ate elec on tran er capa~bility.
Th Catego C lim d for vol$age is bdsedont EE-4S (Ref. ,Y', which

(continued)
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Tble g.8.6-1 conti ed)

stat s that cell v tage o 2.07 V r below, under oat co itions nd
n caus by el ated mperatue of thy cell, i icates ternal ell

oble and ay req re cell r place ent.

/Theatego C All able V ue of arage pecific ravity 1.195,
is sed o manuf cturer's ecom ndatio s (0.0 below he

nufac rer's r omme ed full charg , nomi al spe cj gravi ).
additjdn to tht limit, i s requ-ed that e spe ific gra ty for e h

conne ed cel must b no les han 0. 20 bel the a erage o all
con cted c Is. Thi imit e ures t t the ect of Yhighly arged
or w cell oes no ask erall d gradati n of thy battery

he foot otes to able 3 .6-1 th t apply o spec f'gravi are
applic 61e to C egory , B, an C spe ific gra ty. Foo ote (b)o f
' Tab3.8.6-1 equire the ab e me oned c rrectio or elec olyte
Iev and te peratu , with e exce tion th level c rrection s not
re uired w en batt ry char ing cur ent, w e on flo t charg¢, is

1 amp fdr statifi servic batter's and 0.5 am* for DG atteri
his cur ent pro ides, i genera, an indjation o overall attery

conditn ////

Be use of pecifi gravity radien that ar produc d dun g the
re hargin proceas, delay of sev ral day may oc ur whi waitin

r the s ecific (avity to tabiliz. A sta lized c rger c rrent is n
accept ble alt native) speci c gravit measur ment r deter ining
the s te of c arge of he destgnated lot cell. his p enome on is
diss ssed if IEEE- (Ref/3). Fo note (c o Tab 3.8.6- allows
th float c arge c rent to e used s an al mate specifi gravity
f r up tot daysflowin a battef recha e. / / /

add 3.8.6.6 Bases
from page B 3.8-61

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14. 2

3. IEEE Standard 450

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

5. FSAR Chapter 8.

16. IEEE Standard 485-1983. I
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

result in the discharging of the associated battery (and affect the
battery cell parameters).

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in Bases
for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution System - Operating," and LCO 3.8.8,
"Distribution System - Shutdown."

|Replace with insert ~1~ Each battery has adequate stora e capacitv to carry the required load
|Gcotinuously for approximately 2 hours (Rof 1). I~~

Each DC battery subsystem is separately housed in a ventilated room
apart from its charger and distribution panels. Each subsystem is
located in an area separated physically and electrically from the other
subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not
cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing
between redundant Class 1 E subsystems such as batteries, battery

charger, or distribution panels.
ampacityac

The batteries for electrical po er subsystems are sized to
expected e uired at 800/ of nameplate rating, corresponding

to capacity at end of life.ltanol
jimit is 10)51210 V.1

|Replace with inseirt 2 Each battery charger of DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected
loads required during normal operation, while at the same time

excs ng a fully charged battery. Each battery charger has
capacity to restore the battery from the design minimum

charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours while supplying
normal steady state loads (Ref. 4).

add insert 3
A description of the Unit 1 DC power sources is provided in the Bases
for Unit 1 LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 5) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 6),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system povides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries,
and control and switching during all MODES of operation. The
OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

(continued)
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ACTIONS

I Replace with insert 4

/fo om Iteft T eui fd~ t AD ~te tipowe(Z
supsyste ais in erabl (e.g., in perabl battery inope lea
9{argerj( ), or i perabj batterycharge and asiociate§ inoper le
batte r, or if t e swing DG DC/electri I powe subsyst'em is /
mop able d e to ptlformanc4 of S .8.4.7 r SR 3848 ad a los
of f nction gas notoccurreq as des ibed iConditi' n E, th
refainingflDC el96trical p gIer su ystemhave te capa to

pport safe sutdownA nd toyiitigate n accide nt con ition. I the
case of an erable r 'quired nit 1 d DC eV6ctrical ower /
subs stem, u ntinued 0ower pperatioi shoulI not ex ed 7 days
sin a sub equent stula worst'case sj6gle fait re coulo result 1
th loss o certain afety f ctionse.g., SFT Syst m and LPCI valv
Iadceers . T 7day ompl fion Tir6 takesntoaccunt the /
capaciai and capability f the rqrh aining4DC souces, anf'is based on
the slortest restoratio, time a ,owed f r the systems afected b the
inoprable DI sourc in theespect're syst If Specdi cation.

Ithe cas~of an opera~ e swin DG D electricI power
'ubsystym, sinc$ a suby quent ostulatd wors ase sir) Ia fail e
could r sult in ,the loss f minirn ne essary ,D electrjcal
substems } mitig te a pos,,tuIated )yorst cae accid qt, continued
pow6br oper tion sh uld als not exfeed 7 dys. The'7 day/
C inpletiM Time base4pon th6 swing EG DC ectric I power

bsyst bein operble due o perfo ance of SR 3..4.7 or/
R 3.8 4.8. P ~rformaide of thsetwo swill rsult in noperaility

of th C bat 6ry. Since this7 attery i commo to bo units, ,ore
timeis provi ed to restore tlre batte , if the b ttery is inoperble for
performan e of re (ired S rveillan es, to pr clude the neep to
perform dual urt shutddwn to p~rform t ese Sur(,eillancds. The
wing 9 DC e Jctrical ower s bsyste also d es notFfrovide

power o the me type of equj ment a the ot er DG DC sourc s
(e.g. break controy'power fcir 4160 loadsA not pr vided b/the
swjhg DG tte ).The CosjipletionTime aJso takefinto acc unt th
c pacity hdcan bilityofthe rem, i Ding Dsour§. /

Y/ f 7
l

['=n. Ior A or C, respectively I
If a Unit 2 or swing DG DC electric ower subsystem is inoperable
(for reasons other than Condition A, the remaining DC electrical
power subsystems have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and
to mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent postulated
worst case single failure could result in the loss of minimum
necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst

(continued)
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ACTIONS L.1 (continued)

case accident, continued power operation should not exceed
12 hours. The 12 hour Completion Time provides a period of time to
correct the problem commensurate with the importance of maintaining
the DG DC electrical power subsystem OPERABLE. (The DG DC
electrical power subsystem affects both the DG and the offsite circuit,
as well as the breaker closure power for various 4160 V AC loads, but
does not affect 125/250 V DC station service loads.)

(inoperable battery
charger and battery)

Condition i:represents one Unit 2 station service division with a
loss of ability to completely respond to an event, and a po ential
loss of ability to remain energized during normal operatio It is
therefore imperative that the operator's attention focus on
stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential for complete loss of DC
power to the affected division. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the
allowed time for an inoperable DC Distribution System division.

for reasons other than
Condition A or B

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable
(e.g., inoperablo battor,, inoporablo batter; Ghartgre(), or inoporablo
battoey charger and associated inoperable battery), the remaining DC
electrical power subsystems have the capacity to support a safe
shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent
postulated worst case single failure could result in the loss of
minimum necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated
worst case accident, continued power operation should not exceed
2 hours. The 2 hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7) and reflects a reasonable time to assess unit
status as a function of the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem
and, if the DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to
OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit
shutdown.

1. inprbe

If the DC electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time

(continued)
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ACTIONS IN.1 and !P.2 (continued)

to bring the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time required in
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7).

Condition Fcorresponds to a level of degradation in the DC electrical
power subsystems that causes a required safety function to be lost.
When more than one DC source is lost, and this results in the loss of
a required function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued
operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to commence a
controlled shutdown.

The SRs Ire modified by a NOTE to indicate that SR 3.8.4.1 through
SR 3.8.44.J apply only to the Unit 2 DC sources, and that SR 3.8.4.9
applies only to the Unit 1 DC sources. |

SURVEILLANCE
REQUI REMENTS

SR 3.8.4.1

Verifying battery termi
batteries helps to ensi

a voltage wh
ire the effectiv

5

le on float charge for the
ness of thecr G Aem and I

.I .L.,...,........._ i._.
.... ... ..... .. .. . . . _ . .

I insDIIT arim pin Meattois~i ZP Penrm minair MM 7074a GtInnfFin
__... , - r

battery chargers which
support the ability of the
batteries to perform their
intended functions.

I Replace with insert 5

_Xcnarge Is-the co n uto I n nc" n e|rr supplyng1
continuous charge re uiredto ov~erc re 'the internal losses of a
battery (or batty cel5 and maintaithbteyor ate-ZIna
fully charged stateplVo-ltage Fequirements are based an the nominal
deSign voltage of the batter' and are consistent with the ;nitial
voltages assue-mod in the batter,' i Glculations. The voltage
requirement for battery terminal voltage is based on the open circuit
voltage of a fead calcium cell of nominal 1.215 specific gravity.
Without regard to ether battery parameters, this voltage is indicative of
a battery that is; Gapable of performing its, Feqyired safety function.-
The 7 day Frequency is consistent with manufacturer's
recommendations and IEEE-450 (Ref. 8).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

S'R 3.8[4.2 lontinu/d)

inte -rack, nter-ti , and t rminal c nnectipn, prov es an i dicatio of
p 9sical amag or abn rmal de) iorati n that uld p0 entially

egrad batte perfor ance.

The onne 9 on res'tance Ii its are stablis ed to rpraintain
copinectio r resist ce as IQw as re )sonab possib 6 to mi mize th
overall vOftage d p acro the b tery a the p sibility f batte

amag due to eating conn7 6tions.

Theesista @evalue for ea batte conn tion ar locate nthe
Te nical7 equire ints M, ual (. 9).

Xhe Fre,4uency f.r thes~inspect ns, wich can etect cp ditions hat
can c9use pow r loss due tofesista ~ce hea g, is 92 days. is
Freqdency is onside ed acc ptable ased o operati g exper' nce
related to de ecting orrosio trend

SR 3.8 3

Visuf inspey ion of e battery cells, ell plat's, and ttery r cks
provdes a indicaftn of p hsical d/mage op(abnor I dete oration
thit coul 'fotentily degrde bat 6w perfn f 'mance/

he 2 month reque y of th Surveil nce takSs into onside tion
the desired pjant con Itions t perfor the Sur~feilanc. The
24 onth F 6quenc is bas d on a r view of the su eillanc test
hifr a ~feferqf 14/

3S 3.4.4 an SR 3B.4.5/ / / / /

Visual insp ction a,(d resist nce me surem nts of i ter-cell,
irt r-rack inter-ti , and t minal c nnecti ns provj es an i dicatioP

f phys al dam ge or abhormal eterior tion thatcould i icate /
degraded batte condiVton. Th anti-corrosionu aterials used t6
helpnsure iood elepfrical co nectio's and ty( reduce erminaj/
det rioratio. The vj ual inspection for corroion is not intended to
re fuire reoval of nd insv ctiony1der e7 h termi l conn ction.

Jhe reoval ofisible i a preventive aintena ce SR. he
prese ce of vibe co sion es no ecess7 ly represent a f I ure

f yuAI /

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

aory c. ,rqeF Gapabolity FqUiones a.e baseG o ., the design
capacity of the4 chargers .. According to Regulatory Guide 1.32
(Ref. 10), each battery charger supply is to be based on the
largest combined demands of the various stead state loads and the
charging capacity to restore the battery from the sign minimum
charge state to the fully charged state, irrespective the status of the
unit during these demand occurrences. The minimum
amperes and duration ensures that these requirements can be
satisfied.

The Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required to
perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to
ensure adequate charger performance during these 24 month
intervals. In addition, this Frequency is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths. The 24 month Frequency is based on a
review of the surveillance test history and Reference 14.

SR 3.8.4.

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the
DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length
corresponds to the design duty cycle requirements as specified in
Reference 4.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10) and Regulatory Guide 1.129
(Ref. 11), which state that the battery service test should be
performed during refueling operations or at some other outage. The
24 month Frequency is based on a review of the surveillance test
history and Reference 14.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance of a
modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service test.

. .

I for instance

Move to where
noted on next page

Move to
3.8.6.6 Bases

e~omdified p~erformance diGcharqe test 4G a simulated dluty GYGlo
consist[E of just two rates: the 1 minute rate published for the batteryV or the largest current load the duty cycle, followed by the test rate
employed for the per ormance test, both of which envelope the duty
cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-hours removed by a 11
1 minute discharge represent a very small portion of the battery
capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for the performance test
without compromising the results of the performance discharge test.
The battery terminal voltage for the modified performance discharge
test remain above the minimum battery terminal voltage
specified in the battery service test for the duration of time equal to

(that of the service test.
swap order

CA modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will often confirm the battery's
ability to meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to
determining its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the
modified performance discharge test should be identical to those
specified for a service discharge test.

The reason for Note 2 is that performing the Surveillance would
remove a required DC electrical power subsystem from service,
perturb the electrical distribution system, and challenge safety
systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the
Surveillance. The swing DG DC battery is exempted from this
restriction, since it is required by both units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be
performed in the manner required by the Note without resulting in a
dual unit shutdw

A battery performance discharge test is a constant current capacity
test to detect any change in the capacity determined by the

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

acceptance test. Initial conditions consistent with IEEE 450 need to
be met prior to the performing of a battery performance discharge
test. The test results reflect the overall effects of usage and age.

lA battery mnodified perfGFrmaRce diGchaF99 test is do6Gribed in theI
Bacos for SR 3.8.1.7. Either the battery performance ischarge test
or te moifie pe ormance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying
SR 3. ; however, only the modified performance discharge test
may be used to satisfy v R 3.8.1.8,, wAihie sativfyR th requirements

of R 3"2] r 3 battery service test

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillanc is consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref ) and IEEE-485 (Ref. . These references
recommen at the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of
the man cturer's rating. Although there may be ample capacity, the
batte raeof deterioration is rapidly increasing.

The Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the battery
shows degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of its
expected application service life and capacity is S 100% of the
manufacturers rating, the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to
12 months. However, if the battery shows no degradation but has
reached 85% of its expected application service life, the Surveillance
Frequency is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that retain
capacity 2 100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is
indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. A), when the battery capacity
drops by more than 10% of rated capacit rom its capacity on the
previous performance test or is more than % below the
manufacturer's rating. All these Frelquencies re consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref,). 3

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy the Surveillance. The swing DG DC
battery is exempted from this restriction, since it is required by both
units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be performed in the manner required by
the Note without resulting in a dual unit shutdown.

When using the modified performance test in lieu of the service
test, the as-found conditions must be maintained.

move to
3.8.6.6 Bases

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.8.4.Ai

With the exception of this Surveillance, a other Surveillances of this
Specification (SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.g) are applied only to the
Unit 2 DC sources. This Surveillance is provided to direct that the
appropriate Surveillances for the required Unit 1 DC sources are
governed by the Unit 1 Technical Specifications. Performance of the
applicable Unit 1 Surveillances will satisfy both any Unit 1
requirements, as well as satisfying this Unit 2 SR.

The Frequency required by the applicable Unit 1 SR also governs
performance of that SR for both Units.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6.

3. IEEE Standard 308-1971.

4. FSAR, Paragraphs 8.3.2.1.1 and 8.3.2.1.2.

5. FSAR, Chapter 6.

6. FSAR, Chapter 15. 20

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93 December 1974.

8. IEEE Standard 450-1987.

9. Technical Requirements Manual, Section 9.0.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

12. IEEE Standard 485-1983.

13. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

14. NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendment 174.
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LCO
(continued)

the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling --
are required to be OPERABLE to support required DC distribution
subsystems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown." In addition, some components that may be
required by Unit 2 require power from Unit 1 sources (e.g., Standby
Gas Treatment (SGT) System and LPCI valve load centers).
Therefore, the Unit 1 DG DC and the swing DG DC electrical power
subsystems needed to provide DC power to the required Unit 1
components are also required to be OPERABLE. This requirement
ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical power sources to
operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the
core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are available;
and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are
-aovered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS

If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required according to
LCO 3.8.8, the DC subsystems remaining OPERABLE with one or
more DC power sources inoperable may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE

(continued)
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ACTIONS
I f

R.1. .2.1, V.2.2, .2.3. and .2.4 (continued)

ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. By allowance of the option to declare
required features inoperable with associated DC power sources
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment, and any activities that
could result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to immediately initiate action to restore the required DC
electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC
electrical power to the plant safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the
plant safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1.

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performace of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4. . Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below
their capability to provide the required power supply or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the intent
that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.

SR 3.8.5.2

This Surveillance is provided to direct that the appropriate
Surveillances for the required Unit 1 DC sources are governed by the

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery Pj3 Parameters
battery float current
as well as on .-F-1-1-MA ^rD

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on electrolyte temperature, level, float
voltage, land ,p9Gif 01 iv for the DC electrical power subsystems
batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their OPERABILITY
requirements is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources -

add insert 8 Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

APPLICABLE The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
SAFETY ANALYSES analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2),

assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The
DC electrical power subsystems provide normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining at least one division
of DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC power; and

b. A postulated worst case single failure.

Since battery i parameters support the operation of the DC
electrical power subsystems, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement (Ref. 4).

LCO Battery i parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure
availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA. parameter limits are
established to allow continued DC el ctrical system function even with

C Aand 3limits not met.
Battery

add inse(rcniu

(continuedj
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BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY The battery F parameters are required solely for the s rt of the
associated DC electrical power subsystem. Therefore, eUI

are only required when the DC power source is required
battery parameter limits to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussions in Bases for

LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

ACTIONS

IReplace with insert 10

A Note has been added providing that, for this LCO, separate
Condition entry is allowed for each battery. This is acceptable, since
the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable battery. Complying with
the Required Actions for battery cell parameters allows for restoration
and continued operation, and subsequent out of limit battery cell
parameters may be governed by separate Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions.

.1,622. and A.3

ith paameter of one r more es n r batries n
ithin Jimits (i. ., Cate ory A Iirits no t or Category, limits ot

met, ,r Cate ory A ad B limiis not r96t) but m4thin thp Categ/ry C
limi~s speciJ. ed in T ble 3 8. -1, the battery* degra ed but here is
stylf suffici,'nt c city to p rform t e intenfled fun ion. Turefore,
t~he affe9(ed ba9 dry is no to be _onside;edinop 4ale so ely
as a re s'ult of Category or B lj its no tnet, ard contin ed ope ation
is per ' itted f ra limit dpe/

T pilot Ie electr yte ley4'and fat voltj'ge arej quiredto be
yerified t meett CategbryC liits within 1 hoyr (Required
Action ,A.1). Thi checl' rovide a quicr indica n of the'status , the
remajfider of tbe batteA' cells. ne ho~ r provi es time o inspef the
electrolyte leyel and6 confir the fI 9ft volta e of the ilot celJ. /
02e hour i 'considred a r asonab 6 amo t of tim to perf fm the
required v rificati

Verifica ion th at the Ca gory limits e met ( equired Action .2)
provices assufance t at duri the ti needed to resre the
parimeters b the C 'tegory and Blimits, th6 batte is still apable
of jferform gits ended Inction /A period of 24 urs tspllowed4
c•mplet he iniU I verifi tion because seecific gr vity / /

easus mentsnust beobtain (K for eac conne ted cep. Taki g into
considerationvboth the time re uired toperform he re uired
verifjcation ad the assuranc9 that th' battery'cell pa meter are not
s erely drade histi is con dered 7 esonae. Th,
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Battery F Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

ACTIONS

allowances of the Required Actions for
Conditions A, B, C, D, or E

IWhen any battery parameter is outside the "'ategor CG limit for a
LngnnActed-GeN, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected
load reqrement is not ensured and the corresponding dID oloGtric

sI o umust be declared inoperable. Additionally,
petentlal. r et Re t m ngi orp; f.9Srlll e-t TF-GlM.GV GV§RIMns VTT1-liFGVIII -I .- . V - . V

I Replace with insert 11

Actionc of CPonditin A WithiR tho roquireod ComsoltioRTilmor
avorago oloctrolyte tomperaturo of roprocontativo coelI falling bolow
tho appropriate limit (650F for ctation :orco and 410° F for DG
battorios), alco aro causo for immodiatoly declaring the aEcociated DC
eltrical powor 6ubsyctem inonporablo.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

| Replace with insert 12 F

(continued)
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Battery 3 Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

S 3.8i6.2 ( ntinu

sev?( ove charge to ensre that signif ant de acatia* of the
ba ery oursasacons quencef such verch ge.

/SR 3.8..3

T I Survillance yerificatip that e averyage tem erature f
r presen ative c 'Ils is witin limit is conpistent yih a
kecomrendati9n of IE -450 (ef. 3) tfat stat 7that t empe ature /

of ele trolyte represJ ntative cells s 6uld be etermied on
qua erly bais.

wer th normq tempe atures ct to in ibit or riduce ba tery
Xapacit This R ensuy;s that)te ape ting tes peratur/s remal

/withirn acceable of eratingan e. his li iis basdon IE -450
or t manuf cturer' recom endatio~s whe pravid

Xable 3. .6-1 /

/This tple del eates e limit on elefrolyte I el, I ba oltag,)and/
spec,;fic grav y for t (ee diff ent ca gories. he me'r ning aeach
ca gory is/discusd bela //

* atego A defi es the ormal ramet limit fo each signat d
pilot c I in ea batte . The ells sel ted as ilot cel)v are th se
who temp ature, oltage, nd electrolyte s ecific javity
ap aximat the sta e of ch rge of t e entire battery

eCat iry A)4 tss cfiedf electrqiev are b ed on
manufa turer's ecomrsyendatio s and a 6 consj tent wish the
guid rice in I E-45 (Ref. 3) with the extra 114 inch 1Iowanc/
abo e the hj h wat level i ricatianor opejating mrjgin to count
fortemper ture ard charg effects. n addjtion to t1is allow fice,
fotnote to Table 3.8.6-, permitsthe el, ctrolytelevel to abov9
he spe ified m/ximum j6vel durjig equyizing cF).arge, pr vided i 4s

not ov rflowinrj. Thesf limits er sure tht the pltes sufter no p sical
dam ge, anp that ad quate e ctron )fansfer n apabilitis mairtained
in $e eveqr of tran nt con itions./EEE-4 0 (Ref. ) reconTmends
tht electy6lyte lev l readi gs sho Id be mde only fter th battery

as bee at floa charge br at le st 72 hurs.

The ategoryA limit secifiedor flo vtage 13 per cq I.
Thi valuej asedy6 theyamme dation0 IEEE- O (Ref A

7 7om7/

(continued)
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Battery 2 Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Xable 3.8.6-1 (con -4ued)

wl)6h sta s that olon d opera) on of us bel 2.13 can
r duce e life taPectay of cel/

The atego A limi' pecifie, / pi cell S
is > .200 .015 b iow the 4anufa urer's 06lly cha edno. inal
spDcific gravity) o a batteW chargi g currpf4t that bad stabflized at,
I gw valu,. This alue is 9I~aractg(istic ofAcell th ade uate
capaci 9. Accrding to) EE-4ag (Ref. ), the gavity

rezs are ased ota It~eml raturef 77°/2C/ / /

T specirc gravit ,Areadin sareco rected oractu electr9 yte
t mpera~re and vel. F r each? 0F (1.69 C) a e 77°FJ(25°C),

fipoint(0.001) iaddedhfo the r ading;) point i subtracded for e ch
3°F bow 77°f. The pecific ravity o9fthe el trolyte 3 a cell
incrv'ases witi a lossff wate due tofilectrol is or e poratio
Leel correption wil e in a cordan e with anufac rer's
r comme dations,

/Catego,ry B de Zes the ormal arame, r limitsfor each onne ted
cell. Ile terr "conn ted ce I exclu ds any b ttery c I that ay be
jumpered y. / /
T e Category B Ij its spcif ied for e ectro) e levej and float voltaI

re the ame a those ,secifie 4or Cateqory A d havebeen /
discu ed abole. Th ~'Categq94 B Iimi)Aspecified for sp cific grvity
for ch conscted 9611 is 2 .195 (0.p20 belo the nufactyer's
full charged, nomifal specific gravi 9) with tjie aver ge of at /
c necte cells 1 205 the m ~riufactu er's full chargel

ominal pecific~ravity) These ,alues aTre base on m facturs
recominendatipns. ThSminim speci 9gravij value equired or
eachcell ens res th the effets of a Jghly cftarged or newly
inst led cey do not ask ov 11ral de, adatiorsof the 1pattery.

tegory/ 6 defi s the Ii Its for e"ch co?4cted eli. These value
lthougK reduc d, provi e assur nce thpt sufficijdnt capaity exisi to

perfor the intended f nction a9.d maiptain a margin of ,afety. ,hen
an ttery ramet is outside te atego C limit,, te assufance
of ufficien) capacit/describ6d aboyb no 10 er exis 6, and t e
b ttery m st be d clared ipoperable.

The C egory limits sf elec) olyte le el (aboye the to of
the p) tes an not overlowing3 ensur that thelates stiffer no
physicaI da age an amainta a eq ate electron tra sfer cap~ ility.
TP 6 Categdry C limfor age is ased o2

4 EE-4 I(Ref/) which
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Battery P;3 Parameters
B 3.8.6

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

able .8.6- (conti ued)

sta s tha a cell v Itage 2.07 V r belounder bat co ditions nd
n caus d by e vated mperat re of t cell, i icates vnternal elI

oble s and ay re ire cell r place ent.

The atego C All able V ue of erage pecific ravity 1.195,
is ased o manu cturer's ecom endati s (0.0 belo he

nufacj rer's r comme ed full charg d, nomj al spe fic grav y).
n additj n to tt limit, isis requsfed tha he spedific gra ity for e ch

conne~ted ce must b no les than 0 20 belI v the erage all
con 6 cted c Ils. Thi limit eI ures t at the eftect of highly arged
or Iew cel oes no mask erall d gradat n of th battery

he foo otes to able .6-1 tl? t apply o spes ic grav are
applic.le to C tegory , B, ar C spe ific gra ty. Fo note b
TabI 3.8.6-1 equire the abbe me ryioned rrectio for ele2 olyte
lev and te peratu e, with te exc9tion th t level 6 rrectio reis not
r uired en bat rycha ingcufent, w le on fl chargm is

1 amp r stati$ servi batte s and 0.5 a for DG atteri s.
This cufent pr sides, i general, an in cation overall attery
condit n./

Be ause o specifi gravity radients that ar produ d durng the
r hargi proce$, dela of several day may ocur whi waitin

r the ecific avity t stabiliz/ A sta ilized c~ rger rrent i an
accep ble alt rnative o spec tcgravit measuy ment r dete ining
the s ate of arge o3the de gnated ilot cell/This p enom on is
dis ssed i IEEE- 0 (Re . 3). Fo note c 6 TabI .8.6-1 Ilows t
flot char e curre to be sed as n alter te to s ecific avity forp

7 day followi g a bat ry rec rge.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15. 2

3. IEEE Standard 450

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

15. FSAR Chapter 8.

16. IEEE Standard 485-1983. I
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INSERT 1

...to meet the assumed duty cycle for the bounding design basis event. Additional
margin is designed and supports the ability of the battery to carry the DC loads
continuously for at least 2 hours in the design basis event scenario at the end of service
life. (Ref. 4)



INSERT 2

The minimum design voltage is 105/210 V.

The battery cells are of flooded lead-acid construction with a nominal specific gravity of
1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open circuit battery voltage of
approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e., cell voltage of 2.065 volts per cell (Vpc)).
The open circuit voltage is the voltage maintained when there is no charging or
discharging. Once fully charged with its open circuit voltage, the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per the manufacturer's
instructions. Optimal long term performance however, is obtained by maintaining a float
voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc at 70 F, 20 C. This provides adequate over-potential which
limits the formation of lead sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage of 2.25
Vpc corresponds to a total float voltage output of 135 V for a 60 cell battery as discussed
in the FSAR (Ref. 4).



Insert 3

The battery charger is normally in the float-charge mode. Float-charge mode is the
condition in which the charger is supplying the connected loads and the battery cells are
receiving adequate current to optimally charge the battery. This assures the internal
losses of a battery are overcome and the battery is maintained in a fully charged state.

When desired, the charger can be placed in the equalize mode. The equalize mode is at a
higher voltage than the float mode and charging current is correspondingly higher. The
battery charger is operated in the equalize mode after a battery discharge or for routine
maintenance. Following a battery discharge, the battery recharge characteristic accepts
current at the current limit of the battery charger (if the discharge was significant, e.g.,
following a battery discharge test) until the battery terminal voltage approaches the
charger voltage setpoint. Charging current then reduces exponentially during the
remainder of the re-charge cycle. Lead-Calcium batteries have recharge efficiencies of
greater than 95%, so once at least 105% of the ampere-hours discharged have been
returned, the battery capacity would be restored to the same condition as it was prior to
the discharge. This can be monitored by direct observation of the exponentially decaying
charging current or by evaluating the amp-hours discharged from the battery and amp-
hours returned to the battery.



...

INSERT 4

A.l. A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one station service subsystem, or one diesel generator subsystem,
with one or more battery chargers inoperable, (e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not
maintained). The ACTIONS provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the
battery to the fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to OPERABLE
status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1 requires that the battery terminal
voltage be restored to greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage
within 2 hours. This time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage. Restoring the battery to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that, within 12
hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged condition (Required Action A.2)
from any discharge that might have occurred due to the charger inoperability. A
discharged battery having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float
voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging current portion (the
second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the
recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully recharging
the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater than or equal to
the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours, and the charger is not operating in
the current limiting mode, a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable
of maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance that
it can revert to and operate properly in the current limiting mode that is necessary during
the recovery period following a battery discharge event for which the DC system is
designed.

If the charger is operating in the current limiting mode after 2 hours, that is an indication
that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity margins will be reduced. The time
to return the battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery
charger capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the amount of
previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the battery. The charge time can be
extensive, and there is not adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours
(Required Action A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified as less than or
equal to 1 amp for the station service batteries and less than or equal to 0 .5 amp for the
DG batteries. This indicates that, if the battery had been discharged as the result of the
inoperable battery charger, it has now been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the
initial 12 hour period the battery float current is not less than or equal to I amp for the
station service batteries and less than or equal to 0.5 amp for the DG batteries this
indicates there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be declared



INSERT 4 (Continued)

inoperable. The verification of float current need only be performed for the system with
the inoperable charger.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable charger to 7 days.
(This action is applicable if an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage has been used, e.g., a
balance of plant non-Class 1 -E battery charger). The 7 day completion time reflects a
reasonable time to effect the restoration of the qualified battery charger to OPERABLE
status.

B.1

Condition B represents one station service subsystem with one battery inoperable. With
one battery inoperable, the DC bus is being supplied by the OPERABLE battery
chargers. Any event that results in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery chargers
will also result in a loss of DC to that subsystem. Recovery of the AC bus, especially if it
is due to a loss of offsite power, will be hampered by the fact that many of the
components necessary for the recovery (e.g. diesel generator control and field flash, AC
load shed and diesel generator output circuit breakers, etc) likely rely upon the battery.
In addition, the energization transients of any DC loads that are beyond the capability of
the battery chargers and normally require the assistance of the battery will not be able to
be brought on line. The 12 hour limit allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an
inoperable battery given that the majority of the conditions that lead to battery
inoperability (e.g., loss of battery charger, battery cell voltage less than 2.07 V, etc.) are
identified in Specifications 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and 3.8.6 together with additional specific
Completion Times.

C.I

If one or more of the required [Unit I/Unit 2] DG DC electrical power subsystems is
inoperable (e.g. inoperable battery, inoperable battery charger(s), or inoperable battery
charger and inoperable battery), and a loss of function has not occurred as described in
Condition G, the remaining DG DC electrical power subsystems have the capacity to
support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Continued operation
should not exceed 7 days since a postulated worst case single failure could result in the
loss of certain safety functions (e.g., SBGT System and LPCI valve load centers). The 7
day Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability of the remaining DG
DC sources, and is based on the shortest restoration time allowed for the systems affected
by the inoperable DG DC source in the respective system Specification.

In the case of an inoperable swing DG DC electrical power subsystem, since a
subsequent postulated worst case single failure could result in the loss of minimum
necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst case accident,
continued power operation should also not exceed 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is



INSERT 4 (Continued)

based upon the swing DG DC electrical power subsystem being inoperable due to
performance of SR 3.8.4.3 or 3.8.6.6. Performance of these two SRs will result in
inoperability of the DC battery. Since this battery is common to both units, more time is
provided to restore the battery, if the battery is inoperable for performance of the required
surveillances, to preclude the need to perform a dual unit shutdown to perform these
surveillances. The swing DG DC electrical power subsystem also does not provide
power to the same type of equipment as the other DG DC sources (e.g., breaker control
power for 4160 V loads is not provided by the swing DG battery). The Completion Time
also takes into account the capacity and capability of the remaining DC sources.



INSERT 5

... while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the associated DC subsystem. On
float charge, battery cells will receive adequate current to optimally charge the battery.
The voltage requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and are
consistent with the minimum float voltage established by the battery manufacturer. This
voltage maintains the battery plates in a condition that supports maintaining the grid life
(expected to be approximately 20 years, at 70 F, 20 C).



INSERT 6

This SR provides two options. One option requires that each battery charger be capable
of supplying 400 amps (100 amps for the DG battery chargers) at the minimum
established float voltage for 1 hour. The ampere requirements are based on the output
rating of the chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger voltage level
after a response to a loss of AC power.

The other option requires that each battery charger be capable of recharging the battery
after a service test coincident with supplying the largest coincident demands of the
various continuous steady state loads (irrespective of the status of the plant during which
these demands occur). This level of loading may not normally be available following the
battery discharge test and will need to be supplemented with additional loads. The
duration for this test may be longer than the charger sizing criteria since the battery
recharge is affected by float voltage, temperature, and the exponential decay in charging
current. The battery is recharged when the measured charging current is < 1 amp for
station service and < 0.5 amp for the DG system.



INSERT 7

A.l. A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one station service subsystem, or one diesel generator subsystem,
with one or more battery chargers inoperable (e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not
maintained). The ACTIONS provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the
battery to the fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to OPERABLE
status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A. I requires that the battery terminal
voltage be restored to greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage
within 2 hours. This time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage. Restoring the battery to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that, within 12
hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged condition (Required Action A.2)
from any discharge that might have occurred due to the charger inoperability. A
discharged battery having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float
voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging current portion (the
second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the
recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully recharging
the batterv within 12 hours, avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater than or equal to
the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours, and the charger is not operating in
the current limiting mode, a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable
of maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance that
it can revert to and operate properly in the current limiting mode that is necessary during
the recovery period following a battery discharge event for which the DC system is
designed.

If the charger is operating in the current limiting mode after 2 hours, that is an indication
that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity margins will be reduced. The time
to return the battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery
charger capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the amount of
previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the battery. The charge time can be
extensive, and there is not adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours
(Required Action A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified as less than or
equal to 1 amp for station service and less than or equal to 0.5 amp for the DG system.
This indicates that, if the battery had been discharged as the result of the inoperable
battery charger, it has now been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour
period the battery float current is not within limits this indicates there may be additional
battery problems and the battery must be declared inoperable.
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Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable charger to 7 days. This
action is applicable if an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to greater
than or equal to the minimum established float voltage has been used, e.g., another
OPERABLE charger or a balance of plant non-Class 1 -E battery charger. The 7 day
completion time reflects a reasonable time to effect the restoration of the qualified battery
charger to operable status.



INSERT 8

In addition to the limitations of this specification, the battery monitoring and maintenance
program also implements a program (specified in 5.5.13) for monitoring various battery
parameters that are based on the recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, "IEEE
Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid
Batteries for Stationary Applications".

The batteries are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal specific gravity of
1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open circuit battery voltage of
approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e., cell voltage of 2.065 volts per cell (Vpc)
at 70 F, 20 C). The open circuit voltage is maintained when there is no charging or
discharging. Once fully charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.065 Vpc, the battery
cell will maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per manufacturer's
instructions. Optimal long term performance however, is obtained by maintaining a float
voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc at 70 F, 20 C. This provides adequate over-potential which
limits the formation of lead sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage of 2.25
Vpc corresponds to a total float voltage output of 135 V for a 60 cell battery as discussed
in the FSAR (Ref. 5).
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Additional preventative maintenance, testing, and monitoring performed in accordance
with the battery monitoring and maintenance program is specified in Specification 5.5.13.



INSERT 10

A.1. A.2. A.3

With one or more cells in one battery in one subsystem < 2.07 V, the battery cell is
degraded. Within 2 hours, verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is
made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage (SR 3.8.4.1) and of the overall battery
state of charge by monitoring the battery float charge current (SR 3.8.6.1). This assures
that there is still sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore,
the affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of one or
more cells in one or more batteries < 2.07 V, and continued operation is permitted for a
limited period up to 24 hours.

Since the Required Actions only specify "perform", a failure of SR 3.8.4.1 or SR 3.8.6.1
acceptance criteria does not result in this Required Action not met. However, if one of
the SRs is failed, the appropriate Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failures, is
entered.

If SR 3.8.6.1 is failed, then there is not assurance that there is still sufficient battery
capacity to perform the intended function and the battery must be declared inoperable
immediately.

B.l and B.2

One battery in one subsystem having a float current > 1 amp for station service and > 0.5
amp for the DG system may indicate that a partial discharge of the battery capacity has
occurred. This may be due to a temporary loss of a battery charger or possibly due to one
or more battery cells in a low voltage condition reflecting some loss of capacity. Within 2
hours, verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is made by monitoring
the battery terminal voltage. If the terminal voltage is found to be less than the minimum
established float voltage there are two possibilities, the battery charger is inoperable or is
operating in the current limit mode. Condition A addressed charger inoperability. If the
charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours, that is an indication that the
battery has been substantially discharged and likely cannot perform its required design
functions. The time to return the battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a
function of the battery charger capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC
system, the amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate assurance that it can
be recharged within 12 hours (Required Action B.2). The battery must therefore be
declared inoperable.

If the float voltage is found to be satisfactory but there are one or more battery cells with
float voltage less than 2.07 V, the associated "OR" statement in Condition F is applicable
and the battery must be declared inoperable immediately. If float voltage is satisfactory
and there are no cells less than 2.07 V, there is good assurance that, within 12 hours, the
battery will be restored to its fully charged condition (Required Action B.2) from any
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discharge that may have occurred due to a temporary loss of the battery charger. A
discharged battery with float voltage across its terminals indicates that the battery is on
the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time
to return a battery to its fully charged state under this condition is simply a function of the
amount of the previous discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus
there is good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a
premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If the condition is due to one or more cells in a low voltage condition but still greater than
2.07 V and float voltage is found to be satisfactory, this is not indication of a substantially
discharged battery and 12 hours is a reasonable time prior to declaring the battery
inoperable.

Since the Required Action B.1 only specifies "perform", a failure of SR 3.8.4.1
acceptance criteria does not result in the Required Action not met. However, if SR
3.8.4.1 is failed, the appropriate Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failure, is
entered.

C.1, C.2. C.3

With one battery in one subsystem with one or more cells electrolyte level above the top
of the plates, but below the minimum established design limits, the battery still retains
sufficient capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not
required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of electrolyte level not met.
Within 31 days the established design limits for electrolyte level must be re-established.

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for dryout and plate
degradation. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 address this potential (as well as provisions
in Specification 5.5.13, Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program). They are
modified by a note that indicates they are only applicable if electrolyte level is below the
top of the plates. The Required Action C.2 requirement to verify that there is no leakage
by visual inspection and the Specification 5.5.13 item to initiate action to equalize and
test in accordance with manufacturer's recommendation are taken from Annex D of IEEE
Standard 450-2002. They are performed following the restoration of the electrolyte level
to above the top of the plates. Based on the results of the manufacturer's recommended
testing, the batteries may have to be declared inoperable and the affected cells replaced.

D.1

With one battery in one subsystem with pilot cell electrolyte temperature less than the
minimum established design limits, 12 hours is allowed to restore the temperature to
within limits. A low electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available.
Since the battery is sized with margin, while battery capacity is degraded, sufficient
capacity exists to perform the intended function and the affected battery is not required to
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be considered inoperable solely as a result of the pilot cell electrolyte temperature not
met.

E.1

With one or more batteries in redundant trains with battery parameters not within limits
there is not sufficient assurance that battery capacity has not been affected to the degree
that the batteries can still perform their required function, given that redundant batteries
are involved. With redundant batteries involved, this potentially could result in a total
loss of function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries. The longer completion
times specified for battery parameters on non-redundant batteries not within limits are
therefore not appropriate, and the parameters must be restored to within limits on at least
one train within 2 hours.
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...discovering one battery in one train with one or more battery cells float voltage less
than 2.07 V and float current greater than 1 amp for station service and greater than 0.5
amp for the DG system indicates that the battery capacity may not be sufficient to
perform the intended functions. The battery must therefore be declared inoperable
immediately. This condition is intended to apply when the battery is in the float mode.
For example, if an individual cell is discovered below the 2.07 V limit, a possible
corrective action would be to place the battery in the equalize mode. In this condition,
the charger amperage is elevated and a measurement of 'float' current, may be above the
stated limits with an individual cell below the 2.07 V criteria. This is an expected
condition; therefore, in this case, it is not appropriate to enter Condition F.
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SR 3.8.6.1

Verifying Battery float current while on float charge is used to determine the state of
charge of the battery. Float current measurements are taken at normal float voltage range
adjusted for temperature. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is supplying
the continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses of the battery and
maintain the battery in a charged state. The float current requirements are based on the
float current indicative of a charged battery. Use of float current to determine the state of
charge of the battery is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref 3). The 7 day frequency is also
consistent with IEEE-450.

This SR is modified by a note that states the float current requirement is not required to
be met when the battery terminal voltage is less than the minimum established float
voltage of SR 3.8.4.1. When this float voltage is not maintained, the Required Actions of
LCO 3.8.4 ACTION A are being taken, which provide the necessary and appropriate
verifications of the battery condition. Furthermore, the float current limits are established
based on the nominal float voltage value and is not directly applicable when this voltage
is not maintained.

SR 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5

Optimal long term battery performance is obtained by maintaining a float voltage greater
than or equal to the minimum established design limits provided by the battery
manufacturer which corresponds to 135 V at the battery terminals, or 2.25 Vpc. This
provides adequate over-potential, which limits the formation of lead sulfate and self
discharge, which could render the battery inoperable. Float voltage in this range or less,
but greater than 2.07 Vpc, are addressed in Specification 5.5.13. SRs 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5
require verification that the cell float voltages are equal to or greater than the short term
absolute minimum voltage of 2.07 V. The frequency for cell voltage verification every
31 days for pilot cell and 92 days for each connected cell is consistent with IEEE-450
(ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.3

The limit specified for electrolyte level ensures that the plates suffer no physical damage
and maintains adequate electron transfer capability. The 31 day Frequency is consistent
with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3)

SR 3.8.6.4

This surveillance verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than or equal to the
minimum established design limit. Pilot cell electrolyte temperature is maintained above
this temperature to assure the battery can provide the required current and voltage to meet
the design requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery sizing calculations
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act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-
450-2002. (Ref. 3).
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BASES

BACKGROUND result in the discharging of the associated battery (and affect the
(continued) battery cell parameters).

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in Bases
for LCO 3.8.7, 'Distribution System - Operating," and LCO 3.8.8,
"Distribution System - Shutdown."

Each battery has adequate storage capacity to meet the assumed
duty cycle for the bounding design basis event. Additional margin is
designed and supports the ability of the battery to carry the DC loads
continuously for at least 2 hours in the design basis event scenario at
the end of service life (Ref. 4).

Each DC battery subsystem is separately housed in a ventilated room
apart from its charger and distribution panels. Each subsystem is
located in an area separated physically and electrically from the other
subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not
cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing
between redundant Class 1 E subsystems such as batteries, battery
chargers, or distribution panels.

The batteries for DC electrical power subsystems are sized to
produce required ampacity at 80% capacity of nameplate rating,
corresponding to expected capacity at end of life. The minimum
design voltage is 105/210 V.

The battery cells are of flooded lead-acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.065 volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is the
voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging.
Once fully charged with its open circuit voltage, the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per the
manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term performance,
however, is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc
(70 OF, 20 OC). This provides adequate overpotential which limits the
formation of lead sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage
of 2.25 Vpc corresponds to a total float voltage output of 135 V for a
60 cell battery as discussed in the FSAR (Ref. 4).

Each battery charger of DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected
loads required during normal operation, while at the same time
maintaining a fully charged battery. Each battery charger has
sufficient excess capacity to restore the battery from the design
minimum charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours while
supplying normal steady state loads (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

The battery charger is normally in the float-charge mode. Float-
charge mode is the condition in which the charger is supplying the
connected loads and the battery cells are receiving adequate current
to optimally charge the battery. This assures the internal losses of a
battery are overcome and the battery is maintained in a fully charged
state.

When desired, the charger can be placed in the equalize mode. The
equalize mode is at a higher voltage than the float mode and charging
current is correspondingly higher. The battery charger is operated in
the equalize mode after a battery discharge or for routine
maintenance. Following a battery discharge, the battery recharge
characteristic accepts current at the current limit of the battery charger
(if the discharge was significant, e.g., following a battery discharge
test) until the battery terminal voltage approaches the charger voltage
setpoint. Charging current then reduces exponentially during the
remainder of the recharge cycle. Lead-calcium batteries have
recharge efficiencies of greater than 95%, so once at least 105% of
the ampere-hours discharged have been returned, the battery
capacity would be restored to the same condition as it was prior to the
discharge. This can be monitored by direct observation of the
exponentially decaying charging current or by evaluating the ampere-
hours discharged from the battery and ampere-hours returned to the
battery.

A description of the Unit 2 DC power sources is provided in the Bases
for Unit 2 LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 5), and Chapter 14
(Ref. 6), assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries,
and control and switching during all MODES of operation. The
OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power sources or all onsite
AC power sources; and

b. A postulated worst case single failure.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref. 13).

(continued)

LCO The Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystems -- with: 1) each station
service DC subsystem consisting of two 125 V batteries in series, two
battery chargers, and the corresponding control equipment and
interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated bus; and
2) each DG DC subsystem consisting of one battery bank, one battery
charger, and the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting
cabling -- are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the availability of
the required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a
postulated DBA. In addition, some components required by Unit 1
require power from Unit 2 sources (e.g., Standby Gas Treatment
(SGT) System and Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) valve load
centers). Therefore, the Unit 2 DG DC and the swing DG DC electrical
power subsystems needed to provide DC power to the required Unit 2
components are also required to be OPERABLE. Thus, loss of any
DC electrical power subsystem does not prevent the minimum safety
function from being performed (Ref. 4).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AOOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity
and other vital functions are maintained in the event of a
postulated DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 4 and 5, and other
conditions in which DC Sources are required, are addressed in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one station service subsystem, or one diesel
generator subsystem, with one or more battery chargers inoperable
(e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The ACTIONS
provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the
fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to
OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1
requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This
time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal
voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage. Restoring the battery to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that,
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have
occurred due to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery
having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float
voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging
current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to
return a battery to its fully charged state under this condition is simply
a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the recharge
characteristic of the battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully
recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a premature
shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within
2 hours, and the charger is not operating in the current limiting mode,
a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of
maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide
assurance that it can revert to and operate properly in the current
limiting mode that is necessary during the recovery period following a
battery discharge event for which the DC system is designed.

If the charger is operating in the current limiting mode after 2 hours,
that is an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its
capacity margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its
fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate
assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required Action
A.2).

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified
as less than or equal to 1 amp for the station service batteries and
less than or equal to .5 amp for the DG batteries. This indicates that,
if the battery had been discharged as the result of the inoperable
battery charger, it has now been fully recharged. If at the expiration of
the initial 12 hour period the battery float current is not less than or
equal to 1 amp for the station service batteries and less than or equal
to .5 amp for the DG batteries, this indicates there may be additional
battery problems and the battery must be declared inoperable. The
verification of float current need only be performed for the system with
the inoperable charger.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable
charger to 7 days. (This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage has been used e.g., a balance of
plant non-Class 1-E battery charger.) The 7 day Completion Time
reflects a reasonable time to effect the restoration of the qualified
battery charger to OPERABLE status.

B.1

Condition B represents one station service subsystem with one
battery inoperable. With one battery inoperable, the DC bus is being
supplied by the OPERABLE battery chargers. Any event that results
in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery chargers will also result
in loss of DC to that subsystem. Recovery of the AC bus, especially if
it is due to a loss of offsite power, will be hampered by the fact that
many of the components necessary for the recovery (e.g., diesel
generator control and field flash, AC load shed and diesel generator
output circuit breakers, etc.) likely rely upon the battery. In addition,
the energization transients of any DC loads that are beyond the
capability of the battery chargers and normally require the assistance
of the battery will not be able to be brought on line. The 12 hour limit
allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery
given that the majority of the conditions that lead to battery
inoperability (e.g., loss of battery charger, battery cell voltage less
than 2.07 V, etc.) are identified in Specifications 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and
3.8.6 together with additional specific Completion Times.

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1
(continued)

If one or more of the required Unit 2 DG DC electrical power
subsystems is inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable battery
charger(s), or inoperable battery charger and inoperable battery), and
a loss of function has not occurred as described in Condition G, the
remaining DC electrical power subsystems have the capacity to
support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition.
Continued operation should not exceed 7 days since a postulated
worst case single failure could result in the loss of certain safety
functions (e.g., SBGT System and LPCI valve load centers). The
7 day Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability
of the remaining DG DC sources, and is based on the shortest
restoration time allowed for the systems affected by the inoperable
DC source in the respective system Specification.

In the case of an inoperable swing DG DC electrical power
subsystem, since a subsequent postulated worst case single failure
could result in the loss of minimum necessary DC electrical
subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst case accident, continued
power operation should also not exceed 7 days. The 7 day
Completion Time is based upon the swing DG DC electrical power
subsystem being inoperable due to performance of SR 3.8.4.3 or
3.8.6.6. Performance of these two SRs will result in inoperability of
the DC battery. Since this battery is common to both units, more time
is provided to restore the battery, if the battery is inoperable for
performance of the required surveillances, to preclude the need to
perform a dual unit shutdown to perform these surveillances. The
swing DG DC electrical power subsystem also does not provide
power to the same type of equipment as the other DG DC sources
(e.g., breaker control power for 4160 V loads is not provided by the
swing DG battery). The Completion Time also takes into account the
capacity and capability of the remaining DC sources.

D.1

If a Unit 1 or swing DG DC electrical power subsystem is inoperable
(for reasons other than Condition A, or A or C, respectively), the
remaining DC electrical power subsystems have the capacity to
support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since a
subsequent postulated worst case single failure could result in the loss
of minimum necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1 (continued)

a postulated worst case accident, continued power operation should not
exceed 12 hours. The 12 hour Completion Time provides a period of
time to correct the problem commensurate with the importance of
maintaining the DG DC electrical power subsystem OPERABLE. (The
DG DC electrical power subsystem affects both the DG and the offsite
circuit, as well as the breaker closure power for various 4160 VAC
loads, but does not affect 125/250 VDC station service loads.)

E.1

Condition E represents one Unit 1 station service division with a
loss of ability to completely respond to an event, and a potential
loss of ability to remain energized during normal operation (inoperable
battery charger and battery). It is therefore imperative that the
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the
potential for complete loss of DC power to the affected division. The
2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for an inoperable DC
Distribution System division.

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable
for reasons other than Condition A or B, the remaining DC electrical
power subsystems have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and
to mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent postulated
worst case single failure could result in the loss of minimum
necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst
case accident, continued power operation should not exceed 2 hours.
The 2 hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93
(Ref. 7) and reflects a reasonable time to assess unit status as a
function of the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem and, if the
DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to OPERABLE status,
to prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit shutdown.

F.1 and F.2

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to af least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time

(continued)
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ACTIONS F.1 and F.2 (continued)

to bring the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time required in
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7).

G.1

Condition G corresponds to a level of degradation in the DC electrical
power subsystems that causes a required safety function to be lost.
When more than one DC source is lost, and this results in the loss of
a required function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued
operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to commence a
controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs are modified by a Note to indicate that SR 3.8.4.1 through
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.4.3 apply only to the Unit 1 DC sources, and that SR 3.8.4.4

applies only to the Unit 2 DC sources.

SR 3.8.4.1

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for the
batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers
which support the ability of the batteries to perform their intended
functions. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal
losses of a battery (or cells) and maintains the battery in a fully
charged state while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the
associated DC subsystem. On float charge, battery cells will receive
adequate current to optimally charge the battery. The voltage
requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery
and are consistent with the minimum float voltage established by the
battery manufacturer. This voltage maintains the battery plates in a
condition that supports maintaining the grid life (expected to be
approximately 20 years at 70 OF, 20 OC). The 7 day Frequency is
consistent with manufacturer's recommendations and IEEE-450
(Ref. 8).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies the design capacity of the battery chargers.
According to Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10), each battery charger
supply is recommended to be based on the largest combined
demands of the various steady state loads and the charging capacity
to restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to the
fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the unit during these
demand occurrences. The minimum required amperes and duration
ensures that these requirements can be satisfied.

This SR provides two options. One option requires that each battery
charger be capable of supplying 400 amps (100 amps for the DG
battery chargers) at the minimum established float voltage for 1 hour.
The ampere requirements are based on the output rating of the
chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger voltage
level after a response to a loss of AC power.

The other option requires that each battery charger be capable of
recharging the battery after a service test coincident with supplying
the largest coincident demands of the various continuous steady state
loads (irrespective of the status of the plant during which these
demands occur). This level of loading may not-normally be available
following the battery discharge test and will need to be supplemented
with additional loads. The duration for this test may be longer than
the charger sizing criteria since the battery recharge is affected by
float voltage, temperature, and the exponential decay in charging
current. The battery is recharged when the measured charging
current is < 1 amp for station service and < 0.5 amp for the DG
system.

The Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required to
perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to
ensure adequate charger performance during these 24 month
intervals. In addition, this Frequency is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths. The 24 month Frequency is based on a
review of the surveillance test history and Reference 14.

SR 3.8.4.3

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the
DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length
corresponds to the design duty cycle requirements as specified in
Reference 4.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10) and Regulatory Guide 1.129
(Ref. 11), which state that the battery service test should be
performed during refueling operations or at some other outage. The
24 month Frequency is based on a review of the surveillance test
history and Reference 14.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance of a
modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service test.

The reason for Note 2 is that performing the Surveillance would
remove a required DC electrical power subsystem from service,
perturb the electrical distribution system, and challenge safety
systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the
Surveillance. The swing DG DC battery is exempted from this
restriction, since it is required by both units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be
performed in the manner required by the Note without resulting in a
dual unit shutdown.

SR 3.8.4.4

With the exception of this Surveillance, all other Surveillances of this
Specification (SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3) are applied only to the
Unit 1 DC sources. This Surveillance is provided to direct that the
appropriate Surveillances for the required Unit 2 DC sources are
governed by the Unit 2 Technical Specifications. Performance of the
applicable Unit 2 Surveillances will satisfy both any Unit 2
requirements, as well as satisfying this Unit 1 SR.

The Frequency required by the applicable Unit 2 SR also governs
performance of that SR for both Units.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6.

3. IEEE Standard 308-1971.

4. FSAR, Section 8.5.
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5. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

6. FSAR, Chapter 14.

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

8. IEEE Standard 450-2002.

9. Technical Requirements Manual.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

12. IEEE Standard 485-1983.

13. NRC No. 93-102, 'Final Policy Statement on Technical
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and transient analyses
in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 1), and Chapter 14 (Ref. 2),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE.
The DC electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources
during MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown
of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 3).

LCO The necessary Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystems -- with:
1) each station service DC subsystem consisting of two
125 V batteries in series, two battery chargers, and the corresponding
control equipment and interconnecting cabling; and 2) each DG DC
subsystem consisting of one battery bank, one battery charger, and
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LCO
(continued)

the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling --
are required to be OPERABLE to support required DC distribution
subsystems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown." In addition, some components that may be
required by Unit 1 require power from Unit 2 sources (e.g., Standby
Gas Treatment (SGT) System and LPCI valve load centers).
Therefore, the Unit 2 DG DC and the swing DG DC electrical power
subsystems needed to provide DC power to the required Unit 2
components are also required to be OPERABLE. This requirement
ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical power sources to
operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the
core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are available;
and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one station service subsystem, or one diesel
generator subsystem, with one or more battery chargers inoperable
(e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The ACTIONS
provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1. A.2, and A.3 (continued)

fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to
OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1
requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This
time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal
voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage. Restoring the battery to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that,
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have
occurred due to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery
having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float
voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging
current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to
return a battery to its fully charged state under this condition is simply
a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the recharge
characteristic of the battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully
recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a premature
shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within
2 hours, and the charger is not operating in the current limiting mode,
a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of
maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide
assurance that it can revert to and operate properly in the current
limiting mode that is necessary during the recovery period following a
battery discharge event for which the DC system is designed.

If the charger is operating in the current limiting mode after 2 hours,
that is an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its
capacity margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its
fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate
assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required
Action A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified
as less than or equal to 1 amp for station service and less than or
equal to .5 amp for the DG system. This indicates that, if the battery
had been discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

has now been fully recharged. If, at the expiration of the initial
12 hour period the battery float current is not wihin limits, this
indicates there may be additional battery problems and the battery
must be declared inoperable.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable
charger to 7 days. This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage has been used, e.g., another
OPERABLE charger or a balance of plant non-Class 1 -E battery
charger. The 7 day Completion Time reflects a reasonable time to
effect the restoration of the qualified battery charger to OPERABLE
status.

B.1. B.2.1, B.2.2. B.2.3, and B.2.4

If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required according to
LCO 3.8.8, the DC subsystems remaining OPERABLE with one or
more DC power sources inoperable may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. By allowance of the option to declare
required features inoperable with associated DC power sources
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment, and any activities that
could result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to immediately initiate action to restore the required DC
electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC
electrical power to the plant safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1, B.2.1, B.2.2, B.2.3, and B.2.4 (continued)

required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the
plant safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3. Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below
their capability to provide the required power supply or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the intent
that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.

SR 3.8.5.2

This Surveillance is provided to direct that the appropriate
Surveillances for the required Unit 2 DC sources are governed by the
Unit 2 Technical Specifications. Performance of the applicable Unit 2
Surveillances will satisfy both any Unit 2 requirements, as well as
satisfying this Unit 1 Surveillance Requirement. The Frequency
required by the applicable Unit 2 SR also governs performance of that
SR for both Units.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

I
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B 3.8.6 Battery Parameters I

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on battery float current as well as on
electrolyte temperature, level, and float voltage for the DC electrical
power subsystems batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their
OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
"DC Sources - Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

In addition to the limitations of this Specification, the battery monitoring
and maintenance program also implements a program (specified in
Specification 5.5.13) for monitoring various battery parameters that are
based on the recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-2002, "IEEE
Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of
Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications."

The batteries are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.065 volts per cell (Vpc) at 70 OF, 20 OC). The open
circuit voltage is maintained when there is no charging or discharging.
Once fully charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.065 Vpc, the
battery cell will maintain its capacity for 30 days without further
charging per manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term
performance, however, is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of
2.20 to 2.25 Vpc at 70 IF, 20 IC. This provides adequate overpotential
which limits the formation of lead sulfate and self discharge. The
nominal float voltage of 2.25 Vpc corresponds to a total float voltage
output of 135 V for a 60 cell battery as discussed in the FSAR (Ref. 5).

I

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 1), and Chapter 14
(Ref. 2), assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE.
The DC electrical power subsystems provide normal and emergency
DC electrical power for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining at least one division
of DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the event of:

(continued)
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APPLICABLE a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC power;
SAFETY ANALYSES and

(continued)
b. A postulated worst case single failure.

Since battery parameters support the operation of the DC electrical
power subsystems, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement (Ref. 4).

LCO Battery parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure
availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA. Battery parameter limits are
established to allow continued DC electrical system function even with
limits not met.

Additional preventative maintenance, testing, and monitoring
performed in accordance with the battery monitoring and maintenance
program is specified in Specification 5.5.13.

APPLICABILITY The battery parameters are required solely for the support of the
associated DC electrical power subsystem. Therefore, battery
parameter limits are only required when the DC power source is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussions in
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

ACTIONS A Note has been added providing that, for this LCO, separate
Condition entry is allowed for each battery. This is acceptable, since
the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable battery. Complying with
the Required Actions for battery cell parameters allows for restoration
and continued operation, and subsequent out of limit battery cell
parameters may be governed by separate Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions.

A.1. A.2, and A.3

With one or more cells in one battery in one subsystem < 2.07 V, the
battery cell is degraded. Within 2 hours, verification of the required
battery charger OPERABILITY is made by monitoring the battery

(continued)

I

I

I

I
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

terminal voltage (SR 3.8.4.1) and of the overall battery state of
charge by monitoring the battery float charge current (SR 3.8.6.1).
This assures that there is still sufficient battery capacity to perform
the intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not required
to be considered inoperable solely as a result of one or more cells in
one or more batteries < 2.07 V, and continued operation is permitted
for a limited period up to 24 hours.

Since the Required Actions only specify "perform," a failure of
SR 3.8.4.1 or SR 3.8.6.1 acceptance criteria does not result in this
Required Action not met. However, if one of the SRs is failed, the
appropriate Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failures, is
entered.

If SR 3.8.6.1 is failed, then there is not assurance that there is still
sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function and the
battery must be declared inoperable immediately.

B.1 and B.2

One battery in one subsystem having a float current > 1 amp for
station service and > 0.5 amp for the DG system may indicate that a
partial discharge of the battery capacity has occurred. This may be
due to a temporary loss of a battery charger or possibly due to one or
more battery cells in a low voltage condition reflecting some loss of
capacity. Within 2 hours, verification of the required battery charger
OPERABILITY is made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage. If
the terminal voltage is found to be less than the minimum established
float voltage, there are two possibilities: the battery charger is
inoperable or is operating in the current limit mode. Condition A
addressed charger inoperability. If the charger is operating in the
current limit mode after 2 hours, that is an indication that the battery
has been substantially discharged and likely cannot perform its
required design functions. The time to return the battery to its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of
the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not
adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours
(Required Action B.2). The battery must therefore be declared
inoperable.

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

If the float voltage is found to be satisfactory but there are one or
more battery cells with float voltage less than 2.07 V, the associated
UOR" statement in Condition F is applicable and the battery must be
declared inoperable immediately. If float voltage is satisfactory and
there are no cells less than 2.07 V, there is good assurance that,
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action B.2) from any discharge that may have
occurred due to a temporary loss of the battery charger. A discharged
battery with float voltage across its terminals indicates that the battery
is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of its
recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous
discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is
good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours,
avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If the condition is due to one or more cells in a low voltage condition
but still greater than 2.07 V and float voltage is found to be
satisfactory, this is not indication of a substantially discharged battery
and 12 hours is a reasonable time prior to declaring the battery
inoperable.

Since the Required Action B.1 only specifies "perform," a failure of
SR 3.8.4.1 acceptance criteria does not result in the Required Action
not met. However, if SR 3.8.4.1 is failed, the appropriate Condition(s),
depending on the cause of the failure, is entered.

C.1, C.2, and C.3

With one battery in one subsystem with one or more cells electrolyte
level above the top of the plates, but below the minimum established
design limits, the battery still retains sufficient capacity to perform the
intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not required to be
considered inoperable solely as a result of electrolyte level not met.
Within 31 days the established design limits for electrolyte level must
be re-established.

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for
dryout and plate degradation. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 address
this potential (as well as provisions in Specification 5.5.13, Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program). They are modified by a note
that indicates they are only applicable if electrolyte level is below the
top of the plates. The Required Action C.2 requirement to verify that

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1, C.2 and C.3 (continued)

there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 5.5.13
item to initiate action to equalize and test in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendation are taken from Annex D of IEEE
Standard 450-2002. They are performed following the restoration of
the electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based on the
results of the manufacturer's recommended testing, the batteries may
have to be declared inoperable and the affected cells replaced.

D.1

With one battery in one subsystem with pilot cell electrolyte
temperature less than the minimum established design limits, 12
hours is allowed to restore the temperature to within limits. A low
electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available. Since
the battery is sized with margin, while battery capacity is degraded,
sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and the
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as
a result of the pilot cell electrolyte temperature not met.

E.1

With one or more batteries in redundant trains with battery parameters
not within limits, there is not sufficient assurance that battery capacity
has not been affected to the degree that the batteries can still perform
their required function, given that redundant batteries are involved.
With redundant batteries involved, this potentially could result in a
total loss of function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries.
The longer Completion Times specified for battery parameters on
nonredundant batteries not within limits are therefore not appropriate,
and the parameters must be restored to within limits on at least one
train within 2 hours.

F.1

When any battery parameter is outside the allowances of the
Required Actions for Conditions A, B, C, D, or E, sufficient capacity to
supply the maximum expected load requirement is not ensured and
the corresponding battery must be declared inoperable. Additionally,
discovering one battery in one train with one or more battery cells
float voltage less than 2.07 V and float current greater than
1 amp for the station service batteries and greater than 0.5 amp

(continued)
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ACTIONS F.1 (continued)

for the DG system indicates that the battery capacity may not be
sufficient to perform the intended functions. The battery must
therefore be declared inoperable immediately. This condition is
intended to apply when the battery is in the float mode. For example,
if an individual cell is discovered below the 2.07 V limit, a possible
corrective action would be to place the battery in the equalize mode.
In this condition, the charger amperage is elevated and a
measurement of 'float" current may be above the stated limits with an
individual cell below the 2.07 criteria. This is an expected condition;
therefore, in this case, it is not appropriate to enter Condition F.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery float current while on float charge is used to
determine the state of charge of the battery. Float current
measurements are taken at normal float voltage range adjusted for
temperature. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal
losses of the battery and maintain the battery in a charged state. The
float current requirements are based on the float current indicative of
a charged battery. Use of float current to determine the state of
charge of the battery is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref 3). The 7 day
Frequency is also consistent with IEEE-450.

This SR is modified by a note that states the float current requirement
is not required to be met when the battery terminal voltage is less than
the minimum established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1. When this float
voltage is not maintained, the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4
ACTION A are being taken, which provide the necessary and
appropriate verifications of the battery condition. Furthermore, the
float current limits are established based on the nominal float voltage
value and are not directly applicable when this voltage is not
maintained.

SR 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5

Optimal long term battery performance is obtained by maintaining a
float voltage greater than or equal to the minimum established design
limits provided by the battery manufacturer which corresponds to
135 V at the battery terminals, or 2.25 Vpc. This provides adequate
overpotential, which limits the formation of lead sulfate and self

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

discharge, which could render the battery inoperable. Float voltage in
this range or less, but greater than 2.07 Vpc, is addressed in
Specification 5.5.13. SRs 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5 require verification that
the cell float voltages are equal to or greater than the short term
absolute minimum voltage of 2.07 V. The frequency for cell voltage
verification every 31 days for pilot cell and 92 days for each
connected cell is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.3

The limit specified for electrolyte level ensures that the plates suffer
no physical damage and maintains adequate electron transfer
capability. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450
(Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.4

This surveillance verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than
or equal to the minimum established design limit. Pilot cell electrolyte
temperature is maintained above this temperature to assure the
battery can provide the required current and voltage to meet the
design requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery
sizing calculations act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. The
31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450-2002 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.6

A battery performance discharge test is a constant current capacity
test to detect any change in the capacity determined by the
acceptance test. Initial conditions consistent with IEEE-450 need to
be met prior to the performing of a battery performance discharge
test. The test results reflect the overall effects of usage and age.

Either the battery performance discharge test or the modified
performance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.6.6;
however, only the modified performance discharge test may be used
to satisfy the battery service test requirements of SR 3.8.4.3. When
using the modified performance test in lieu of the service test, as
found conditions must be maintained.

(continued)
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REQUIREMENTS

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will often confirm the battery's
ability to meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to
determining its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the
modified performance discharge test should be identical to those
specified for a service discharge test.

It may consist of just two rates: for instance, the 1 minute rate
published for the battery or the largest current load of the duty cycle,
followed by the test rate employed for the performance test, both of
which envelope the duty cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-
hours removed by a 1 minute discharge represent a very small
portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for
the performance test without compromising the results of the
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage for the
modified performance discharge test must remain above the
minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the battery service test
for the duration of time equal to that of the service test.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 6). These references
recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of
the manufacturer's rating. Although there may be ample capacity, the
battery rate of deterioration is rapidly increasing.

The Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the battery
shows degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of its
expected application service life and capacity is s 100% of the
manufacturers rating, the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to
12 months. However, if the battery shows no degradation but has
reached 85% of its expected application service life, the Surveillance
Frequency is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that retain
capacity 2 100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is
indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), when the battery capacity
drops by more than 10% of rated capacity from its capacity on the
previous performance test or is more than 10% below the
manufacturer's rating. All these Frequencies are consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy the Surveillance. The swing DG DC
battery is exempted from this restriction, since it is required by both
units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be performed in the manner required by
the Note without resulting in a dual unit shutdown.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. IEEE Standard 450-2002

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

5. FSAR Chapter 8.

6. IEEE Standard 485-1983.
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B 3.8.7 Distribution Systems - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The onsite Class 1 E AC and DC electrical power distribution system is
divided into redundant and independent AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems.

The primary AC distribution system consists of three 4.16 kV
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) buses each having an offsite source
of power as well as a dedicated onsite diesel generator (DG) source.
Each 4.16 kV ESF bus is normally connected to a normal source
startup auxiliary transformer (SAT) (1 D). During a loss of the normal
offsite power source to the 4.16 kV ESF buses, the alternate supply
breaker from SAT 1 C attempts to close. If all offsite sources are
unavailable, the onsite emergency DGs supply power to the 4.16 kV
ESF buses.

The secondary plant distribution system includes 600 VAC emergency
buses 1 C and 1 D and associated load centers, and transformers.

There are two independent 125/250 VDC station service electrical
power distribution subsystems and three independent 125 VDC DG
electrical power distribution subsystems that support the necessary
power for ESF functions.

A description of the Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution
system is provided in the Bases for Unit 2 LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution
System - Operating."

The list of required Unit 1 distribution buses is presented in
LCO 3.8.7.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 1), and Chapter 14
(Ref. 2), assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC and DC
electrical power distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient
capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel,
Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits are not
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for
Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.5, Emergency Core

(continued)
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APPLICABLE Cooling Systems (ECCS) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
SAFETY ANALYSES System; and Section 3.6 Containment Systems.

(continued)
The OPERABILITY of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems is consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the unit.
This includes maintaining distribution systems OPERABLE during
accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power sources or all onsite
AC electrical power sources; and

b. A postulated worst case single failure.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution system satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 4).

LCO The Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems are
required to be OPERABLE. The required Unit 1 electrical power
distribution subsystems listed in LCO 3.8.7 ensure the availability of
AC and DC electrical power for the systems required to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated
operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA.

Should one or more buses not listed in LCO 3.8.7 become inoperable
due to a failure not affecting the OPERABILITY of a bus listed in
LCO 3.8.7 (e.g., a breaker supplying a single MCC faults open), the
individual loads on the bus would be considered inoperable, and the
appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCOs governing
the individual loads would be entered. If however, one or more of
these buses is inoperable due to a failure also affecting the
OPERABILITY of a bus listed in LCO 3.8.7 (e.g.', loss of a 4.16 kV
ESF bus, which results in de-energization of all buses powered from
the 4.16 kV ESF bus), the Conditions and Required Actions of the
LCO for the individual loads are not required to be entered, since
LCO 3.0.6 allows this exception (i.e., the loads are inoperable due
to inoperability of a support system governed by a Technical
Specification; the 4.16 kV ESF bus). In addition, since some
components required by Unit 1 receive power through Unit 2 electrical
power distribution subsystems (e.g., Standby Gas Treatment (SGT)
System and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) valve load centers),
the Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems
needed to support the required equipment must also be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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LCO Maintaining the Division 1 and 2 and swing bus AC and DC electrical
(continued) power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that the

redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not defeated.
Therefore, a single failure within any system or within the electrical
power distribution subsystems will not prevent safe shutdown of the
reactor.

The AC electrical power distribution subsystem requires the
associated buses and electrical circuits to be energized to their proper
voltages. OPERABLE DC electrical power distribution subsystems
require the associated buses to be energized to their proper voltage
from either the associated battery or charger.

In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related AC and DC
power distribution subsystems, if they exist, must be open. This
prevents any electrical malfunction in any power distribution
subsystem from propagating to the redundant subsystem, which could
cause the failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential
safety function(s). If any tie breakers are closed, the electrical power
distribution subsystem which is not being powered from its normal
source (i.e., it is being powered from its redundant electrical power
distribution subsystem) is considered inoperable. This applies to the
onsite, safety related, redundant electrical power distribution
subsystems. It does not, however, preclude redundant Class 1 E
4.16 kV ESF buses from being powered from the same offsite circuit.

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AQOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for MODES 4
and 5, and other conditions in which AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems are required, are covered in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1

If one or more of the required Unit 2 AC or DC electrical power
distribution subsystems are inoperable, and a loss of function has not
occurred as described in Condition F, the remaining AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystems have the capacity to support
a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since a
subsequent postulated worst case single failure could, however, result
in the loss of certain safety functions (e.g., SGT System and LPCI
valve load centers), continued power operation should not exceed
7 days. The 7 day Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems, and is based on the shortest restoration time
allowed for the systems affected by the inoperable AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystem in the respective system
Specification.

B.1

If a Unit 1 or swing DG DC electrical power distribution subsystem is
inoperable, the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems
have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an
accident condition. Since a subsequent postulated worst case single
failure could, however, result in the loss of minimum necessary DC
electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst case accident,
continued power operation should not exceed 12 hours. The 12 hour
Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the problem
commensurate with the importance of maintaining the DG DC
electrical power distribution subsystem OPERABLE. (The DG DC
electrical power distribution subsystem affects both the DG and the
offsite circuit, as well as the breaker closure power for various
4160 VAC loads, but does not affect 125/250 VDC station service
loads). The 12 hour time limit before requiring a unit shutdown in this
Condition is acceptable because:

a. There is a potential for decreased safety if the unit operators'
attention is diverted from the evaluations and actions
necessary to restore power to the affected bus(es) to the
actions associated with taking the unit to shutdown within this
time limit.

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component in the division with AC power. [The
redundant component is verified OPERABLE in accordance
with Specification 5.5.10, "Safety Function Determination
Program (SFDP)."]

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet LCO 3.8.7.a. If Condition B is entered
while, for instance, a Unit 1 or swing AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently returned OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.7.a may already have
been not met for up to 8 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 20 hours, since initial failure of LCO 3.8.7.a, to restore the
Unit 1 and swing DG DC distribution system. At this time a Unit 1 or
swing AC bus could again become inoperable, and Unit 1 and swing
DG DC distribution system could be restored OPERABLE. This could
continue indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This results in
establishing the "time zero" at the time LCO 3.8.7.a was initially not
met, instead of at the time Condition B was entered. The 16 hour
Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a indefinitely.

C.1

With one or more required Unit 1 or swing AC buses, load centers,
motor control centers, or distribution panels in one subsystem
inoperable, the remaining AC electrical power distribution subsystems
are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to
shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition,
assuming no single failure. The overall reliability is reduced, however,
because a single failure in the remaining power distribution
subsystems could result in the minimum required ESF functions not
being supported. Therefore, the required AC buses, load centers,
motor control centers, and distribution panels must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 8 hours.

The Condition C postulated worst scenario is one 4160 V bus without
AC power (i.e., no offsite power to the 4160 V bus and the associated
DG inoperable). In this condition, the unit is more vulnerable to a
complete loss of Unit 1 AC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the
unit operators' attention be focused on minimizing the potential for
loss of power to the remaining buses by stabilizing the unit, and on
restoring power to the affected buses. The 8 hour time limit before
requiring a unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable because:

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1 (continued)

a. There is a potential for decreased safety if the unit operators'
attention is diverted from the evaluations and actions
necessary to restore power to the affected bus(es) to the
actions associated with taking the unit to shutdown within this
time limit.

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component in the division with AC power. [The
redundant component is verified OPERABLE in accordance
with Specification 5.5.10, "Safety Function Determination
Program (SFDP).M ]

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet LCO 3.8.7.a. If Condition C is entered
while, for instance, a Unit 1 station service DC bus is inoperable and
subsequently returned OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.7.a may already have
been not met for up to 2 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 10 hours, since initial failure of LCO 3.8.7.a, to restore the
Unit 1 and swing AC distribution system. At this time a Unit 1 station
service DC bus could again become inoperable, and Unit 1 and swing
AC distribution system could be restored OPERABLE. This could
continue indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This results in
establishing the "time zero" at the time LCO 3.8.7.a was initially not
met, instead of at the time Condition C was entered. The 16 hour
Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a indefinitely.

D.1

With one Unit 1 station service DC bus inoperable, the remaining DC
electrical power distribution subsystem is capable of supporting the
minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure.
The overall reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems could result
in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.
Therefore, the required Unit 1 DC buses must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the
associated battery or charger.

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1 (continued)

Condition D represents one Unit 1 division without adequate DC
power, potentially with both the battery significantly degraded and the
associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation the plant is
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all Unit 1 station
service DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's
attention focus on stabilizing the plant, minimizing the potential for
loss of power to the remaining division, and restoring power to the
affected division.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed
for the majority of components that would be without power. Taking
exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without adequate DC power,
which would have Required Action Completion Times shorter than
2 hours, is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety when requiring a change in
plant conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) while not allowing
stable operations to continue;

b. The potential for decreased safety when requiring entry into
numerous applicable Conditions and Required Actions for
components without DC power, while not providing sufficient
time for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations
and actions for restoring power to the affected division; and

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).

The second Completion Time for Required Action D.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet LCO 3.8.7.a. If Condition D is entered
while, for instance, Unit 1 or swing AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently restored OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.7.a may already have
been not met for up to 8 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 10 hours, since initial failure of LCO 3.8.7.a, to restore the
Unit 1 station service DC distribution system. At this time, Unit 1 or
swing AC bus could again become inoperable, and Unit 1 station
service DC distribution system could be restored OPERABLE. This
could continue indefinitely.

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1 (continued)

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This allowance
results in establishing the "time zero" at the time LCO 3.8.7.a was
initially not met, instead of at the time Condition D was entered. The
16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential
of failing to meet the LCO indefinitely.

E.1 and E.2

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

F.1

Condition F corresponds to a level of degradation in the electrical
power distribution system that causes a required safety function to be
lost. When more than one AC or DC electrical power distribution
subsystem is lost, and this results in the loss of a required function,
the plant is in a condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore, no
additional time is justified for continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be
entered immediately to commence a controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC and DC electrical power
distribution systems are functioning properly, with the correct circuit
breaker alignment. The correct breaker alignment ensures the
appropriate separation and independence of the electrical buses are
maintained, and the appropriate voltage is available to each required
bus. The verification of proper voltage availability on the buses
ensures that the required voltage is readily available for motive as well
as control functions for critical system loads connected to these
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems,

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

and other indications available in the control room that alert the
operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.8 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC and DC electrical power distribution system is
provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution Systems -
Operating.'

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and transient analyses
in the FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6 (Ref. 1), and Chapter 14 (Ref. 2),
assume Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE.
The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems are designed to
provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to
ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the
fuel, Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits are not
exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
system is consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and the requirements for the supported systems'
OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC and DC electrical power
sources and associated power distribution subsystems during
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated during
shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown of the vessel or a
fuel handling accident.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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LCO Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components
are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the specific
plant condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This
LCO explicitly requires energization of the portions of the Unit 1
electrical distribution system necessary to support OPERABILITY of
Technical Specifications required systems, equipment, and
components -- both specifically addressed by their own LCO, and
implicitly required by the definition of OPERABILITY. In addition,
some components that may be required by Unit 1 receive power
through Unit 2 electrical power distribution subsystems (e.g., Standby
Gas Treatment (SGT) System and Low Pressure Coolant Injection
valve load centers). Therefore, the Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems needed to support the required equipment
must also be OPERABLE.

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the plant in a
safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated events
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and inadvertent reactor
vessel draindown).

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core in case of an
inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystem requirements
for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered in LCO 3.8.7.

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3. A.2.4, and A.2.5

Although redundant required features may require redundant
electrical power distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE, one
OPERABLE distribution subsystem may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. By allowing the option to declare required
features associated with an inoperable distribution subsystem
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected distribution subsystem LCO's Required Actions. In
many instances this option may involve undesired administrative
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions
is made, (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment, and any
activities that could result in inadvertent draining of the reactor
vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to immediately initiate action to restore the required AC and
DC electrical power distribution subsystems and to continue this
action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary power to the plant safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required
Actions, a required residual heat removal - shutdown cooling (RHR
SDC) subsystem may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actions
A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not adequately address the concerns relating
to coolant circulation and heat removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the
RHR SDC ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, Required
Action A.2.5 is provided to direct declaring RHR SDC inoperable,
which results in taking the appropriate RHR SDC ACTIONS.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required distribution subsystems should be completed as quickly as
possible in order to minimize the time the plant safety systems may
be without power.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.8.1

This Surveillance verifies that the AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystem is functioning properly, with the buses
energized. The verification of proper voltage availability on the buses
ensures that the required voltage is readily available for motive as well
as control functions for critical system loads connected to these
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the electrical power distribution subsystems, as well as
other indications available in the control room that alert the operator to
subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapters 5 and 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 14.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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BACKGROUND result in the discharging of the associated battery (and affect the
(continued) battery cell parameters).

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in Bases
for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution System - Operating," and LCO 3.8.8,
'Distribution System - Shutdown."

Each battery has adequate storage capacity to meet the assumed
duty cycle for the bounding design basis event. Additional margin is
designed and supports the ability of the battery to carry the DC loads
continuously for at least 2 hours in the design basis event scenario at
the end of service life (Ref. 4).

Each DC battery subsystem is separately housed in a ventilated room
apart from its charger and distribution panels. Each subsystem is
located in an area separated physically and electrically from the other
subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one subsystem does not
cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There is no sharing
between redundant Class 1 E subsystems such as batteries, battery
chargers, or distribution panels.

The batteries for DC electrical power subsystems are sized to
produce required ampacity at 80% capacity of nameplate rating,
corresponding to expected capacity at end of life. The minimum
design voltage is 105/210 V.

The battery cells are of flooded lead-acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.065 volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is
the voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging.
Once fully charged with its open circuit voltage, the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per the
manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term performance,
however, is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc
(70 IF, 20 IC). This provides adequate overpotential which limits the
formation of lead sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage
of 2.25 Vpc corresponds to a total float voltage output of 135 V for a
60 cell battery as discussed in the FSAR (Ref. 4).

Each battery charger of DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected
loads required during normal operation, while at the same time
maintaining a fully charged battery. Each battery charger has
sufficient excess capacity to restore the battery from the design
minimum charge to its fully charged state within 24 hours while
supplying normal steady state loads (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

The battery charger is normally in the float-charge mode. Float-
charge mode is the condition in which the charger is supplying the
connected loads and the battery cells are receiving adequate current
to optimally charge the battery. This assures the internal losses of a
battery are overcome and the battery is maintained in a fully charged
state.

When desired, the charger can be placed in the equalize mode. The
equalize mode is at a higher voltage than the float mode and charging
current is correspondingly higher. The battery charger is operated in
the equalize mode after a battery discharge or for routine
maintenance. Following a battery discharge, the battery recharge
characteristic accepts current at the current limit of the battery charger
(if the discharge was significant, e.g., following a battery discharge
test) until the battery terminal voltage approaches the charger voltage
setpoint. Charging current then reduces exponentially during the
remainder of the recharge cycle. Lead-calcium batteries have
recharge efficiencies of greater than 95%, so once at least 105% of
the ampere-hours discharged have been returned, the battery
capacity would be restored to the same condition as it was prior to the
discharge. This can be monitored by direct observation of the
exponentially decaying charging current or by evaluating the ampere-
hours discharged from the battery and ampere-hours returned to the
battery.

A description of the Unit 1 DC power sources is provided in the Bases
for Unit 1 LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 5) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 6),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system povides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries,
and control and switching during all MODES of operation. The
OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power sources or all onsite
AC power sources; and

b. A postulated worst case single failure.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
SAFETY ANALYSES (Ref. 13).

(continued)

LCO The Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystems - with: 1) each station
service DC subsystem consisting of two 125 V batteries in series, two
battery chargers, and the corresponding control equipment and
interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated bus; and
2) each DG DC subsystem consisting of one battery bank, one battery
charger, and the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting
cabling - are required to be OPERABLE to ensure the availability of
the required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a
postulated DBA. In addition, some components required by Unit 2
require power from Unit 1 sources (e.g., Standby Gas Treatment
(SGT) System, Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) valve load
centers, Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC) System,
and Control Room Air Condition (AC) System). Therefore, the Unit 1
DG DC and the swing DG DC electrical power subsystems needed to
provide DC power to the required Unit 1 components are also required
to be OPERABLE. Thus, loss of any DC electrical power subsystem
does not prevent the minimum safety function from being performed
(Ref. 4).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AOOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity
and other vital functions are maintained in the event of a
postulated DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 4 and 5, and other
conditions in which DC Sources are required, are addressed in the
Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one station service subsystem, or one diesel
generator subsystem, with one or more battery chargers inoperable
(e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The ACTIONS
provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the
fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to
OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1
requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This
time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal
voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage. Restoring the battery to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that,
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have
occurred due to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery
having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float
voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging
current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to
return a battery to its fully charged state under this condition is simply
a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the recharge
characteristic of the battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully
recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a premature
shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within
2 hours, and the charger is not operating in the current limiting mode,
a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of
maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide
assurance that it can revert to and operate properly in the current
limiting mode that is necessary during the recovery period following a
battery discharge event for which the DC system is designed.

If the charger is operating in the current limiting mode after 2 hours,
that is an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its
capacity margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its
fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate
assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required Action
A.2).

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified
as less than or equal to 1 amp for the station service batteries and
less than or equal to .5 amp for the DG batteries. This indicates that,
if the battery had been discharged as the result of the inoperable
battery charger, it has now been fully recharged. If at the expiration of
the initial 12 hour period the battery float current is not less than or
equal to 1 amp for the station service batteries and less than or equal
to .5 amp for the DG batteries, this indicates there may be additional
battery problems and the battery must be declared inoperable. The
verification of float current need only be performed for the system with
the inoperable charger.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable
charger to 7 days. (This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage has been used, e.g., a balance of
plant non-Class 1-E battery charger.) The 7 day Completion Time
reflects a reasonable time to effect the restoration of the qualified
battery charger to OPERABLE status.

B.1

Condition B represents one station service subsystem with one
battery inoperable. With one battery inoperable, the DC bus is being
supplied by the OPERABLE battery chargers. Any event that results
in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery chargers will also result
in loss of DC to that subsystem. Recovery of the AC bus, especially if
it is due to a loss of offsite power, will be hampered by the fact that
many of the components necessary for the recovery (e.g., diesel
generator control and field flash, AC load shed and diesel generator
output circuit breakers, etc.) likely rely upon the battery. In addition,
the energization transients of any DC loads that are beyond the
capability of the battery chargers and normally require the assistance
of the battery will not be able to be brought on line. The 12 hour limit
allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery
given that the majority of the conditions that lead to battery
inoperability (e.g., loss of battery charger, battery cell voltage less
than 2.07 V, etc.) are identified in Specifications 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and
3.8.6 together with additional specific Completion Times.

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1
(continued)

If one or more of the required Unit 1 DG DC electrical power
subsystems is inoperable (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable battery
charger(s), or inoperable battery charger and inoperable battery), and
a loss of function has not occurred as described in Condition G, the
remaining DC electrical power subsystems have the capacity to
support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition.
Continued operation should not exceed 7 days since a postulated
worst case single failure could result in the loss of certain safety
functions (e.g., SBGT System and LPCI valve load centers). The
7 day Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability
of the remaining DC sources, and is based on the shortest restoration
time allowed for the systems affected by the inoperable DC source in
the respective system Specification.

In the case of an inoperable swing DG DC electrical power
subsystem, since a subsequent postulated worst case single failure
could result in the loss of minimum necessary DC electrical
subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst case accident, continued
power operation should also not exceed 7 days. The 7 day
Completion Time is based upon the swing DG DC electrical power
subsystem being inoperable due to performance of SR 3.8.4.3 or
3.8.6.6. Performance of these two SRs will result in inoperability of
the DC battery. Since this battery is common to both units, more time
is provided to restore the battery, if the battery is inoperable for
performance of the required surveillances, to preclude the need to
perform a dual unit shutdown to perform these surveillances. The
swing DG DC electrical power subsystem also does not provide
power to the same type of equipment as the other DG DC sources
(e.g., breaker control power for 4160 V loads is not provided by the
swing DG battery). The Completion Time also takes into account the
capacity and capability of the remaining DC sources.

D.1

If a Unit 2 or swing DG DC electric power subsystem is inoperable
(for reasons other than Condition A, or A or C, respectively), the
remaining DC electrical power subsystems have the capacity to
support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since a
subsequent postulated worst case single failure could result in the loss
of minimum necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a

(continued)
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ACTIONS D.1. (continued)

postulated worst case accident, continued power operation should not
exceed 12 hours. The 12 hour Completion Time provides a period of
time to correct the problem commensurate with the importance of
maintaining the DG DC electrical power subsystem OPERABLE. (The
DG DC electrical power subsystem affects both the DG and the offsite
circuit, as well as the breaker closure power for various 4160 VAC
loads, but does not affect 125/250 VDC station service loads.)

E.1

Condition E represents one Unit 2 station service division with a
loss of ability to completely respond to an event, and a potential
loss of ability to remain energized during normal operation (inoperable
battery charger and battery). It is therefore imperative that the
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the
potential for complete loss of DC power to the affected division. The
2 hour limit is consistent-with the allowed time for an inoperable DC
Distribution System division.

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable
for reasons other than Condition A or B, the remaining DC electrical
power subsystems have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and
to mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent postulated
worst case single failure could result in the loss of minimum
necessary DC electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst
case accident, continued power operation should not exceed 2 hours.
The 2 hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93
(Ref. 7) and reflects a reasonable time to assess unit status as a
function of the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem and, if the
DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to OPERABLE status,
to prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit shutdown.

F.1. and F.2

If the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit must
be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time

(continued)
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ACTIONS F.1. and F.2 (continued)

to bring the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time required in
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7).

G.1

Condition G corresponds to a level of degradation in the DC electrical
power subsystems that causes a required safety function to be lost.
When more than one DC source is lost, and this results in the loss of
a required function, the plant is in a condition outside the accident
analysis. Therefore, no additional time is justified for continued
operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately to commence a
controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs are modified by a NOTE to indicate that SR 3.8.4.1 through
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.4.3 apply only to the Unit 2 DC sources, and that SR 3.8.4.4

applies only to the Unit 1 DC sources.

SR 3.8.4.1

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for the
batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers
which support the ability of the batteries to perform their intended
function. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal
losses of a battery (or cells) and maintains the battery in a fully
charged state while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the
associated DC subsystem. On float charge, battery cells will receive
adequate current to optimally charge the battery. The voltage
requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery
and are consistent with the minimum float voltage established by the
battery manufacturer. This voltage maintains the battery plates in a
condition that supports maintaining the grid life (expected to be
approximately 20 years at 70 OF, 20 OC). The 7 day Frequency is
consistent with manufacturer's recommendations and IEEE-450
(Ref. 8).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR verifies the design capacity of the battery chargers.
According to Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10), each battery charger
supply is recommended to be based on the largest combined
demands of the various steady state loads and the charging capacity
to restore the battery from the design minimum charge state to the
fully charged state, irrespective of the status of the unit during these
demand occurrences. The minimum required amperes and duration
ensures that these requirements can be satisfied.

This SR provides two options. One option requires that each battery
charger be capable of supplying 400 amps (100 amps for the DG
battery chargers) at the minimum established float voltage for 1 hour.
The ampere requirements are based on the output rating of the
chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger voltage
level after a response to a loss of AC power.

The other option requires that each battery charger be capable of
recharging the battery after a service test coincident with supplying
the largest coincident demands of the various continuous steady state
loads (irrespective of the status of the plant during which these
demands occur). This level of loading may not normally be available
following the battery discharge test and will need to be supplemented
with additional loads. The duration for this test may be longer than
the charger sizing criteria since the battery recharge is affected by
float voltage, temperature, and the exponential decay in charging
current. The battery is recharged when the measured charging
current is < 1 amp for station service and < 0.5 amp for the DG
system.

The Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required to
perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to
ensure adequate charger performance during these 24 month
intervals. In addition, this Frequency is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths. The 24 month Frequency is based on a
review of the surveillance test history and Reference 14.

SR 3.8.4.3

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the
DC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length
corresponds to the design duty cycle requirements as specified in
Reference 4.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations
of Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 10) and Regulatory Guide 1.129
(Ref. 11), which state that the battery service test should be
performed during refueling operations or at some other outage. The
24 month Frequency is based on a review of the surveillance test
history and Reference 14.

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the performance of a
modified performance discharge test in lieu of a service test.

The reason for Note 2 is that performing the Surveillance would
remove a required DC electrical power subsystem from service,
perturb the electrical distribution system, and challenge safety
systems. Credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the
Surveillance. The swing DG DC battery is exempted from this
restriction, since it is required by both units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be
performed in the manner required by the Note without resulting in a
dual unit shutdown.

SR 3.8.4.4

With the exception of this Surveillance, all other Surveillances of this
Specification (SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3) are applied only to the
Unit 2 DC sources. This Surveillance is provided to direct that the
appropriate Surveillances for the required Unit 1 DC sources are
governed by the Unit 1 Technical Specifications. Performance of the
applicable Unit 1 Surveillances will satisfy both any Unit 1
requirements, as well as satisfying this Unit 2 SR.

The Frequency required by the applicable Unit 1 SR also governs
performance of that SR for both Units.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6.

3. IEEE Standard 308-1971.

4. FSAR, Sections 8.3.2.1.1 and 8.3.2.1.2.
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(continued)

5. FSAR, Chapter 6.

6. FSAR, Chapter 15.

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

8. IEEE Standard 450-2002.

9. Technical Requirements Manual.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.129, December 1974.

12. IEEE Standard 485-1983.

13. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

14. NRC Safety Evaluation Report for Amendment 174.
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B 3.8.5 DC Sources - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and transient analyses
in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE.
The DC electrical power system provides normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources
during MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown
of the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 3).

LCO The necessary Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystems -- with:
1) each station service DC subsystem consisting of two
125 V batteries in series, two battery chargers, and the corresponding
control equipment and interconnecting cabling; and 2) each DG DC
subsystem consisting of one battery bank, one battery charger, and

(continued)
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LCO
(continued)

the corresponding control equipment and interconnecting cabling --
are required to be OPERABLE to support required DC distribution
subsystems required OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution
Systems - Shutdown.' In addition, some components that may be
required by Unit 2 require power from Unit 1 sources (e.g., Standby
Gas Treatment (SGT) System and LPCI valve load centers).
Therefore, the Unit 1 DG DC and the swing DG DC electrical power
subsystems needed to provide DC power to the required Unit 1
components are also required to be OPERABLE. This requirement
ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical power sources to
operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the consequences of
postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and
inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory
makeup are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the
core in case of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident
are available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are available;
and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2. and A.3

Condition A represents one station service subsystem, or one diesel
generator subsystem, with one or more battery chargers inoperable
(e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The ACTIONS
provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to
OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1
requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This
time provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE
status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal
voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage. Restoring the battery to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that,
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have
occurred due to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery
having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established float
voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential charging
current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to
return a battery to its fully charged state under this condition is simply
a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the recharge
characteristic of the battery. Thus, there is good assurance of fully
recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a premature
shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within
2 hours, and the charger is not operating in the current limiting mode,
a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of
maintaining established battery terminal float voltage does not provide
assurance that it can revert to and operate properly in the current
limiting mode that is necessary during the recovery period following a
battery discharge event for which the DC system is designed.

If the charger is operating in the current limiting mode after 2 hours,
that is an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its
capacity margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its
fully charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate
assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required
Action A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified
as less than or equal to 1 amp for station service and less than or
equal to .5 amp for the DG system. This indicates that, if the battery
had been discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

has now been fully recharged. If, at the expiration of the initial
12 hour period the battery float current is not within limits, this
indicates there may be additional battery problems and the battery
must be declared inoperable.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable
charger to 7 days. This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage has been used, e.g., another
OPERABLE charger or a balance of plant non-Class 1-E battery
charger. The 7 day Completion Time reflects a reasonable time to
effect the restoration of the qualified battery charger to OPERABLE
status.

B.1. B.2.1, B.2.2, B.2.3, and B.2.4

If more than one DC distribution subsystem is required according to
LCO 3.8.8, the DC subsystems remaining OPERABLE with one or
more DC power sources inoperable may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. By allowance of the option to declare
required features inoperable with associated DC power sources
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS. In many instances, this
option may involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment, and any activities that
could result in inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to immediately initiate action to restore the required DC
electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC
electrical power to the plant safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
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ACTIONS B.1, B.2.1, B.2.2, B.2.3, and B.2.4 (continued)

quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the
plant safety systems may be without sufficient power.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.3. Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below
their capability to provide the required power supply or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the intent
that these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual
performance is not required.

SR 3.8.5.2

This Surveillance is provided to direct that the appropriate
Surveillances for the required Unit 1 DC sources are governed by the
Unit 1 Technical Specifications. Performance of the applicable Unit 1
Surveillances will satisfy both any Unit 1 requirements, as well as
satisfying this Unit 2 Surveillance Requirement. The Frequency
required by the applicable Unit 1 SR also governs performance of that
SR for both Units.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3; NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

I
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B 3.8.6 Battery Parameters I

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on battery float current as well as on
electrolyte temperature, level, and float voltage for the DC electrical
power subsystems batteries. A discussion of these batteries and their
OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
"DC Sources - Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown."

I

In addition to the limitations of this Specification, the battery
monitoring and maintenance program also implements a program
(specified in Specification 5.5.13) for monitoring various battery
parameters that are based on the recommendations of IEEE Standard
450-2002, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing,
and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary
Applications."

The batteries are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.065 volts per cell (Vpc) at 70 OF, 20 OC). The open
circuit voltage is maintained when there is no charging or discharging.
Once fully charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.065 Vpc, the
battery cell will maintain its capacity for 30 days without further
charging per manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term
performance, however, is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of
2.20 to 2.25 Vpc at 70 OF, 20 OC. This provides adequate overpotential
which limits the formation of lead sulfate and self discharge. The
nominal float voltage of 2.25 Vpc corresponds to a total float voltage
output of 135 V for a 60 cell battery as discussed in the FSAR (Ref. 5).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2),
assume Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The
DC electrical power subsystems provide normal and emergency DC
electrical power for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining at least one division
of DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the event of:

(continued)
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APPLICABLE a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC power; and
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) b. A postulated worst case single failure.

Since battery parameters support the operation of the DC electrical
power subsystems, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy
Statement (Ref. 4).

LCO Battery parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure
availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence or a postulated DBA. Battery parameter limits are
established to allow continued DC electrical system function even with
limits not met.

Additional preventative maintenance, testing, and monitoring
performed in accordance with the battery monitoring and maintenance
program is specified in Specification 5.5.13.

APPLICABILITY The battery parameters are required solely for the support of the
associated DC electrical power subsystem. Therefore, battery
parameter limits are only required when the DC power source is
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the Applicability discussions in
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

ACTIONS A Note has been added providing that, for this LCO, separate
Condition entry is allowed for each battery. This is acceptable, since
the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable battery. Complying with
the Required Actions for battery cell parameters allows for restoration
and continued operation, and subsequent out of limit battery cell
parameters may be governed by separate Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions.

A.1, A.2, and A.3

With one or more cells in one battery in one subsystem < 2.07 V, the
battery cell is degraded. Within 2 hours, verification of the required
battery charger OPERABILITY is made by monitoring the battery

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

terminal voltage (SR 3.8.4.1) and of the overall battery state of
charge by monitoring the battery float charge current (SR 3.8.6.1).
This assures that there is still sufficient battery capacity to perform
the intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not required
to be considered inoperable solely as a result of one or more cells in
one or more batteries < 2.07 V, and continued operation is permitted
for a limited period up to 24 hours.

Since the Required Actions only specify 'perform," a failure of
SR 3.8.4.1 or SR 3.8.6.1 acceptance criteria does not result in this
Required Action not met. However, if one of the SRs is failed, the
appropriate Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failures, is
entered.

If SR 3.8.6.1 is failed, then there is not assurance that there is still
sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function and the
battery must be declared inoperable immediately.

B.1 and B.2

One battery in one subsystem having a float current > 1 amp for
station service and > 0.5 amp for the DG system may indicate that a
partial discharge of the battery capacity has occurred. This may be
due to a temporary loss of a battery charger or possibly due to one or
more battery cells in a low voltage condition reflecting some loss of
capacity. Within 2 hours, verification of the required battery charger
OPERABILITY is made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage. If
the terminal voltage is found to be less than the minimum established
float voltage, there are two possibilities: the battery charger is
inoperable or is operating in the current limit mode. Condition A
addressed charger inoperability. If the charger is operating in the
current limit mode after 2 hours, that is an indication that the battery
has been substantially discharged and likely cannot perform its
required design functions. The time to return the battery to its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of
the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not
adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours
(Required Action B.2). The battery must therefore be declared
inoperable.

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

If the float voltage is found to be satisfactory but there are one or
more battery cells with float voltage less than 2.07 V, the associated
"OR" statement in Condition F is applicable and the battery must be
declared inoperable immediately. If float voltage is satisfactory and
there are no cells less than 2.07 V, there is good assurance that,
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition (Required Action B.2) from any discharge that may have
occurred due to a temporary loss of the battery charger. A discharged
battery with float voltage across its terminals indicates that the battery
is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of its
recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous
discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is
good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours,
avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If the condition is due to one or more cells in a low voltage condition
but still greater than 2.07 V and float voltage is found to be
satisfactory, this is not indication of a substantially discharged battery
and 12 hours is a reasonable time prior to declaring the battery
inoperable.

Since the Required Action B.1 only specifies "perform,' a failure of
SR 3.8.4.1 acceptance criteria does not result in the Required Action
not met. However, if SR 3.8.4.1 is failed, the appropriate Condition(s),
depending on the cause of the failure, is entered.

C.1, C.2, and C.3

With one battery in one subsystem with one or more cells electrolyte
level above the top of the plates, but below the minimum established
design limits, the battery still retains sufficient capacity to perform the
intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not required to be
considered inoperable solely as a result of electrolyte level not met.
Within 31 days the established design limits for electrolyte level must
be re-established.

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for
dryout and plate degradation. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 address
this potential (as well as provisions in Specification 5.5.13, Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program). They are modified by a note
that indicates they are only applicable if electrolyte level is below the
top of the plates. The Required Action C.2 requirement to verify that

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1, C.2 and C.3 (continued)

there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 5.5.13
item to initiate action to equalize and test in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendation are taken from Annex D of IEEE
Standard 450-2002. They are performed following the restoration of
the electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based on the
results of the manufacturer's recommended testing, the batteries may
have to be declared inoperable and the affected cells replaced.

D.1

With one battery in one subsystem with pilot cell electrolyte
temperature less than the minimum established design limits, 12
hours is allowed to restore the temperature to within limits. A low
electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available. Since
the battery is sized with margin, while battery capacity is degraded,
sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and the
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as
a result of the pilot cell electrolyte temperature not met.

E.1

With one or more batteries in redundant trains with battery parameters
not within limits, there is not sufficient assurance that battery capacity
has not been affected to the degree that the batteries can still perform
their required function, given that redundant batteries are involved.
With redundant batteries involved, this potentially could result in a
total loss of function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries.
The longer Completion Times specified for battery parameters on
nonredundant batteries not within limits are therefore not appropriate,
and the parameters must be restored to within limits on at least one
train within 2 hours.

F.1

When any battery parameter is outside the allowances of the
Required Actions for Conditions A, B, C, D, or E, sufficient capacity to
supply the maximum expected load requirement is not ensured and
the corresponding battery must be declared inoperable. Additionally,
discovering one battery in one train with one or more battery cells
float voltage less than 2.07 V and float current greater than
1 amp for the station service batteries and greater than 0.5 amp

(continued)
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ACTIONS F.1 (continued)

for the DG system indicates that the battery capacity may not be
sufficient to perform the intended functions. The battery must
therefore be declared inoperable immediately. This condition is
intended to apply when the battery is in the float mode. For example,
if an individual cell is discovered below the 2.07 V limit, a possible
corrective action would be to place the battery in the equalize mode.
In this condition, the charger amperage is elevated and a
measurement of "floatr current may be above the stated limits with an
individual cell below the 2.07 criteria. This is an expected condition;
therefore, in this case, it is not appropriate to enter Condition F.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery float current while on float charge is used to
determine the state of charge of the battery. Float current
measurements are taken at normal float voltage range adjusted for
temperature. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal
losses of the battery and maintain the battery in a charged state. The
float current requirements are based on the float current indicative of
a charged battery. Use of float current to determine the state of
charge of the battery is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref 3). The 7 day
Frequency is also consistent with IEEE-450.

This SR is modified by a note that states the float current requirement
is not required to be met when the battery terminal voltage is less than
the minimum established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1. When this float
voltage is not maintained, the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4
ACTION A are being taken, which provide the necessary and
appropriate verifications of the battery condition. Furthermore, the
float current limits are established based on the nominal float voltage
value and are not directly applicable when this voltage is not
maintained.

SR 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5

Optimal long term battery performance is obtained by maintaining a
float voltage greater than or equal to the minimum established design
limits provided by the battery manufacturer which corresponds to
135 V at the battery terminals, or 2.25 Vpc. This provides adequate
overpotential, which limits the formation of lead sulfate and self

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

discharge, which could render the battery inoperable. Float voltage in
this range or less, but greater than 2.07 Vpc, is addressed in
Specification 5.5.13. SRs 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5 require verification that
the cell float voltages are equal to or greater than the short term
absolute minimum voltage of 2.07 V. The frequency for cell voltage
verification every 31 days for pilot cell and 92 days for each
connected cell is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.3

The limit specified for electrolyte level ensures that the plates suffer
no physical damage and maintains adequate electron transfer
capability. The 31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450
(Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.4

This surveillance verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than
or equal to the minimum established design limit. Pilot cell electrolyte
temperature is maintained above this temperature to assure the
battery can provide the required current and voltage to meet the
design requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery
sizing calculations act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. The
31 day Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450-2002 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.6.6

A battery performance discharge test is a constant current capacity
test to detect any change in the capacity determined by the
acceptance test. Initial conditions consistent with IEEE 450 need to
be met prior to the performing of a battery performance discharge
test. The test results reflect the overall effects of usage and age.

Either the battery performance discharge test or the modified
performance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.6.6;
however, only the modified performance discharge test may be used
to satisfy the battery service test requirements of SR 3.8.4.3. When
using the modified performance test in lieu of the service test, the as-
found conditions must be maintained.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will often confirm the battery's
ability to meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to
determining its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the
modified performance discharge test should be identical to those
specified for a service discharge test.

It may consist of just two rates: for instance, the 1 minute rate
published for the battery or the largest current load of the duty cycle,
followed by the test rate employed for the performance test, both of
which envelope the duty cycle of the service test. Since the ampere-
hours removed by a 1 minute discharge represent a very small
portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can be changed to that for
the performance test without compromising the results of the
performance discharge test. The battery terminal voltage for the
modified performance discharge test must remain above the
minimum battery terminal voltage specified in the battery service test
for the duration of time equal to that of the service test.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 3) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 6). These references
recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of
the manufacturer's rating. Although there may be ample capacity, the
battery rate of deterioration is rapidly increasing.

The Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the battery
shows degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of its
expected application service life and capacity is < 100% of the
manufacturers rating, the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to
12 months. However, if the battery shows no degradation but has
reached 85% of its expected application service life, the Surveillance
Frequency is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that retain
capacity a 100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is
indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 3), when the battery capacity
drops by more than 10% of rated capacity from its capacity on the
previous performance test or is more than 10% below the
manufacturer's rating. All these Frequencies are consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy the Surveillance. The swing DG DC
battery is exempted from this restriction, since it is required by both
units' LCO 3.8.4 and cannot be performed in the manner required by
the Note without resulting in a dual unit shutdown.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. IEEE Standard 450-2002.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.

5. FSAR, Chapter 8.

6. IEEE Standard 485-1983.
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B 3.8.7 Distribution Systems - Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The onsite Class 1 E AC and DC electrical power distribution system is
divided into redundant and independent AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems.

The primary AC distribution system consists of three 4.16 kV
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) buses each having an offsite source
of power as well as a dedicated onsite diesel generator (DG) source.
Each 4.16 kV ESF bus is normally connected to a normal source
startup auxiliary transformer (SAT) (2D). During a loss of the normal
offsite power source to the 4.16 kV ESF buses, the alternate supply
breaker from SAT 2C attempts to close. If all offsite sources are
unavailable, the onsite emergency DGs supply power to the 4.16 kV
ESF buses.

The secondary plant distribution system includes 600 VAC emergency
buses 2C and 2D and associated load centers, and transformers.

There are two independent 125/250 VDC station service electrical
power distribution subsystems and three independent 125 VDC DG
electrical power distribution subsystems that support the necessary
power for ESF functions.

A description of the Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power distribution
system is provided in the Bases for Unit 1 LCO 3.8.7, 'Distribution
System - Operating."

The list of required Unit 2 distribution buses is presented in
LCO 3.8.7.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2),
assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC and DC electrical
power distribution systems are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of
necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant
System, and containment design limits are not exceeded. These
limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for Section 3.2, Power
Distribution Limits; Section 3.5, Emergency Core.

(continued)
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APPLICABLE Cooling Systems (ECCS) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)
SAFETY ANALYSES System; and Section 3.6 Containment Systems.

(continued)
The OPERABILITY of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
subsystems is consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the unit.
This includes maintaining distribution systems OPERABLE during
accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power sources or all onsite
AC electrical power sources; and

b. A postulated worst case single failure.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution system satisfies
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 4).

LCO The Unit 2 AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems are
required to be OPERABLE. The required Unit 2 electrical power
distribution subsystems listed in LCO 3.8.7 ensure the availability of
AC and DC electrical power for the systems required to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated
operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA.

Should one or more buses not listed in LCO 3.8.7 become inoperable
due to a failure not affecting the OPERABILITY of a bus listed in
LCO 3.8.7 (e.g., a breaker supplying a single MCC faults open), the
individual loads on the bus would be considered inoperable, and the
appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCOs governing
the individual loads would be entered. If however, one or more of
these buses is inoperable due to a failure also affecting the
OPERABILITY of a bus listed in LCO 3.8.7 (e.g., loss of a 4.16 kV
ESF bus, which results in de-energization of all buses powered from
the 4.16 kV ESF bus), the Conditions and Required Actions of the
LCO for the individual loads are not required to be entered, since
LCO 3.0.6 allows this exception (i.e., the loads are inoperable due to
the inoperability of a support system governed by a Technika. 1
Specification; the 4.16 kV ESF bus). In addition, since some
components required by Unit 2 receive power through Unit 1 electrical
power distribution subsystems (e.g., Standby Gas Treatment (SGT)
System, Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) valve load centers,
Main Control Room Environmental Control (MCREC) System,and
Control Room Air Conditioning (AC) System), the Unit 1 AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystems needed to support the
required equipment must also be OPERABLE.

(continued)
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LCO Maintaining the Division 1 and 2 and swing bus AC and DC electrical
(continued) power distribution subsystems OPERABLE ensures that the

redundancy incorporated into the design of ESF is not defeated.
Therefore, a single failure within any system or within the electrical
power distribution subsystems will not prevent safe shutdown of the
reactor.

The AC electrical power distribution subsystem requires the
associated buses and electrical circuits to be energized to their proper
voltages. OPERABLE DC electrical power distribution subsystems
require the associated buses to be energized to their proper voltage
from either the associated battery or charger.

In addition, tie breakers between redundant safety related AC and DC
power distribution subsystems, if they exist, must be open. This
prevents any electrical malfunction in any power distribution
subsystem from propagating to the redundant subsystem, which could
cause the failure of a redundant subsystem and a loss of essential
safety function(s). If any tie breakers are closed, the electrical power
distribution subsystem which is not being powered from its normal
source (i.e., it is being powered from its redundant electrical power
distribution subsystem) is considered inoperable. This applies to the
onsite, safety related, redundant electrical power distribution
subsystems. It does not, however, preclude redundant Class 1 E
4.16 kV ESF buses from being powered from the same offsite circuit.

APPLICABILITY The electrical power distribution subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AOOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the
event of a postulated DBA.

Electrical power distribution subsystem requirements for MODES 4
and 5, and other conditions in which AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems are required, are covered in the Bases for
LCO 3.8.8, Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1

If one or more of the required Unit 1 AC or DC electrical power
distribution subsystems are inoperable, and a loss of function has not
occurred as described in Condition F, the remaining AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystems have the capacity to support
a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident condition. Since a
subsequent postulated worst case single failure could, however, result
in the loss of certain safety functions (e.g., SGT System and LPCI
valve load centers), continued power operation should not exceed
7 days. The 7 day Completion Time takes into account the capacity
and capability of the remaining AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems, and is based on the shortest restoration time
allowed for the systems affected by the inoperable AC and DC
electrical power distribution subsystem in the respective system
Specification.

B.1

If a Unit 2 or swing DG DC electrical power distribution subsystem is
inoperable, the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems
have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an
accident condition. Since a subsequent postulated worst case single
failure could, however, result in the loss of minimum necessary DC
electrical subsystems to mitigate a postulated worst case accident,
continued power operation should not exceed 12 hours. The 12 hour
Completion Time provides a period of time to correct the problem
commensurate with the importance of maintaining the DG DC
electrical power distribution subsystem OPERABLE. (The DG DC
electrical power distribution subsystem affects both the DG and the
offsite circuit, as well as the breaker closure power for various
4160 VAC loads, but does not affect 125/250 VDC station service
loads). The 12 hour time limit before requiring a unit shutdown in this
Condition is acceptable because:

a. There is a potential for decreased safety if the unit operators'
attention is diverted from the evaluations and actions
necessary to restore power to the affected bus(es) to the
actions associated with taking the unit to shutdown within this
time limit.

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component in the division with AC power. [The
redundant component is verified OPERABLE in accordance
with Specification 5.5.10, "Safety Function Determination
Program (SFDP)."]

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 (continued)

The second Completion Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet LCO 3.8.7.a. If Condition B is entered
while, for instance, a Unit 2 or swing AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently returned OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.7.a may already have
been not met for up to 8 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 20 hours, since initial failure of LCO 3.8.7.a, to restore the
Unit 2 and swing DG DC distribution system. At this time a Unit 2 or
swing AC bus could again become inoperable, and Unit 2 and swing
DC distribution system could be restored OPERABLE. This could
continue indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This results in
establishing the "time zero" at the time LCO 3.8.7.a was initially not
met, instead of at the time Condition B was entered. The 16 hour
Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a indefinitely.

CA

With one or more required Unit 2 or swing AC buses, load centers,
motor control centers, or distribution panels in one subsystem
inoperable, the remaining AC electrical power distribution subsystems
are capable of supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to
shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition,
assuming no single failure. The overall reliability is reduced, however,
because a single failure in the remaining power distribution
subsystems could result in the minimum required ESF functions not
being supported. Therefore, the required AC buses, load centers,
motor control centers, and distribution panels must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 8 hours.

The Condition C postulated worst scenario is one 4160 V bus without
AC power (i.e., no offsite power to the 4160 V bus and the associated
DG inoperable). In this condition, the unit is more vulnerable to a
complete loss of Unit 2 AC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the
unit operators' attention be focused on minimizing the potential for
loss of power to the remaining buses by stabilizing the unit, and on
restoring power to the affected buses. The 8 hour time limit before
requiring a unit shutdown in this Condition is acceptable because:

(continued)
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a. There is a potential for decreased safety if the unit operators'
attention is diverted from the evaluations and actions
necessary to restore power to the affected bus(es) to the
actions associated with taking the unit to shutdown within this
time limit.

b. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component in the division with AC power. [The
redundant component is verified OPERABLE in accordance
with Specification 5.5.10, "Safety Function Determination
Program (SFDP)."]

The second Completion Time for Required Action C.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet LCO 3.8.7.a. If Condition C is entered
while, for instance, a Unit 2 station service DC bus is inoperable and
subsequently returned OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.7.a may already have
been not met for up to 2 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 10 hours, since initial failure of LCO 3.8.7.a, to restore the
Unit 2 and swing AC distribution system. At this time a Unit 2 station
service DC bus could again become inoperable, and Unit 2 and swing
AC distribution system could be restored OPERABLE. This could
continue indefinitely.

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This results in
establishing the "time zero" at the time LCO 3.8.7.a was initially not
met, instead of at the time Condition C was entered. The 16 hour
Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to
meet LCO 3.8.7.a indefinitely.

D.1

With one Unit 2 station service DC bus inoperable, the remaining DC
electrical power distribution subsystem is capable of supporting the
minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single failure.
The overall reliability is reduced, however, because a single failure in
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems could result
in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported.
Therefore, the required Unit 2 DC buses must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 2 hours by powering the bus from the
associated battery or charger.

(continued)
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Condition D represents one Unit 2 division without adequate DC
power, potentially with both the battery significantly degraded and the
associated charger nonfunctioning. In this situation the plant is
significantly more vulnerable to a complete loss of all Unit 2 station
service DC power. It is, therefore, imperative that the operator's
attention focus on stabilizing the plant, minimizing the potential for
loss of power to the remaining division, and restoring power to the
affected division.

This 2 hour limit is more conservative than Completion Times allowed
for the majority of components that would be without power. Taking
exception to LCO 3.0.2 for components without adequate DC power,
which would have Required Action Completion Times shorter than
2 hours, is acceptable because of:

a. The potential for decreased safety when requiring a change in
plant conditions (i.e., requiring a shutdown) while not allowing
stable operations to continue;

b. The potential for decreased safety when requiring entry into
numerous applicable Conditions and Required Actions for
components without DC power, while not providing sufficient
time for the operators to perform the necessary evaluations
and actions for restoring power to the affected division;

c. The potential for an event in conjunction with a single failure of
a redundant component.

The 2 hour Completion Time for DC buses is consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 3).

The second Completion Time for Required Action D.1 establishes a
limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of required
distribution subsystems to be inoperable during any single contiguous
occurrence of failing to meet LCO 3.8.7.a. If Condition D is entered
while, for instance, Unit 2 or swing AC bus is inoperable and
subsequently restored OPERABLE, LCO 3.8.7.a may already have
been not met for up to 8 hours. This situation could lead to a total
duration of 10 hours, since initial failure of LCO 3.8.7.a, to restore the
Unit 2 station service DC distribution system. At this time, Unit 2 or
swing AC bus could again become inoperable, and Unit 2 station
service DC distribution system could be restored OPERABLE. This
could continue indefinitely.

(continued)
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This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal "time
zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This allowance
results in establishing the "time zero" at the time LCO 3.8.7.a was
initially not met, instead of at the time Condition D was entered. The
16 hour Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential
of failing to meet the LCO indefinitely.

E.1 and E.2

If the inoperable distribution subsystem cannot be restored to
OPERABLE status within the associated Completion Time, the unit
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3
within 12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

F.1

Condition F corresponds to a level of degradation in the electrical
power distribution system that causes a required safety function to be
lost. When more than one AC or DC electrical power distribution
subsystem is lost, and this results in the loss of a required function,
the plant is in a condition outside the accident analysis. Therefore, no
additional time is justified for continued operation. LCO 3.0.3 must be
entered immediately to commence a controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.7.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance verifies that the AC and DC electrical power
distribution systems are functioning properly, with the correct circuit
breaker alignment. The correct breaker alignment ensures the
appropriate separation and independence of the electrical buses are
maintained, and the appropriate voltage is available to each required
bus. The verification of proper voltage availability on the buses
ensures that the required voltage is readily available for motive as well
as control functions for critical system loads connected to these
buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant
capability of the AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems,

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.7.1 (continued)

and other indications available in the control room that alert the
operator to subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

4. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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B 3.8.8 Distribution Systems - Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the AC and DC electrical power distribution system is
provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution Systems -
Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and transient analyses
in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The AC
and DC electrical power distribution systems are designed to provide
sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the fuel,
Reactor Coolant System, and containment design limits are not
exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC and DC electrical power distribution
system is consistent with the initial assumptions of the accident
analyses and the requirements for the supported systems'
OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum AC and DC electrical power
sources and associated power distribution subsystems during
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated
during shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown of the
vessel or a fuel handling accident.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution systems satisfy
Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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LCO Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components
are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the specific
plant condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This
LCO explicitly requires energization of the portions of the Unit 2
electrical distribution system necessary to support OPERABILITY of
Technical Specifications required systems, equipment, and
components both specifically addressed by their own LCO, and
implicitly required by the definition of OPERABILITY. In addition,
some components that may be required by Unit 2 receive power
through Unit 1 electrical power distribution subsystems (e.g., Standby
Gas Treatment (SGT) System and Low Pressure Coolant Injection
valve load centers). Therefore, the Unit 1 AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystems needed to support the required equipment
must also be OPERABLE.

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the plant in a
safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated events
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents and inadvertent reactor
vessel draindown).

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies in the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are
available for the irradiated fuel in the core in case of an
inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can
lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown
condition or refueling condition.

The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystem requirements
for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are covered in LCO 3.8.7.

(continued)
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ACTIONS A1A21A22,A24randA.25

Although redundant required features may require redundant
electrical power distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE, one
OPERABLE distribution subsystem may be capable of supporting
sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. By allowing the option to declare required
features associated with an inoperable distribution subsystem
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected distribution subsystem LCO's Required Actions. In
many instances this option may involve undesired administrative
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions
is made, (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment, and any
activities that could result in inadvertent draining of the reactor
vessel).

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of actions
to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions minimize
the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is further
required to immediately initiate action to restore the required AC and
DC electrical power distribution subsystems and to continue this
action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide the
necessary power to the plant safety systems.

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required
Actions, a required residual heat removal-shutdown cooling (RHR
SDC) subsystem may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actions
A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not adequately address the concerns relating
to coolant circulation and heat removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the
RHR SDC ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, Required
Action A.2.5 is provided to direct declaring RHR SDC inoperable,
which results in taking the appropriate RHR SDC ACTIONS.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required distribution subsystems should be completed as quickly as
possible in order to minimize the time the plant safety systems may
be without power.

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown
B 3.8.8

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8 8d1

This Surveillance verifies that the AC and DC electrical power
distribution subsystem is functioning properly, with the buses
energized. The verification of proper voltage availability on the buses
ensures that the required voltage is readily available for motive as well
as control functions for critical system loads connected to these buses.
The 7 day Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of
the electrical power distribution subsystems, as well as other
indications available in the control room that alert the operator to
subsystem malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. NRC No. 93-102, "Final Policy Statement on Technical
Improvements," July 23, 1993.
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Evaluation of Proposed Changes

The proposed changes have been evaluated to determine that current regulations and
applicable requirements continue to be met, that adequate defense-in-depth and sufficient
safety margins are maintained, and that any increase in core damage frequency (CDF) and
large early release frequency (LERF) is small and consistent with the NRC Safety Goal
Policy Statement, "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Methods in Nuclear Activities:
Final Policy Statement," Federal Register, Volume 60, p. 42622, August 16, 1995.

A. Evaluation of Risk Impact

Risk informed input for these proposed changes is based on a Hatch Nuclear Plant
PSA. The PSA is used to quantify the change in CDF and LERF produced by the
extended completion time for the Station Service Batteries. Other deterministic
techniques are being implemented to minimize any risk impact. These deterministic
techniques include: (1) implementation of the configuration risk management site
procedure to control performance of other high risk tasks during a Battery outage, and
(2) consideration of specific compensatory measures to minimize risk.

The evaluation of quantitative risk was performed using the figures of merit from
Regulatory Guide 1. 174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment In
Risk-Informed Decisions On Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis," and
Regulatory Guide 1.177, "An Approach for Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decision
making: Technical Specifications." The Hatch PSA models CDF (Core Damage
Frequency and LERF (Large Early Release Frequency) separately, although LERF is
actually a subset of the core damage cutsets, with the exception of interfacing systems
LOCA and break outside containment. These cutsets are those that lead to reactor
vessel failure and subsequent containment failure. The models are used to provide
quantitative results to compare to the Regulatory Guide information.

For the analysis performed in support of this amendment request, Regulatory Guide
1.174 criterion for low risk significance is met for ACDF and ALERF. The guidance
for small quantitative impact on plant risk as per Regulatory Guide 1.177 is met for
Incremental Conditional Core Damage Probability (ICCDP) and Incremental
Conditional Large Early Release Probability (ICLERP).
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The overall risk evaluation for this proposed completion time extension for each
inoperable Plant Hatch Station Service Battery is based on the following three-tier
approach described in Regulatory Guide 1.177:

* Tier 1: PSA Capability and Insights,
* Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations, and
* Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management.

1. Tier 1: PSA Capability and Insights

The quantified risk impact associated with this proposed Station Service Battery
completion time extension was evaluated using the Plant Hatch Unit I Revision 1
PSA "At Power" model. Results from this model are directly applied to Unit 2
because of the high degree of similarity between the Hatch Plant units. A unit
comparison follows with the associated PSA model impact discussed.

The major differences in Plant Hatch units are that Unit 2 has one more feedwater
heater than does Unit 1 and Unit 2 has an intermediate chill water system for
drywell cooling whereas the Unit I drywell is cooled by plant service water.
Drywell cooling ultimately provides the same general thermodynamic results on
both plant units because the Unit I drywell coolers are twin-fan units as opposed to
single fan units on Unit 2. Unit 1 has more circulating water cooling tower fans per
tower than Unit 2, 12 versus 10. These items make little difference in the
quantified risk values.

There is a difference between units in the failure modes of the station service air
compressor outlet valves in a loss of power event. It is insignificant in average risk
because pertinent portions of instrument air are backed up by nitrogen. The main
control room is shared between plant units and has a common three independent
unit air-conditioning system. Both plant unit PSA models include this system for
completeness. River water intake structure traveling water screens share plant unit
plant service water spray wash supplies. This is likewise depicted in both PSA
models. The swing diesel generator has its ability to seek undervoltage, as well as
transfer to the plant unit with a LOCA signal during dual unit LOSP, referenced in
both PSA models. Low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) buses are supplied
normally from the opposite plant unit 600VAC emergency buses; this is likewise
modeled in both PSAs. Actually, individual plant unit PSA models serve as a
convenience for computerized on-line risk monitoring. For normal risk work it is
common to use a single unit PSA model for representing both units because the
results tend to be very close. This is the case for this analysis.

The Hatch PSA models CDF and LERF as separate models. LERF is actually a
subset of the core damage cutsets that are evaluated for leading to vessel failure and
subsequent containment failure. The containment is bypassed prior to core
damage, however, for interfacing systems LOCA and break outside containment
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events. These models are used to provide quantitative results to compare to the
Regulatory Guide information.

Evaluations for the risk associated with this proposed amendment were therefore
performed using the following:

* Internal Events using the Plant Hatch "At Power" PSA,

* Low Power / Shutdown Risk discussed qualitatively,

* Internal Flooding using the Plant Hatch "At Power" PSA,

* Seismic Events using qualitative discussion based on the Plant Hatch Seismic
Margins Analysis, and

* Internal Fires using the Plant Hatch Fire PSA.

The Plant Hatch PSA is the second revision (Rev. 1) to a Linked Fault Tree model
based on CAFTA software. The original Individual Plant Examination (IPE)
model was a Linked Event Tree model constructed with RISKMAN (trademark
PLG, Inc.) software. The major differences between the revisions are in the way
Success Paths and support systems are handled and the physical structure of the
model. The Linked Fault Tree evaluates failure paths only and has all Top Events
(i.e., Containment Heat Removal, Pressure Control, etc.) tied directly to all
supporting features to form one large failure model. Several changes were made
during the conversion from RISKMAN to CAFTA, primarily in the LERF model.
The end result was a decrease in overall CDF and LERF values. Many changes are
attributed to the ease in modeling support features in Linked Fault Tree Models, as
opposed to using text rules in Linked Event Trees to describe the use of split
fractions created for extra support features. In addition success terms are
mathematically accounted for during quantification in Linked Event Tree models.
Linked Fault Tree models accomplish this in initial construction such that only
failure cutsets are quantified.

In theory, both forms of modeling should yield similar results, and in the Plant
Hatch initial conversion, CDF differences were not that large considering the
addition of extra support for the CAFTA model (2.OE-5 versus 1 .6E-5 for
CAFTA).

Information regarding the CAFTA model and its comparison to the IPE model was
sent to the NRC in response to Request for Additional Information (RAI) questions
regarding the Severe Accident Mitigation Analysis (SAMA) portion of the License
Renewal effort. Attachment I provides basic information regarding the Unit I
Hatch Revision I PSA model construction and quantification. Changes between
Revision 1 and Revision 0 were primarily to remove analysis flags, make additions
to the Mutually Exclusive File for certain maintenance events that could not occur
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"on-line", and to add a Recovery Tree vice a text file. The reduction in CDF and
LERF from Revision 0 (1.6E-5) to Revision 1(1 .2E-5) is primarily attributed to an
update of the Initiating Event data using NUREG/CR-5750, Rates of Initiating
Events at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants: 1987-1995. The Plant Hatch PSA is a very
detailed model with very detailed electrical support structure. It includes many
options available to the plant for electrical alignment that will be used in this
completion time extension model. A discussion of PSA quality is included in
Attachment 2.

a. 1 Internal Events Evaluation

a.1 Definitions

The guidance documented in Regulatory Guides 1.174 and 1.177 was used to
evaluate the risk impact of the requested 12 hour completion time for each Plant
Hatch Station Service Battery. The following information defines the terms used in
the Plant Hatch calculation.

Regulatorv Guide 1.174

ACDF = CDF(Ncew Base) - CDF(Base)

ACDF

This value shows the difference or change in average quantified Core Damage
Frequency based on conservative new values for Station Service Battery
maintenance unavailabilities as opposed to the presently used values. This value is
designed to show the average risk difference in increasing the completion time for
each Station Service Battery from its present value to 12 hours.

CDF(New Base)

This value is the quantified average Core Damage Frequency considering
conservative versions of new Station Service Battery maintenance unavailabilities.
The new Station Service Battery maintenance term considers the potential for
battery work being done while the plant units are "At Power."

CDF(Base)

This value is the average Core Damage Frequency quantified using the present
Station Service Battery maintenance unavailabilities.
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ALERF = LERF(New Base) - LERF(Base)

ALERF

This value shows the difference or change in average quantified Large Early
Release Frequency based on conservative new values for Station Service Battery
maintenance unavailabilities as opposed to the presently used values. This value is
designed to show the average risk difference in increasing the completion time for
each Station Service Battery from its present value to 12 hours.

LERF(New Base)

This value is the same as CDF(New Base) except it is only for Large Early Release
Frequency.

LERF(Base)

This value is the Large Early Release Frequency quantified using the present
Station Service Battery maintenance unavailabilities.

Regulatorv Guide 1.177

ICCDP = [CDF(New AOT) - CDF(Nc w Base)] x (0.5Days .365Days)

ICCDP

Incremental Conditional Core Damage Probability is designed to show the increase
in probability for core damage under the condition that one Station Service Battery
is out of service for maintenance for 12 hours.

CDF(New AOT-A Station Service Battery)

This is the instantaneous Core Damage Frequency for the Unit 1 or Unit 2 "A" or
Division I Station Service Battery being out of service.

CDF(New Base)

This term was explained previously.

CDF(New AOT-B Station Service Battery)

This is the instantaneous Core Damage Frequency for the "B" or Division II
Station Service Battery being out of service.
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ICLERP = [LERF(New AOT) - LERF(Ncw Base)j x (0.5Days .365Days)

ICLERP

Incremental Conditional Large Early Release Frequency is designed to show the
increase in probability for Large Early Release Fraction under the condition that
one Station Service Battery is out of service for maintenance for 12 hours.

LERF(New AOT-A Station ServiceBattery)

This is the instantaneous Large Early Release Frequency for either the Unit I or
Unit 2 "A" or Division I Station Service Battery being out of service.

LERF(New Base)

This term was explained previously.

LERF(New AOT-B Station Service Battery)

This is the instantaneous Large Early Release Frequency for the "B" or Division II
Station Service Battery being out of service.

a.2 Methodology

In order to perform these calculations, Plant Hatch PSA was evaluated for its
ability to strictly support the 12 hour Battery completion time extension using a
modified maintenance unavailability for each Station Service Battery. This number
allowed for previewing the change in average risk due strictly to an extended
Battery out of service time considered over an operating cycle. The ICCDP and
ICLERP calculations used the new maintenance unavailabilities in the CDF(New
Base) and LERF(New Base) portions of the equations. The CDF(New AOT) and
LERF(New AOT) are obtained by setting maintenance basic event to 1.0 on the
specific battery in question and 0.0 on the other battery, and as a result, did not
require the new maintenance unavailabilities. The calculation for the new
maintenance unavailabilities will be discussed later in this report.
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a. Maintenance Unavailability Calculation

The basic change in risk for this proposed Battery Allowed Out of Service
Time concerns the potential for a Station Service Battery being out of service
with the plant units "At Power" for a time frame longer than is presently
allowed. This out of service time is affiliated with maintenance due to
unplanned degradation of the battery condition. Random failure probabilities
were not adjusted for these calculations. In order to calculate the differential
risk associated with this potential maintenance, a conservative evaluation of a
new maintenance unavailability for each Station Service Battery was
performed. This number is used only for calculational purposes for this
extended completion time and is expected to actually be lower. Actual
evaluation will not be possible until some time after implementation of the
extended completion time. The methodology is based on a 24 month operating
cycle with an average of 1000 hours per cycle allotted for forced and planned
plant outages.

This information is applied as follows to produce the new maintenance terms.

Present Maintenance Unavailabilities for Units I and 2 Station Service
Batteries
A Station Service Battery = 2.0E-04
B Station Service Battery = 2.0E-04

For an 24 Month (2 Years) Operating Cycle
1000 hours allotted for forced and planned outages during the operating cycle.
(365Days-lYear) x (IYear) x (24Hours IDay) = 8760Hours
[2Years x(876OHours+lYear)] - 1000Hours = 1.652E+0411ours
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The present 2 hour AOT was used with a plant unit on-line for individual cell
replacement approximately 3 times in 5 years. In order to add conservatism to
this calculation, 6 outages in 5 years is used. In addition, an average of 8 hours
for maintenance duration for each battery maintenance will be used. It is not
feasible to expect the limited maintenance to go a full 12 hours each time it is
used.

6Events/5years = 1.2 Events/year @ 8 hours per event

For an 24 Month (2 Years) Operating Cycle

(1.2 Events/year x 2 years x 8 hours/event) - 1.652E+04Hours = 1.1 6E-03
Note: This value is rounded to 1.2E-03.

These numbers are considered conservative since on-line maintenance is
completed as expeditiously as possible.

a.4 Calculation Results

Table I provides the maintenance unavailability values, present and proposed, used
in this calculation.

Table 2 provides the values for each defined term under the Evaluation Approach,
Definitions section of this proposal.

Table 3 shows the calculations.

Table 4 shows the results of the calculations with comparison to the Regulatory
Guide metrics.

Table 1: Station Service Battery Unavailabilities

Station Service Battery Present Unavailability Completion Time
Unavailability

Unit 1 A (IR42SO01A) 2.OE-04 1.2E-03

Unit I B (1R42S00IB) 2.OE-04 1.2E-03

Unit 2 A (2R42SO01A) 2.OE-04 I1.2E-03

Unit 2 C (2R42SO01B) 2.OE-04 I1.2E-03
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Table 2: Values of Calculation Terms

Term Value

CDF (Base) 1.24E-05

CDF (New Base) 1.2747E-05

LERF (Base) 2.186E-06

LERF (New Base) 2.2232E-06

CDF (New AOT-A Station 2.6816E-04
Service Battery)

CDF (New AOT-B Station 1.3055E-04
Service Battery)

LERF (New AOT-A Station 2.8601E-05
Service Battery)

LERF (New AOT-B Station 2.052E-05
Service Battery)
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Table 3 Calculations

ACDF = CDF(New Base) - CDF(Base)
ACDF = 1.2747E-05 - 1.24E-05
ACDF = 3.47F-07

ALERF = LERF(New Base) - LERF(Base)
ALERF = 2.2232E-06 - 2.186E-06
ALERF= 3.72E-08

A Station Service Battery in maintenance
ICCDP = [2.6816E-04 - 1.2747E-051 x (0.5.365)

ICCDP 3.49E-07

B Station Service Battery in maintenance
ICCDP = 11.3055E-04- 1.2747E-051 x (0.5÷365)

ICCDP = 1.6E-07

A Station Service Battery in maintenance
ICLERP = 12.8601E-05 - 2.2232E-06] x (0.5.365)

ICLERP = 3.6E-08

B Station Service Battery in maintenance
ICLERP = 12.052E-05 - 2.2232E-061 x (0.5.365)

ICLERP = 2.5E-08

Table 4: Results

Regulatory Guide 1.174 Comparison

Reg. Guide 1.174 Guidance Actual Value for AOT

ACDF = 1.OE-06 ACDF = 3.47E-07

ALERF = 1.OE-07 ALERF = 3.72E-08
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Regulatory Guide 1.177 Comparison

Reg. Guide 1.177 Guidance Actual Value for AOT

1CCDP = 5.OE-07 ICCDP (A Station Service Battery)
= 3.49E-07

ICCDP (B Station Service Battery)
= 1.6E-07

ICLERP = 5.OE-08 ICLERP (A Station Service
Battery) = 3.6E-08

ICLERP (B Station Service
Battery) = 2.5E-08

a.5 Discussion of Results

The end result of these calculations shows that all values are below the criteria that
is considered negligible or very small risk.

b. Low Power / Shutdown Risk

The AOT increase request for the Station Service Batteries is not applicable to
operational Mode 4 (cold shutdown) and Mode 5 (refuel). Therefore, these
operational conditions will not be evaluated.

The Internal Events review, although it considers Mode I or the "At Power"
case, bounds Mode 2 (Startup/Hot Standby) and Mode 3 (Hot Shutdown). In
these cases, the reactor can be cold (Oust above 21 2'F) or in excess of 500 psig;
each case, however, considers a shutdown reactor. Shutdown reactor water
supply systems such as condensate are abundant. Their redundancy, required
to keep an operating reactor at I 00% power, makes this so. Consideration of
the low pressure cases shows that there are several motor driven pumps capable
of supplying the vessel with water. For the high pressure cases, there is an
extra reactor feed pump, HPCI, RCIC, or the condensate booster pumps--the
service of which depends on the particular reactor pressure. The transition
from high pressure to low pressure sources is by normal means and is the same
as that modeled in the PSA for Mode 1. The overall difference is that there is a
longer time frame allowed for depressurization because power or decay heat is
not as demanding as in the "At Power" model. Level control is an important
consideration for shutdown as well as for the operating reactor. The shutdown
cases tend to be less severe, however, because decay heat (or even the potential
for approximately 5% reactor power in Mode 2) does not demand the full
function of the systems under consideration as in the "At Power" case.
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LOCAs, which tend to pose the most restrictive level control problems, are
normally evaluated for a pressurized system which means that most of the time
the consideration is for the "At Power" condition. The time a shutdown reactor
is pressurized is short compared to the time at power. LOCA is possible during
a depressurized condition, but it would tend to be caused by valve
misalignment or operator error more so than actual pipe rupture. This type of
event typically has more evaluation time and a longer time frame for recovery
than at-power LOCAs, and the problem is corrected prior to catastrophic core
damage. The overall LOCA initiating event frequencies are reasonably small
(E-04 to E-05) for the range of LOCAs considered and are not a significant
contribution during the shutdown or full power case.

The LERF condition is not as significant in Modes 2 and 3 because of the low
reactor power. In order to have LERF, there needs to be core damage as well
as a release of the damaged core to primary containment and ultimately to the
environs. The availability of sources to cover the core in the low power
condition has previously been discussed. The next phase of the LERF
condition should water sources fail, however, is release of this damaged
product to primary containment or out via a failed isolation pathway. If the
material does get into primary containment, the capability to penetrate the
containment via some failure mode such as overpressure is such that the time
frame involved would no longer make it an Early Release. This does not take
into account the availability of sources for containment cooling or pressure
control.

In consideration of failed containment isolation, it is possible that the main
steam isolation values (MSIVs) may be closed already due to the operational
variations involved with startup and hot shutdown; therefore, in these states
their probability of failure to close would be less. HPCI and RCIC steam line
isolations could be treated in a similar fashion as the MSIVs; however, as soon
as the steam line low pressure alarms cleared, they would be opened. Their
failure to close would provide a high energy pathway. If, however, all sources
of core coverage failed and a HPCI or RCIC steam line failed to isolate, the
actual release rate would decrease rapidly because the motive force (i.e., the
steam pressure attributed to low power or decay heat) would not last. This plus
the holdup time involved with the reactor building would severely retard the
LERF capabilities of such scenarios.

In the shutdown or startup conditions, not only are more physical attributes
available to prevent core damage, the number of initiating events contributing
are less. One such example is the case with the Anticipated Transient Without
Scram (ATWS). Losses of condenser vacuum and feedwater or MSIV closure
are not as severe as they would be at power. These accidents have their most
significant contributions when these Balance of Plant (BOP) systems are
required to keep the unit operating. Failure of these systems limits the use of
the condenser as a heat sink and the use of high pressure feedwater injection.
During the shutdown or startup condition, failure of these systems or functions
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would tend to be more of an inconvenience to operation than a threat to core
damage. Reactor scram is not considered for the Mode 3 case but is for
Mode 2, but even this would be a very low power event. The main events to
consider would be LOSP or Loss of Electrical Bus cases. These events tend to
take away the redundancy associated with extra systems during the non "At
Power" case.

In general, Modes 2 and 3 are not normally sustained. Mode 2 is the startup
case. Transition through this mode can certainly be more than a few hours, but
it is not designed as a convenient holding point to perform various activities
without going to cold shutdown. It is an allowance for the physical restrictions
of control rod manipulation during startup (and certain Refuel Mode cases) and
goes from simple to rather complex transitional plant operation where
maintenance on Station Service Batteries would be an administrative
hindrance. Use of Mode 2 is controlled by Technical Specifications and
procedures.

Mode 3 is a unique end state that accounts for any requirements to end full
power operation. It is convenient to perform certain required maintenance in
this condition in order to save time restoring the unit to full power operation
from cold (Mode 4). It is possible to enter this condition by necessity during
the time that a Station Service Battery is undergoing maintenance on an
extended completion time. The transition into Mode 3 for those unique times
when a Battery is already in maintenance while in Mode I are still low risk as
discussed previously.

c. Internal Flooding

Flooding initiators are included in the Plant Hatch PSA model and as such
were evaluated in the Internal Events section of this document. Their
contribution to CDF and LERF are negligible. Increasing the allowed
completion time for restoration of an inoperable Station Service Battery does
not create any new flooding problems. This proposed amendment does not
change any of the previous flooding analyses.

d. Seismic Events

Plant Hatch uses a Seismic Margins Analysis (SMA). This analysis was
conducted as a pilot study for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and
the NRC in order to evaluate the EPRI SMA methodology (EPRI NP-6041 -SL
"A Methodology for Assessment of Nuclear Power Plant Seismic Margin"
Revision 1) from 1988 to 1989. Unit 2 had similar work performed in the 1993
to 1994 time frame. The results of the Unit I study are documented in EPRI
NP-7217-SL. Extended completion time for restoration of an inoperable
Station Service Battery does affect the results of the SMA evaluation for Hatch.
If the B Station Service Battery is inoperative, HPCI will not be able to auto
start during a Seismic event. This is a primary shutdown pathway; however,
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the alternate case covering depressurization and low pressure injection is safely
supported by the opposite division battery.

e. Internal Fires

A Fire PSA was performed for Plant Hatch in response to the NRC Generic
Letter 88-20, Supplement 4, "Individual Plant Examination of External Events
(IPEEE) for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities - 10 CFR 50.54(f). This analysis
was performed using the RISKMAN Event Tree software by PLG Inc. In
order to evaluate the Station Service Battery extended completion time with
regards to fire risk, it was determined that the most appropriate comparison
between present conditions and proposed completion time conditions would be
to use the appropriate fire initiators in the CDF and LERF models. This is not
intended to be a permanent model change but was done only to show the delta
(A) between fire risk under the present completion time and the proposed
completion time.

Addition of fire initiators to the CDF and LERF models is considered very
conservative because of the conditions postulated for these initiators. The fire
areas under consideration for this proposed completion time extension are
those that may challenge the availability of the Station Service Batteries. The
end results are conservative because if there was doubt that these failures
would or would not occur, they were assumed to occur.

The results for the Station Service Battery extended completion time
calculations are as follows.

ACDF ( Due to Fire) = 1.8E-08
ALERF ( Due to Fire)= 3.5E-09
ICCDP (A Station Service Battery due to Fire) = 2.7E-08
ICCDP (B Station Service Battery due to Fire) = 5.OE-09
ICLERP (A Station Service Battery due to Fire) = 4.81E-09
ICLERP (B Station Service Battery due to Fire) = 3.OE- 0

These values show that the differential due to fire is still small, even
considering the conservatism of the fire analysis.

2. Tier 2: Avoidance of Risk-Significant Plant Configurations

There are several items which if inoperative in conjunction with an inoperative
Station Service Battery system would cause a significant risk increase. The list
primarily deals with electrical items but also covers Core Spray, RHR, HPCI and
RCIC as well. The list of items is extensive. The 12 hour requested AOT is
normally the limiting item for these cases. Due to the diverse PSA model input
that the Station Service Batteries have it is conservatively stated that no planned
maintenance will occur during the time that the proposed AOT is invoked. In
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addition the proposed Station Service Battery extended AOT will only be used for
emergent Station Service Battery work.

Various configurations of equipment out of service simultaneously with either A or
B Station Service Battery are shown in the following table. Comparisons are made
for ICCDP of 2 hours and 12 hours. In all cases, the results are not minimal risk.
In light of this, and as previously stated, there will be no planned maintenance on
maintenance rule systems while a Station Service Battery is inoperative.

A Station Service Battery Inoperative

Component ICCDP for 12 Hour AOT ICCDP for 2 Hour AOT
1B21N690B, (ECCS 1.38E-05 2.3E-06
Instrument Channel)

1R22S016_4T (Common 5.95E-06 9.9E-7
Breaker for A Station
Service Battery Chargers)

IR42SOOWBA (One of 3 4.8E-06 8.OE-07
battery fuses for B Station
Service Battery)

B Station Service Battery 4.5E-06 7.5E-07
Charger Swvapping

1E41F006 (IIPCI Injection 2.16E-06 3.6E-07
Valve)

B Station Service Battery Inoperative

Component ICCDP for 12 Hour AOT ICCDP for 2 Hour AOT
IR22S017_4T (Common Breaker 8.5E-06 1.4E-06
for B Station Service Battery
Chargers)

1R42S001AA (One of 3 battery 4.9E-06 8.2E-07
fuses for A Station Service
Battery)

A Station Service Battery Charger 2.8E-06 4.77E-07
Swapping

IEIC002A (A RIIR Pump) 5.58E-07 9.3E-08

IE51COOI (RCIC) 2.OE-07 3.4E-08
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3. Tier 3: Risk-Informed Configuration Risk Management Program

The following discussion focuses on a description of the 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4)
program which will be used to support the requested AOT.

Edwin 1. Hatch Nuclear Plant presently manages risk with a procedurally controlled
program that governs the scheduling of maintenance activities. This program
involves review from a probabilistic and/or deterministic standpoint of all, planned
and unplanned, maintenance activities. The program is effective for all modes of
operation including forced and planned outages.

Maintenance is normally assessed from a probabilistic standpoint using a
computerized On-Line Risk Monitor. This monitor uses the EPRI sponsored
software developed by Data Systems and Solutions called Equipment Out Of
Service (EOOS). There is an EOOS system for each plant unit. The system uses
the actual PSA model for that unit to quantify results. In cases where quantitative a
solution is not possible because the functions or systems under consideration are
not modeled, a qualitative assessment is used. Under certain risk significant
conditions both quantitative and qualitative assessments are required.

Risk is related for evaluation purposes to a color code with specific managerial
levels of approval for the work in question. Each color code is based on a specific
risk frequency. The following chart describes the color-code concept.

Risk Action Level On-Line Maintenance Forced Outage Refueling Outage

Green (None) Shift Supervisor Shift Supervisor Shift Supervisor
Yellow (Low Risk) Superintendent of Shift or Superintendent of Shift Outage Director

Unit Superintendent or Unit Superintendent l
Orange (Miedium Manager-Operations or Manager-Operations or Outage and
Risk) Assistant General Assistant General Maintenance

Manager-Plant Operations Manager-Plant Manager or
Operations Assistant General

Manager-Plant
Operations

Red (Iligh Risk) General Manager-Nuclear General Manager- General Manager-
Plant Nuclear Plant Nuclear Plant

Maintenance rule functions are evaluated to the component level either by matrix
or EOOS. Removal of a redundant portion of a function will typically provide a
Yellow color on EOOS or a Low Risk identification on the matrix. A single
Yellow color or one Low Risk maintenance item will typically not require a
documented evaluation of risk. The Scheduling Maintenance procedure documents
the need for this as well as the need for the quantitative evaluation. If planned
maintenance, unplanned maintenance, or a combination of both produces an
Orange color, a documented evaluation of the situation is necessary. The same
documentation is required for Red color situations, but, typically, these are not
approved as planned maintenance. If unplanned events place the plant in this
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situation, all maintenance activities focus on exiting the situation as soon as
possible. All attempts are made to address all maintenance rule functions from
either a direct quantification standpoint or one that is less direct. Certain functions
are not specifically part of the EOOS/PSA quantitative model but are modeled for
equipment out of service purposes on the EOOS Operator's Screen. Depending on
the color codes generated when portions of or all of one or more of these specific
functions are removed from service, selected Initiating Event frequencies are
increased by a factor of 10 to account for the degraded condition. This is
conservative, yet it allows for evaluating these situations against modeled
components that likewise may be removed from service.

Additionally, selected Initiating Event frequencies are increased by a factor of 10
with the aid of EOOS software based on selected external conditions. Examples of
such events are described in the following:

* severe weather -Loss of Offsite Power,
* switchyard work-Loss of Offsite Power, and
* items affiliated with increased probability of reactor scram-Scram.

The Risk Management Actions associated with the color codes discussed
previously are listed within the procedure and are paraphrased in the following list.

* Hold shift briefings to increase involvement and cooperation between
Operations, Engineering, and Management personnel.

* Take actions such as pre-staging parts and materials, perform pre-job
walkdowns and mock-up training, plan for around-the-shift work, and set up
contingencies for rapid restoration if necessary.

* Take actions to minimize risk by limiting other work being done.

* Follow established approval levels.

* Use compensatory measures as necessary to minimize risk and adverse
operational effects. These include temporary modifications, shielding, lighting,
temporary jumpers or lifted wires. Each is proceduralized in its application.

The actual qualitative assessment form addresses the previously mentioned items
and is normally used to ensure such measures are taken. Battery maintenance falls
under the previously mentioned process at present.

1. Conclusion

The proposed extension for the Station Service Battery completion times is based upon
both a deterministic evaluation and a risk-informed assessment. The deterministic
evaluation consisted of the following elements: 1) availability of opposite division battery
and both divisional charging systems during maintenance on a single battery, and 2)
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reliance on the site procedure for managing risk, consistent with 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), while
a Station Service Battery is in an extended completion time. This evaluation concluded that
an extended allowed outage time for the Station Service Batteries is consistent with the
defense-in-depth philosophy and that sufficient safety margins are maintained. The risk-
informed assessment concluded that the increase in plant risk is small and consistent with
the NRC "Safety Goals for the Operations of Nuclear Power Plants; Policy Statement,"
Federal Register, Vol. 51, p. 30028 (51 FR 30028), August 4, 1986, as further described by
NRC Regulatory Guides 1.174 and 1.177.

The proposed changes are consistent with NRC policy and will continue to provide
adequate protection of public health. The changes advance the objectives of the NRC's
Probabilistic Risk Assessment Policy Statement, "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment
Methods in Nuclear Activities: Final Policy Statement," Federal Register, Volume 60, p.
42622, August 16, 1995 for enhanced decision-making and result in a more efficient use of
resources and reduction of unnecessary burden.

Therefore, the proposed changes are acceptable.
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This information is used to describe the Unit I Revision 1 Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
"At Power" model. This documentation allows for a general understanding of how the conversion
from the RISKMAN Event Tree Linking model to the CAFTA Fault Tree Linking model was
accomplished.

The following information describes the formation of the sequences which comprise the event trees
that were used to construct the Hatch PSA model. This information is divided into two parts. The
first part describes sequence formation and definitions. The second part describes how the
sequences are used to build the CAFTA model as well as quantification results.

PART 1 Sequence Development and RISKMIAN to CAFTA Conversion

Table of Contents

Section Page

1.0 INTRODUCTION ...................... I
1.1 Event Tree Conversion ...................... 2

2.0 EVENT TREES ...................... 3
2.1 The Transient Event Tree ...................................... 3
2.2 The ATWS Event Tree ..................................... 11
2.3 The Loss of Offsite Power Event Tree ..................................... 30
2.4 The Large LOCA Event Tree ..................................... 37
2.5 The Medium LOCA Event Tree ..................................... 38
2.6 The Inadvertent Opening of Relief Valve Event Tree ..................................... 41
2.7 The Containment Release Event Tree ......................... 45

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report documents the development of the Plant Hatch core damage sequences and their
associated event trees. The purpose of the project was to convert the RISKMAN event trees to
Windows ETA event trees. This effort is part of a larger project to convert the Hatch RISKMAN
model to a CAFTA "linked fault tree" model. This document describes the resultant core damage
event trees and sequences. Development of the plant damage model that carries the events out to
plant damage states for release category classification is not discussed at this time.
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1.1 Event Tree Conversion

As part of the conversion process, Hatch documents prepared during the IPE were reviewed. The
document review included the reports identified above as well as fault trees, event trees, and the
Hatch IPE submittal. In addition to providing the original event trees, these reports also provided
the list of assumptions and success criteria used in the original analysis. Additional insight was
provided from the review of the IPE submittal. Since the basic assumptions and success criteria
remain true, they will not be reiterated in this report.

During the conversion process, every attempt was made to maintain the fidelity of the IPE model
and achieve simplification by combining mitigation systems into similar event tree functions. For
each initiator, multiple, linked event trees were consolidated into one event tree. In addition, event
trees for initiators with similar plant response are grouped and represented by the same, converted
event trees. The conversion was achieved as follows:

First, all event trees associated with each specific initiator were identified. The frontline system
event trees were reviewed and evaluated for similarity in plant response characterized by top events
and sequence logic. Initiators with similar plant response and RISKMAN event trees were grouped
together for the purpose of developing ETA event trees. For example, all of the transient initiators
are grouped under the category of "Transients."

RISKMAN initiators LOSPAC, LOSPDC, LOSPPS, LOSPVM, LOSPLL, LOSPML, and LOSPSL
are not needed since loss of offsite power following each of the corresponding initiators (i.e.,
LOBUSE, LOBUSF, and LOBUSG for LOSPAC, LODC for LOSPDC, LOPSW for LOSPPS,
LOMCHV for LOSPVM, LLOCA for LOSPLL, MLOCA for LOSPML, and SLOCA for
LOSPSL) is accounted for in the linked fault tree for the corresponding initiators.

Break outside containment and V sequence initiators lead to core damage directly. No event trees
were developed in this conversion.

It is noted that the ETA event trees encompass only the RISKMAN frontline systems event trees.
The RISKMAN support systems event trees (ELECI, MECHI, ELEC2, and MECH2) do not need
to be represented in the ETA trees since support systems are linked directly through the fault tree
models. Separate support systems event trees are not necessary for a linked fault tree model.

In addition, top events within the linked, RISKMAN event trees for each of the initiator groups
were merged or collapsed as appropriate. If separate top events represented different elements of a
function, the top events were combined into one ETA event tree heading with multiple inputs.

For example, RISKMAN top events CO (condensate initially unavailable for injection), FW
(feedwater pumps not available or tripped following transient), FR (feedwater/condensate not
recovered before Level 2 reached), and MC (MSIVs fail to remain open/Main condenser not
available) could be collapsed into an ETA event tree heading named PCS representing the
unavailability of the power conversion system. All of the nodes under this heading in the ETA
event tree for "Transient" are represented by a fault tree designated as #PCS. The pound sign
serves as an indicator that multiple inputs exist at that node.
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In the discussion that follows, each of the event tree groups will be discussed. For each case, the
modifications, node headings and sequences will be identified and documented.

2.0 EVENT TREES

The following sections will provide a detailed description of the accident sequences.

2.1 The Transient Event Tree

This sections contains information regarding the core damage event tree developed for all of the
transient initiators, including &LOSUTD, %TTRIP, &LOMCHV, &DCPAN, &LODC, %MSIVC,
%SLOCA, &BUSC, &BUSD, &LOBUSE, &LOBUSF, &LOBUSG, &LODWC, %SCRAM,
%LOFW, %LOCV, &DISCH, &INTAKE, and &LOPSW. Note that initiators with "&" in the first
character of their designators are, in general, support system failure initiating events. Each of these
initiators (or called special initiators) is modeled by a system fault tree. The remaining initiators
are signified by "%" in the first character of their designators.

This transient event tree covers transient-induced LOCAs and loss of offsite power (LOSP)
following transient initiators. This tree does not include core damage sequences associated with
the LOSP initiator and the corresponding Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios. Core damage
sequences induced by Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) following transient initiators
are modeled separately with the ATWS initiators.

EVENT TREE MODIFICATION

In the IPE, the frontline system core damage sequences for each of the transient initiators were
obtained by linking together 5 RISKMAN frontline systems event trees. For example, event trees
TTRIP, INTER 1, RECO, RHRCS, and LTC I were linked together to model the core damage
sequences for initiator TTRIP. In IPE for this group of initiators, the first RISKMAN event tree
used in the string of linked event trees is ITRIP, MSIVC, SCRAM, LOFW, or LOCV, depending
on the initiator. These 5 RISKMAN event trees have identical tree structure. The only differences
between these 5 event trees are the split fraction assignments for selected top events. These split
fraction assignments vary as a function of the initiator considered. With the exception of initiators
DISCH, INTAKE, and LOPSW, the remaining 4 RISKMAN event trees linked together for the
quantification of this group of initiators are identical (i.e., INTERI, RECO, RHRCS, and LTC 1).
Initiators DISCH, INTAKE, and LOPSW use the following set of RISKMAN event trees linked
together: TTRIP, INTER I, REC I, RHRCS, and LTC . The tree structures for RISKMAN event
trees RECO and RECI are identical and the only differences between these two trees are split
fraction assignments.

After reviewing the RISKMAN event trees developed for the previously mentioned group of
initiating events, the following key changes were made:

The initiators were combined into a single transient initiator heading GT (with a node
designated by IEGGT).
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* Top events modeled in RISKMAN event trees TTRIP/MSIVC/SCRAM/LOFW/LOCV are
combined according to the functions provided by the individual systems.

* With the exception of RP, most of the top events in RISKMAN event tree INTER I are
incorporated into lower level fault tree models for LOCA signal, operator restoration following
a LOCA signal, automatic/emergency depressurization, main condenser availability, recovery
of HPCI/RCIC, etc.

* Recovery top events modeled in RECO or RECI are incorporated into the appropriate system
fault trees throughout the model.

* Most top events listed in RISKMAN event trees RHRCS and LTCI are incorporated into the
lower level fault trees for ETA headings DE, LO, and QR. RISKMAN top events Z5, DESC2,
DESC 1, CFF, and IN2 were determined to be not functional requirements for core damage.

The initiators included in the ETA transient initiator heading GT are:

General: %TTRIP, %MSIVC, %SLOCA, %SCRAM, %LOFW, and
%LOCV

Special initiators: &LOSUTD, &LOMCHV, &DCPAN, &LODC, &BUSC,
&BUSD, &LOBUSE, &LOBUSF, &LOBUSG, &LODWC,
&DISCH, &INTAKE, and &LOPSW

For the new ETA event tree GT, nodes under each heading may be represented by one or more
fault tree gates. The multiple RISKMAN system models were combined into one fault tree gate
with additional compression achieved by combining similar functions into one final fault tree gate
with multiple inputs. Listed below are the new top logic gates developed for the ETA event tree
nodes and the original inputs associated with each (i.e., RISKMAN event tree top events combined
into the gate):

#BVPR
#SORVO/1/2/3
#PCs
#HP-I
#ADED
#RP

#DEHICO I
#LO
#QRIN I REC/#QRQRA/
#QR/#QT

BV, PR
SORV
CO, FW, FR, MC, MS
RCIC, HPCI, HI, CW, RD I
VC, V18, LOCA, LIOP, DWTC, OW
RP, RPOP

DE, HI, CO
CO, CS, RA, RB, JS, VA, VB, VOP, NS, NSREC, LC
OL, QC, QS, QT, RA, RB, VA, VB, VOP, HA, HB, QV, IN 1, QR
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EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings and nodes appear on the tree in the approximate chronological
order that would be expected during a transient.
GT General Transient Initiating Events. This heading (Branch ID IEGGT) includes all

general transient and special initiators.

BNTR Pressure Relief. This heading models the pressure control function performed by
the turbine bypass valves and SRVs during the initial pressure transient following
a plant trip. For transient events with MSIVs open, both the turbine bypass valves
and the SRVs may be available. Failure of this event (Branch ID #BVPR) is
modeled as resulting in a medium-break LOCA.

SOR?\ SORV Reclosure. This is a multistate heading. It models the reclosure status of
SRVs (i.e., the number of stuck open SRVs). The four states applicable to this
heading are: all SRVs successfully reclose (Branch ID #SORVO); one SRV fails to
reclose (Branch ID #SORV I); two SRVs fail to reclose (Branch ID #SORV2); and
three or more SRVs fail to reclose (Branch ID #SORV3).

PCs Power Conversion System. This heading models the availability or unavailability
of the power conversion system to provide the core cooling function. Condensate
system, feedwater system, and main condenser are included in this heading. One
condensate pump and one condensate booster pump are required to support
operation of a single feedwater pump when the plant unit is shut down. Only one
reactor feed pump is required to provide feedwater flow to the reactor for level
control. If the feedwater is initially unavailable following a reactor trip, restoration
of feedwater prior to initiation of HPCI, or RCIC on Level 2 is also considered in
this heading.

Success of this event implies that condensate, feedwater, and main condenser are
available for plant response following the reactor trip. For the main condenser to
remain available, the MSIVs must remain open, turbine bypass valves must
continue to function and all support for the electrohydraulic control system must be
available. Failure of this event (Branch ID #PCS) implies that RCIC/HPCI will be
demanded to operate to provide the high pressure level control function. Due to
the rapid vessel depressurization, PCS is not asked in sequences involving three or
more stuck open SRVs (Branch ID #SORV3).

Iu13 High Pressure Level Control by RCIC/HPCI. This heading models the high
pressure level control function provided by the RCIC and HPCI systems. Both
automatic and manual actuations are considered in this heading. Also included in
this heading are the operator actions to control HPCI and RCIC to prevent multiple
Level 8 trips. For any stuck-open SRVs and medium LOCAs, RCIC is inadequate
for vessel level control. For three or more stuck-open SRVs, HPCI is inadequate,
and for one or two SRVs stuck open HPCI recovery is not credited. This event is
only asked in this event tree when PCS is unsuccessful. Success of this event
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implies that RCIC or HPCI is available to provide the high pressure level control
function. Failure of this event (Branch ID #HP-l) implies that both RCIC and
HPCI are unavailable for the vessel level control function and vessel
depressurization is required.

ADED Automatic and Emergency Depressurization Conditions. This heading models the
automatic and emergency depressurization conditions. The automatic
depressurization condition is modeled by generation of the LOCA signal and
failure of the operators to inhibit ADS actuation. LOCA signals include Level I
and high drywell pressure signals. In addition, it was assumed that loss of MCR
cooling would result in generation of a LOCA signal. Failure of drywell cooling
(RISKMAN Top Event VC) and failure of the operators to vent via the 18" vents
to prevent a LOCA signal (RISKMAN Top Event VI 8) were assumed to lead to
generation of a high drywell pressure signal.

Emergency vessel depressurization is required by the Plant Hatch procedures if the
drywell temperature limit is exceeded. Drywell temperature would increase if
dry vell cooling fails and the operators fail to initiate drywell spray (RISKMAN
Top Event ONV), or if the operators fail to restore drywell cooling following a
LOCA signal.

Success of this event implies that there are no automatic and emergency
depressurization conditions, or the operators successfully inhibit ADS and restore
drywell cooling given a LOCA signal. Failure of this event (Branch ID #ADED)
implies that ADS would be actuated or the operators are required to initiate
emergency vessel depressurization. It is assumed in sequences involving failure of
this heading that vessel is depressurized and downstream heading DE is not asked.
This heading is not asked if both PCS and HPI fail requiring a vessel
depressurization (downstream heading DE).

RP Return to Power Operation. This heading models the success path with the reactor
returning to power operation without proceeding to cold shutdown. This heading
is only asked if the pressure relief function performed by the turbine bypass
valves/SRVs is successful, there is no stuck-open SRV, RCIC/HPCI is successful
in controlling vessel level, and there is no automatic/emergency vessel
depressurization condition. Success of this event implies that the transient has
been terminated and plant returns to power operation. Loss of the main condenser
or failure of any support system would cause failure of this event (Branch ID #RP).

DE Depressurization of Vessel Before Core Damage. This heading models the
reduction of vessel pressure to permit level recovery. This heading includes the
manual emergency depressurization actions required when all high pressure
injection sources are lost. Also included in this heading is the controlled cooldown
and pressure reduction to allow the use of condensate and condensate booster
pumps. This heading is only asked when both PCS and HPI fail. Success of this
event implies that operators successfully depressurize the reactor vessel to allow
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injection by the low pressure systems. Failure of this event (Branch ID
#DEHICO 1) implies that reactor vessel remains at high pressure and core damage
would result. #DEHICO I also accounts for a condensate/condensate booster pump
injection at a lower reactor pressure, approximately 500 psig, following vessel
pressure reduction using the turbine bypass valves or the SRVs. This is, when
available, an alternative way to vessel depressurization followed by low pressure
injection. It can be performed without exceeding the cooldown rate. If the
operators fail to reduce pressure for condensate injection, it is considered likely
that it is because their attention is focused on recovery of other injection systems
and restoration of the vessel level, not because they are unaware of the decreasing
vessel level. However, the action to emergency depressurize is called for in the
EOPs at a specific vessel level. Therefore, the action for controlled cooldown is
relatively independent of emergency depressurization.

LO Low Pressure Injection. This heading models the low pressure injection function
provided by the condensate, core spray, and low' pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
systems. Both automatic and manual actions are considered for core spray and
LPCI. Success of this event implies that low pressure injection is available.
Failure of this event (Branch ID #LO) implies that low pressure injection is
unsuccessful.

QR Decay Heat Removal. This heading models decay heat removal by shutdown
cooling, suppression pool cooling, main condenser, torus vent, etc. A number of
different top logic gates have been developed to model the nodes under this
heading. They include #QRINIREC, #QRQRA, #QR, and #QT.

Top logic gate #QRINIREC models failure of decay heat removal with
consideration of recovery of decay heat removal during the period prior to failure
of the containment or ECCS. After decay heat removal is lost, the low pressure
injection systems would become ineffective due to reactor repressurization. For
successful recovery of decay heat removal, HPCI must be available after
repressurization of the reactor vessel. The RISKMAN event tree top events
associated with the recovery of decay heat removal include IN I and QR. Top gate
#QRINI REC is used for nodes where high pressure injection is available, reactor
pressure is reduced, there is no stuck-open SRV (or no failure of pressure relief),
and low pressure injection is successful. Success implies that decay heat removal
is available or is recovered before containment or ECCS is failed. Failure (Branch
ID #QRIN I REC) implies that decay heat removal is not recovered, the reactor is
repressurized, and the containment fails subsequently.

For sequences in which RCIC or HPCI is successful, there is no stuck-open SRV
(or no failure of pressure relief), return to power has failed, and low pressure
injection is unavailable, decay heat removal can be achieved by suppression pool
cooling (modeled by top logic gate #QT). Success implies that, with suppression
pool cooling, the long term operation of RCIC or HPCI can be successful. The
reactor would remain at pressure long enough to support HPCI or RCIC injection
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allowing adequate time to recover low pressure injection. Failure (Branch ID
#QT) implies that high pressure injection would also be lost due to loss of heat
removal.

Top logic gate #QR is used in sequences in which there is no stuck-open SRV (no
failure of pressure relief) and high pressure injection is unavailable. Success
implies that the decay heat removal function is successful. Failure (Branch ID
#QR) implies that no decay heat removal is available.

For sequences in which a stuck-open SRV is present or the initial pressure relief
has failed, top logic gate #QRQRA is used. Recovery of decay heat removal
during the period prior to containment or ECCS failure is considered.

SEQUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "/" prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

GT_3: IEGGT /#BTR #SORV0 I/#PCS #ADED I#LO #QRINIREC

A transient event occurs (IEGGT). After the reactor trip, the initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). Condensate, feedwater, and main
condenser operate successfully following the plant trip (/#PCS). Since the power conversion
system is successful, high pressure injection by RCIC or HPCI is not necessary. Reactor vessel
depressurizes due to automatic depressurization conditions or emergency depressurization
requirements (#ADED). The hardware response for vessel depressurization (modeled in #DE) is
assumed successful. Due to vessel depressurization, return to power operation is not asked in this
sequence. Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). The decay heat removal function is
unavailable (#QRINIREC) resulting in eventual core damage.

GT_4: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORVO /#PCS #ADED #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_3 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in
eventual core damage. The decay heat removal function is not asked in this sequence.

GT_7: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /#IIP-1 /#ADED #RP /#LO #QRINIREC

A transient event occurs (IEGGT). After reactor trip, the initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). The power conversion system
(condensate, feedwater, and main condenser) fails to operate following the plant trip (#PCS). High
pressure injection by RCIC or HPCI is successful (/#HP-1). There are no automatic
depressurization conditions or emergency depressurization requirements to cause vessel
depressurization (I/ADED). Therefore, hardware response for the vessel depressurization is not
asked in this sequence. Return to power operation has been unsuccessful (#RP). Vessel pressure is
reduced due to the cooldown operation provided by RCIC/HPCI. Low pressure injection is
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successful (/#LO). The decay heat removal function is unavailable (#QRINIREC) resulting in
eventual core damage.

GT_9: IEGGT /IfBNPR #SORVO #PCS /#IIP-1 /#ADED #RP #LO #QT

Similar to Sequence GT_7 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO). Core cooling
can only be achieved by high pressure injection provided by RCIC/HPCI (/#HP-l). To permit long
term RCIC/HPCI operation, suppression pool cooling must be successful. However, in this
sequence, suppression pool cooling is unavailable (#QT) resulting in eventual core damage.

GT_11: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /#IIP-I #ADED /#LO #QRINIREC

Same as Sequence GT_3 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS). High
pressure injection is provided by RCIC or HPCI (/#HP-1). Compared to Sequence GT_3, this
sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failure of the power conversion system
(#PCS).
GT_12: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV0 #PCS /#IIP-1 #ADED #LO

Same as Sequence GT_4 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS). 1-igh
pressure injection is provided by RCIC or HPCI (/#HP-l). Compared to Sequence GT_4, this
sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failure of the power conversion system
(#PCS).

GT_14: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV0 #PCS #IP-1 /#DEIIICOI /#LO #QR

A transient event occurs (IEGGT). After reactor trip, the initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). The power conversion system
(condensate, feedwater, and main condenser) fails to operate following the plant trip (#PCS). High
pressure injection by RCIC or HPCI is also unavailable (#HP-I). Vessel pressure is successfully
reduced by the use of either condensate booster pumps or SRVs/turbine bypass valves
(/#DEHICO 1). Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, decay heat removal has
failed resulting in eventual core damage.

GT_15: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV0 #PCS #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_14 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO) leading to
eventual core damage.

GT_16: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV0 #PCS #IIP-1 #DElIICO1

Similar to Sequence GT_1 4 except that vessel pressure reduction is unsuccessful (#DEHICOI)
resulting in eventual core damage.

GT_18: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS #QRQRA
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A transient event occurs (IEGGT). After reactor trip, the initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR). However, one SRV fails to reclose (#SORV 1). The power conversion system
(condensate, feedwater, and main condenser) operates successfully following the plant trip (#PCS).
Due to the stuck-open SRV, vessel pressure will continue to decrease after the initial pressure
response. As the vessel pressure reduces, feedwater and condensate booster pumps can be
gradually turned off. In this sequence, the decay heat removal function is unavailable (#QRQRA)
resulting in eventual core damage.

GT_20: IEGGT /BIBVPR #SORV1 #PCS /#IIP-1 /#LO #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_1 8 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
high pressure injection is provided by RCIC or HPCI (/#IP-1). Due to the stuck-open SRV, vessel
pressure will continue to decrease to the low pressure system shutoff head. Low pressure injection
is successful (/#LO). Decay heat removal is unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core
damage. Compared to Sequence GT_18, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_21: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORVI #PCS /#IIP-l #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_20 except that low pressure injection is unavailable (#LO) resulting in
eventual core damage.

GT_23: IEGGT fflBVPR #SORVI #PCS #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 /#LO #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_20 except that high pressure injection by RCIC/HPCI is unavailable
(#HP- 1) and vessel pressure reduction by the use of SRVs/turbine bypass valves is successful
(/#DEHICO 1). Compared to Sequence GT_18, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_24: IEGGT /1BBVPR #SORNI #PCS #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_21 except that high pressure injection by RCIC/HPCI is unavailable
(#HP- 1) and vessel pressure reduction by the use of SRVs/turbine bypass valves is successful
(/#DEIIICO 1). Compared to Sequence GT_21, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_25: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS #IIP-1 #DEIIICO1

Similar to Sequence GT 24 except that vessel pressure reduction has failed (#DEHICO I) resulting
in eventual core damage.

GT_27: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV2 /#PCS #QRQRA

Same as Sequence GT_I 8 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2).

GT_29: IEGGT /#BTR #SORV2 #PCS /#IIP-1 /#LO #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_20 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2). Compared to Sequence
GT 27, this sequence is non-minimal.
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GT_30: IEGGT /IBVPR #SORV2 #PCS /#IIP-I #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_21 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2).

GT_32: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV%2 #PCS #IIP-l /UDEIIICOI I#LO #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_23 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2). Compared to Sequence
GT_27, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_33: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORV2 #PCS #HPW- /#DEIIICO1 #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_24 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2). Compared to Sequence
GT_30, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_34: IEGGT /#BV'PR #SORV2 #PCS #IIP-I #DEIIICOI

Similar to Sequence GT_25 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2).

GT_36: IEGGT /#BVPR #SORN3 IULO #QRQRA

A transient event occurs (IEGGT). Afler reactor trip, the initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR). However, three or more SRVs fail to reclose (#SORV3). All high pressure injection
sources are lost due to vessel depressurization caused by the stuck-open SRVs. Following vessel
depressurization, low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat removal
function is unavailable resulting in eventual core damage (#QRQRA).

GT_37: IEGGT /#BN'PR #SORV3 #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_36 except that low pressure injection is unavailable (#LO) resulting in
eventual core damage.

GT_39: IEGGT #BV'PR /#PCS #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_27 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged.

GT_41: IEGGT #BPR #PCS /#IIP-1 /#LO #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_29 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged. Compared to Sequence
GT_39, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_42: IEGGT #BPR #PCS /#IIP-1 #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_30 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged.
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GT_44: IEGGT #BVPR #PCS #IIP-1 /#DEIIICOI /#LO #QRQRA

Similar to Sequence GT_32 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged. Compared to Sequence
GT_39, this sequence is non-minimal.
GT_45: IEGGT #BVPR #PCS #IlP-1 /fiDEIIICO1 #LO

Similar to Sequence GT_33 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged. Compared to Sequence
GT_42, this sequence is non-minimal.

GT_46: IEGGT #BVPR #PCS #IIP-1 #DEIIICOl

Similar to Sequence GT_34 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged.

2.2 The Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATW'S) Event Tree
This section contains information regarding the ATWS core damage event tree. This event tree
models core damage event sequences associated with those "ATWS initiators" included in the
RISKMAN IPE model. In principal, ATWS is not an initiator. It is a plant condition following
transient initiating events. For modeling convenience, however, event sequences involving failure
of the reactor scram function following plant transients are treated as initiators in both IPE and this
CAFTA model. Of all the transient events, the most significant initiating events for ATWS
mitigation are turbine trip, loss of feedwater, and MSIV closure because of their frequency of
occurrence and impact on plant response during the progression of the ATWS events. Therefore,
the event tree model described in this section is characterized by three ATWS initiators: turbine
trip, loss of feedwater, and MSIV closure. The MSIV closure ATWS initiator, however, really
represents event sequences involving failure of the reactor scram function following both the MSIV
closure and the loss of condenser vacuum events.

EVENT TREE MODIFICATIONS

In the IPE, the core damage sequences for each of the ATWS initiators were obtained by linking
together the following 7 RISKMAN frontline systems event trees: ATWSSUP, ATWS, ATWSBIT,
INTER3, RECO, RHRCS, and LTC3. The same set of event trees were linked together for all three
initiators in this group. After reviewing the RISKMAN event trees developed for this group of
initiating events, the following key changes were made:

* The initiators were combined into a single ATWS initiator heading ATWS (with a node
designated by IEGATWS).

Top events modeled in RISKMAN event trees ATWSSUP, ATWS, and ATWSBIT are
combined according to the functions provided by the individual systems.

* With the exception of VI8, CW, RD, and RP, top events in RISKMAN event tree INTER3 are
incorporated into lower level fault tree models for LOCA signal, operator restoration following
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a LOCA signal, automatic/emergency depressurization, main condenser availability, etc.
RISKMAN Top Events Vl8, CW, RD, and RP were determined to not be ATWS functional
requirements for core damage.

* Recovery top events modeled in RECO are incorporated into the appropriate system fault trees.

* Most top events listed in RISKMAN event trees RHRCS and LTC3 are incorporated into the
lower level fault trees for ETA headings DE, LO, and QR. RISKMAN Top Events Z5,

* DESC2, DESC , INl, QR, CFF, and IN2 were determined to not be ATWS functional
requirements for core damage.

The initiators included in the ETA ATWS initiator heading ATWS are: %ATWSTT, %ATWSFW,
and %ATWSMS.

For the new ETA event tree ATWS, nodes under each heading may be represented by one or more
fault tree gates. The multiple RISKMAN system models were combined into one fault tree gate
with additional compression achieved by combining similar functions into one final fault tree gate
with multiple inputs. Listed below are the new top logic gates developed for the ETA ATWS event
tree nodes and the original inputs associated with each (i.e., RISKMAN event tree top events
combined into the gate):

#RSCRAM
RPT
#BVPR
#SORVO/l/2/3
#PCS
HPCI-I
#BI
#TINJ
#HR
#ADEDWS/ADWS
#DEWS/#DE
#LOWS
#QR/#QT

HCU, ARIA, ARIB, RPS, ARI, MT
RPT
BV, PR
SORV
CO, FW, FC, MC, MS
HPCI
BIIT, SL, OS
TINJ, HO
TINJ, HR
VC, LOCA, LIOP, DWTC, OWNC, LOCA, LIOP
VC, LOCA, LI OP, DWTC, OW, DE/DE
CO, CS, RA, RB, JS, VA, VB, VOP, NS, NSREC, LC, LO
OL, QC, QS, QT, RA, RB, VA, VB, VOP, HA, HB, QV

EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings and nodes appear on the tree in the approximate chronological
order that would be expected during an ATWS.

ATNN'S ATWS Initiating Events. The ATWS initiator is defined as a transient (including
support system failure) or small LOCA initiating event followed by failure of the
automatic and manual reactor trip. Since failure of the reactor trip is modeled
under heading RSCRAM, the ATWS heading just includes transient initiators
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without consideration of the status of reactor scram. For ATWS core damage, the
most important and highest frequency transient initiators are turbine trip, loss of
feedwater, MSIV closure, and loss of condenser vacuum. MSIV closure and loss
of condenser vacuum also present severe impact on ATWS mitigation. The impact
of MSIV closure and loss of condenser vacuum are very similar, therefore, these
two initiators are combined and represented by the MSIV closure initiator. As
such, the top logic gate IEGATWS developed for this heading (Branch ID
IEGATWS) includes the following 3 initiators: turbine trip with ATWS
(%ATWSTr), loss of feedwater with ATWS (%ATWSFW), and MSIV closure
with ATWS (%ATWSMS).

RSCRAM Reactor Shutdown. This heading models the scram function provided by the
reactor protection system (RPS), alternate rod insertion (ARI) system, and manual
operator scram. The reactor can be brought to a shutdown condition by inserting a
sufficient number of control rods. Scram signals from the RPS would deenergize
the scram pilot valves causing control rod insertion. An ARI scram signal would
open the ARI valves to depressurize the scram air header causing control rod
insertion. The scram pilot valves can also be deenergized by the manual RPS
scram signal. Success of this event implies that reactivity control is established by
inserting the control rods via automatic RPS scram, automatic ARI actuation, or
manual operator trip. Failure of this event (Branch ID #RSCRAM) implies that
reactivity control function is unsuccessful.

RPT Recirculation Pump Trips (RPT). This heading models the RPT logic required for
successful pressure control under ATWS conditions. The ATWS high pressure
and the end-of-cycle trip are modeled. No credit is taken for the ATWS low level
trip signal. Successful RPT requires that both recirculation pumps trip
automatically given an ATWS event. Success of this event implies that both
recirculation pumps are tripped, RCS pressure is decreased, and reactor power is
reduced. Failure of this event implies that the RPT and RCS pressure control are
unsuccessful. It is conservatively assumed in this ATWS event tree model that
failure of RPT would result in core damage.

BVPR Pressure Relief. This heading models the pressure control function performed by
the turbine bypass valves and SRVs during the initial pressure transient. For
transient events with MSIVs open, both the turbine bypass valves and the SRVs
may be available. Failure of this event (Branch ID #BVPR) is conservatively
modeled as resulting in core damage.

SORV SORV Reclosure. This is a multistate heading. It models the reclosure status of
SRVs (i.e., the number of stuck open SRVs). All open SRVs must close after the
vessel pressure falls below the SRV setpoints. The four states applicable to this
heading are: all SRVs successfully reclose (Branch ID #SORVO); one SRV fails to
reclose (Branch ID #SORV I); two SRVs fail to reclose (Branch ID #SORV2); and
three or more SRVs fail to reclose (Branch ID #SORV3). Failure of three or more
SRVs to reclose is conservatively modeled as resulting in core damage.
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PCs Power Conversion System. This heading models the availability or unavailability
of the power conversion system to provide the core cooling function. Condensate
system, feedwater system, and main condenser are included in this heading. One
condensate pump and one condensate booster pump are required to support
operation of a single feedwater pump when the plant unit is shut down. One
reactor feed pump is required to provide feedwater flow to the reactor for level
control. If feedwater is initially unavailable, no credit for restoration of feedwater
is considered in this heading.

Success of this event implies that condensate, feedwater, and main condenser are
available for plant response following the transient. For main condenser to remain
available, the MSIVs must remain open, turbine bypass valves must continue to
function, and all support for the electrohydraulic control system must be available.
Failure of this event (Branch ID #PCS) implies that HPCI will be demanded to
operate to provide the high pressure level control function.

IIPI High Pressure Level Control by HPCI. This heading models the high pressure
level control provided by the HPCI system. HPCI must initiate on vessel low
water Level 2 and provides makeup to the reactor. Only automatic actuation is
considered in this heading. Success of this heading implies that HPCI is available
to provide the high pressure level control function. Failure of this heading (Branch
ID HPCI- 1) implies that HPCI is unavailable for the vessel level control function
and vessel depressurization is required. This event is only asked in this event tree
when PCS fails.

BI Boron Injection. This heading models the injection of cold shutdown boron
concentration into the reactor by the standby liquid control system (SLCS) during
an ATWS event. It includes the conditions under which boron injection must be
initiated (i.e., exceeding the boron injection initiation temperature [BlIT]),
availability or unavailability of SLCS, and the operator action to initiate the SLCS.
Success of this event implies that either the BIIT is not exceeded, or BIIT is
exceeded and SLCS is successful. Failure of this event (Branch ID #BI) implies
that the BlIT is exceeded and SLCS injection is unsuccessful.

TINJ Termination of High Pressure Injection. This heading models the operator action
to terminate all high pressure injection to lower vessel level as rapidly as possible
to near top of active fuel (TAF). This event also includes conditions under which
high pressure injection must be terminated. Conditions which direct the operators
to terminate all high pressure injection are 1) reactor power above 5%, 2) torus
temperature exceeding the BIIT, and 3) one or more SRVs discharging to the torus
or drywell pressure above 1.85 psig, and level above TAF. Success of this event
implies that either termination of high pressure injection is not required or the
operators have successfully terminated all high pressure injection when required.
Failure of this event (Branch ID #TINJ) implies that there is a need to terminate
high pressure injection and the operators have failed in terminating high pressure
injection.
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1IR Failure of HPCI to Restart following Termination of Injection to Lower Water
Level. This heading (Branch ID #HR) models the restart of HPCI following
termination of high pressure injection for ATWS scenarios.

ADED Automatic and Emergency Depressurization Conditions. This heading models the
automatic and emergency depressurization conditions. The automatic
depressurization condition is modeled by generation of the LOCA signal and
failure of the operators to inhibit the ADS actuation. LOCA signals include Level
I and high drywell pressure signals. In addition to a loss of all high pressure
injection, it was assumed that a Level I signal would be generated if there is a
requirement for termination of all high pressure injection. Furthermore, failure of
the operators to control feedwater, RCIC, and HPCI to lower and control vessel
level and thus to reduce reactor power was assumed to cause generation of a Level
I signal. Failure of drywell cooling (RISKMAN Top Event VC) was assumed to
lead to generation of a high drywell pressure signal.

Emergency vessel depressurization is required by the Plant Hatch procedures if the
drywell temperature limit is exceeded. Drywell temperature would increase if
drywell cooling fails and the operators fail to initiate drywell spray (RISKMAN
Top Event OW). Drywell cooling would also be lost if the operators fail to restore
drywell cooling following a LOCA signal.

Success of this event implies that there are no automatic and emergency
depressurization conditions, or the operators successfully inhibit ADS and restore
drywell cooling given a LOCA signal. Failure of this event (Branch IDs
#ADEDWS) implies that ADS would be actuated (gate ADWS is true) or the
operators are required to initiate emergency vessel depressurization (gate EDWS is
true). If gate ADWS is true, the downstream heading DE will also be true since
gate ADWS is also included under top logic gate #DEWS. This implies that, if
ADS would be actuated (i.e., ADS condition exists and the operators fail to
inhibit), the reactor vessel is assumed to successfully depressurize (i.e., no failure
in depressurization). Top logic gate ADWS is used in sequences in which a Level
I condition has occurred (i.e., failure of #BI, #TINJ, #HR, or #PCS and HPCI- 1).
Failure of top gate ADWS in these sequences (Brach ID ADWS) implies that the
operators have failed to inhibit ADS. It is therefore assumed in sequences
involving failure of top gate ADWS that vessel is depressurized and downstream
heading DE is not asked.

DE Depressurization of Vessel Before Core Damage. This heading models the
reduction of vessel pressure to allow low pressure injection. Two top logic gates
(#DE and #DEWS) are used under this heading. Top gate #DE includes the
manual emergency depressurization actions required when all high pressure
injection sources are lost or power reduction by all other methods is unsuccessful.
This top logic gate is only asked in sequences in which top gate ADWS is
successful (i.e., no ADS actuation) or #ADEDWS is successful. Success of this
event implies that the operators successfully depressurize the reactor vessel to
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allow injection by the low pressure systems. Failure of this event (Branch ID
#DE) implies that reactor vessel remains at high pressure.

In addition to those modeled for #DE, also included in top gate ID #DEWS for
sequences involving failure of top logic gate #ADEDWS (i.e., ADS would be
actuated or emergency depressurization is required) are logic gates ADWS (i.e.,
ADS would be actuated) and EDWS (i.e., emergency depressurization is required).
Top logic gate #DEWS is only asked when gate #ADEDWS is used and fails.
Under top gate #DEWS, gate EDWS is "anded" with gate #DE. Therefore, if gate
ADWS under top gate #ADEDWS is true, this event (#DEWS) is also true. It is
assumed that the reactor vessel would be successfully depressurized if the ADS
actuation has occurred. In other words, automatic vessel depressurization is
assumed to occur when both gates ADWS (under #ADEDWS) and #DEWS fail.
Success of this event implies that there is no automatic vessel depressurization and
the operators have successfully depressurized the vessel given a requirement for
emergency depressurization. Failure of this event (Branch ID #DEWS) implies
that either an automatic vessel depressurization has occurred, or emergency
depressurization is required and the operators fail to manually depressurize.

LO Low Pressure Injection. This heading models the low pressure injection function
provided by the condensate, core spray, and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
systems. Manual control of low pressure injection following vessel
depressurization (i.e., control the rate of cold water injection and thus reactivity
increase) is also considered in this heading. Success of this event implies that low
pressure injection is successful. Failure of this event (Branch ID #LOWS) implies
that low pressure injection is unsuccessful.

QR Decay Heat Removal. This heading models decay heat removal by shutdown
cooling, suppression pool cooling, main condenser, or torus vent. Two different
top logic gates were used to model the nodes under this heading. They include
#QR and #QT.

In general, top gate #QR is used for decay heat removal which considers main
condenser, suppression pool cooling, shutdown cooling, and torus vent. Success
implies that the decay heat removal function is successful. Failure (Branch ID
#QR) implies that no decay heat removal is available.

For sequences in which HPCI is successful, there is no stuck-open SRV (or no
failure of pressure relief), and low pressure injection is unavailable, decay heat
removal can be achieved by suppression pool cooling (modeled by top logic gate
#QT). Success implies that, with suppression pool cooling, the long term
operation of HPCI can be successful. The reactor vessel would remain at high
pressure. Failure (Branch ID #QT) implies that high pressure injection would also
be lost due to loss of heat removal.
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SEQUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "I" prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

ATWN'S_3: IEGATWN'S #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO /#PCS /#ADEDWVS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is successful in providing core
cooling (/#PCS). No ADS actuation occurs and no emergency depressurization is required
(/#ADEDWS). Reactor vessel remains at high pressure. However, heat removal function is
unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Note that #QR is conservatively assumed
to be required for long term cooling even though heat removal via main condenser as part of the
PCS is successful

ATNNS_5: IEGATWVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO /#PCS #ADEDWS /#DENVS
I#LOWN'S #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORV). Core cooling is initially provided by the power conversion system
(/#PCS). The reactor is successfully depressurized due to an emergency depressurization
requirement (#ADEDWS, /#DEW). The low pressure injection system successfully provides
vessel level control function following vessel depressurization, but heat removal function is
unavailable resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-
minimal sequence.

ATWVS 6: IEGATWVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BPR #SORVO /#PCS #ADEDWS /MDEWNIS
#LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_5 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LOWS)
resulting in eventual core damage.

ATW'S_7: IEGATWN'S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BV'PR #SORVO /#PCS #ADEDWS #DEWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_5 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred or vessel
depressurization has failed given an emergency depressurization requirement (#ADEDWS and
#DEWS). Core damage is conservatively assumed in this sequence due to the uncontrolled
injection of cold water following vessel depressurization or due to failure to depressurize when
required.
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ATWVS_9: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/#ADEDWVS /#DE /#LOWS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS). HPCI is successful in providing high pressure vessel water level control (/HPCI-I).
BIIT is exceeded (due to loss of the PCS and possible discharging through the SRVs) and SLCS
injection is successful (/#BI). To reduce reactor power, the operators have successfully terminated all
high pressure injection (since SRVs may be discharging) and lowered water level to top of active fuel
(/#TINJ). HPCI is successfully restarted (/#HR). However, heat removal function is unsuccessful
(#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Without the heat removal function, eventual
depressurization will be required due to Heat Capacity Temperature Limit. Despite successful
depressurization (/#DE) and low pressure injection, low pressure injection will be lost due to an
overheated or failed suppression pool.
In this sequence, vessel depressurization to allow low pressure injection is not initially needed
since HPCI is available. However, failure of suppression pool cooling would cause vessel
depressurization due to HCTL concerns as well as failure of the long term HPCI operation. But,
vessel depressurization and low pressure injection would be successful (/#DE and /MLOWS). Note
that successful lowering of level and subsequently power will put the heat load within bypass
capacity thus relieving the load on the torus, if the power conversion system is available.
Compared to Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_lOB: IEGAT17S #RSCRAM1 /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIrCI-1 /#BI /#TINJ
/#IIR /#ADEDWS /#DE #LOWS #QT

Similar to Sequence ATWS_9 except that low pressure injection would be unavailable if needed
(#LOWS). For HPCI to continue to operate and provide long term core cooling, suppression pool
cooling must be available. However, suppression pool cooling is unavailable in this sequence
(#QT) resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWN'S_12: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/#ADEDWS #DE #QT

Similar to Sequence ATWS_9 except that vessel depressurization would be unavailable if needed
(#DE). For HPCI to continue to operate and provide long term core cooling, suppression pool
cooling must be available. However, suppression pool cooling is unavailable in this sequence
(#QT) resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWVS_14: IEGAT1VS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BTR #SORVO #PCS /lIrCh-1 /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWS /#DEWVS /#LOWS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
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reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS). HPCI is successful in providing high pressure vessel water level control (/HPCI-
1). BITT is exceeded (due to loss of the PCS and possible discharging through the SRVs) and
SLCS injection is successful (/#BI). To reduce reactor power, the operators have successfully
terminated all high pressure injection (since SRVs may be discharging) and lowered water level to
top of active fuel (/#TINJ). HPCI is successfully restarted (/#HR). However, an emergency vessel
depressurization is required and has been successfully achieved. The low pressure systems are
successful in providing controlled injection of cold water for vessel inventory makeup. However,
the heat removal function is unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to
Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWNS_15: IEGATWNIS #RSCRAA1 /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWN'S /#DENN'S #LOWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_14 except that controlled low pressure injection is unsuccessful
(#LOWS) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_6, this is a non-
minimal sequence.

AT1WNS_16: IEGATNN'S #RSCRAM1 /RPT /#BVPR USORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWVS #DEWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_14 except that an ADS actuation has occurred or vessel
depressurization has failed given an emergency depressurization requirement (#ADEDWS,
#DEWS). Core damage is assumed. Compared to Sequence ATWS_7, this is a non-minimal
sequence.

ATWN'S_18: IEGATW'S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /11PCh-1 /#BI /#TINJ #IIR
/AD'VS /4#DE /#LOWN'S #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS). HPCI is successful in providing high pressure vessel water level control (/HPCI-
1). BIIT is exceeded (due to loss of the PCS and possible discharging through the SRVs) and
SLCS injection is successful (/#BI). To reduce reactor power, the operators have successfully
terminated all high pressure injection (since SRVs may be discharging) and lowered water level to
top of active fuel (/#TINJ). However, HPCI restart is unsuccessful (#HR). Manual
depressurization is therefore required to permit low pressur.e injection for vessel level control.
Vessel depressurization (required due to unavailability of all high pressure injection sources) and
low pressure injection are successful (/#DE, /LOWS). Heat removal function is unsuccessful
(#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS 3, this is a non-minimal
sequence.
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ATANVS_19: IEGAT'S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SOR%0 #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI /#TINJ #HIR
/ADWN'S I#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWSI8 except that controlled low pressure injection is unsuccessful
(#LOWS) resulting in eventual core damage.

ATW\'S 20: IEGATWNS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IHPCI-l /#BI /#TINJ #IIR
/ADWS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_1 8 except that vessel depressurization has failed resulting in eventual
core damage.

ATW'S_21: IEGATW'S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /HIPCI-1 /#BI /NTINJ #IIR
ADMWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_18 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred. Core
damage is assumed due to the uncontrolled cold water injection from the low pressure injection
systems.

ATWVS_23: IEGATVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /llrCI-I /#BI #TINJ
/ADWS /#DE /fiLOWN'S #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS). HPCI is successful in providing high pressure vessel water level control (/HPCI-
1). BIIT is exceeded (due to loss of the PCS and possible discharging through the SRVs) and
SLCS injection is successful (/#BI). The operators fail to terminate high pressure injection (since
SRVs may be discharging) and lower water level to top of active fuel (#TINJ). High pressure
injection from HPCI is not sufficient to maintain operating water level for a full power ATWS. As
such, reactor water level will decrease to a point where power matches flowrate: around 20% for
HPCI. This is getting close to the Top of Active Fuel (TAF). Based on the torus approaching the
HCTL, manual depressurization is conservatively assumed to be required in this sequence to
prevent containment and core damage. Vessel depressurization and controlled low pressure
injection are successful (/#DE, /LOWS). Heat removal function is unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in
eventual core damage due to loss of suction source for low pressure injection. Note that reactor
power at lowered water level should be within bypass capacity which would serve to remove the
heat load from containment, if available.

Compared to Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_24: IEGATWS #RSCRAM1 /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I /IBI #TINJ
/ADWN'S /#DE #LOWS
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Similar to Sequence ATWS_23 except that controlled low pressure injection is unsuccessful
(#LOWS) resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWNIS 25: IEGATEW'S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BV'PR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I /#BI #TINJ
/ADWVS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_23 except that vessel depressurization has failed (#DE); following
failure to reduce power by lowering vessel level to TAF when needed. Core damage, therefore,
conservatively results from fuel being uncovered from lack of low pressure injection.

ATW\'S 26: IEGATWS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI #TINJ
ADW§S

Similar to Sequence ATWS_23 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred
(ADWS). Core damage is assumed due to the uncontrolled cold water injection from the low
pressure injection systems.

ATWN'S 28: IEGATIN'S #RSCRAM1 IRPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /lurCI-1 #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/ADWN'S I#DE /#LOWN S #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS). HPCI is successful in providing high pressure vessel water level control (/IHPCI-
1). BIIT is exceeded (due to loss of the PCS and possible discharging through the SRVs) and
SLCS injection is unsuccessful (#BI). To reduce reactor power, the operators have successfully
terminated all high pressure injection (since SRVs may be discharging) and lowered water level to
top of active fuel (/#TINJ). Manual depressurization is performed to further reduce reactivity.
Vessel depressurization and controlled low pressure injection are successful (/#DE, /LOWS).
However, the heat removal function is unsuccessful (#QR). Operation of IIPCI will lead to the
need for depressurization due to HCTL being approached. Without long term cooling, the torus
will be lost as a suction source to low pressure systems. Without low pressure injection, the core
will become uncovered and damage will occur. Compared to Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-
minimal sequence.

ATWN'S 29: IEGATW'S #RSCRAIMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
IADW:S /#DE #LOWN'S

Similar to Sequence ATWS_28 except that controlled low pressure injection is unsuccessful
resulting in eventual core damage.
ATWN'S 31: IEGATWN'S #RSCRAMI IRPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS JIIPCI-1 #B1 /#TINJ /#IIR
/ADW'S #DE #QT

Similar to Sequence ATWS 28 except that vessel depressurization is not performed and
suppression pool fails resulting in eventual core damage. In this sequence, HPCI is the only source
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for vessel water level control. Long term operation of HPCI requires successful suppression pool
cooling. Compared to Sequence ATWNS_12, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_32: IEGATWS #RSCRAAII /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
ADWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_28 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred. Core
damage is assumed due to the uncontrolled injection of cold water from the low pressure systems.

ATW'S _34: IEGATWS #RSCRANI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 #BI /INTINJ IIR
/ADWN'S /#DE /#LOW'S #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_1 8 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS 3, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATW'S_ 35: IEGATWS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I #BI /#TINJ #MIR
/ADW'S /#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWSS_19 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_19, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_36: IEGATWVS #RSCRANI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I #BI /#TINJ #IIR
/ADWS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_20 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS 20, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATNN'S_37: IEGATNVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BV7PR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 #BI /#TINJ #IIR
ADWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_21 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS-21, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS_39: IEGATWVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-I #BI #TINJ
/ADWS /#DE /HLONW'S #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_23 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-minimal sequence.
ATWN'S_40: IEGATWVS #RSCRAAI /RPT /NBVPR #SORV0 #PCS /IIPCI-1 #BI #TINJ
/ADWS /#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_24 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_24, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_41: IEGATWVS #RSCRAIMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-1 #BI #TINJ
/ADWN'S #DE
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Similar to Sequence ATWS_25 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_25, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_42: IEGATW 'S #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS /IIPCI-l #BI #TINJ ADWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_26 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_26, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_44: IEGATWS #RSCRAMl /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS IIPCI-l /ADWN'S /#DE
/#LOWS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). All SRVs that open have
reclosed successfully (#SORVO). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS). HPCI is unavailable in providing high pressure vessel water level control (/HPCI-
1). Manual depressurization is required to allow vessel inventory control by the low pressure
injection systems. Vessel depressurization and controlled low pressure injection are successful
(/ADWS, /#DE, /LOWS). However, the heat removal function is unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in
eventual core damage. Note that, at this point, the power level is within bypass valve capacity. If
the power conversion system is available, it can limit the energy being dumped to the suppression
pool. Compared to Sequence ATWS_3, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_45: IEGATW'S #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS IIPCI-I /ADWS /#DE
#LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_44 except that controlled low pressure injection is unsuccessful
resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWNIS_46: IEGATWVS #RSCRAMl /RPT /#BPR #SORVO #PCS IIPCI-1 /ADW'S #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_44 except that vessel depressurization has failed resulting in eventual
core damage.

AT]WS_47: IEGAT1WS #RSCRAM /RPT /#IBPR #SORV0 #PCS IIPCI-1 ADWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_44 except that an ADS actuation has occurred. Core damage is
assumed due to the uncontrolled injection of cold water by the low pressure systems.

ATN'S _49: IEGATW'S #RSCRAAI /RPT /IIBVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI /INTINJ /NIIR
/#ADEDW'S /#LOWVS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). One SRV sticks open after
opening (#SORV l). The power conversion system is successful in providing core cooling (/#PCS).
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BUT is exceeded (due to the stuck-open SRV) and SLCS injection is successful (/#BI). To reduce
reactor power, the operators have successfully terminated all high pressure injection and lowered
water level to top of active fuel (/#TINJ). HPCI is successfully started (/#HR). There are no ADS
actuation and emergency depressurization requirement. Due to the stuck-open SRV, reactor vessel
is eventually depressurized and low pressure injection is successful. The heat removal function is
unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Similar to Sequence ATWS 3, this is a
conservative assumption since main condenser as part of the power conversion system is available.

ATWN'S_50: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORNI /#PCS /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/#ADEDN'WS #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_49 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LOWS)
resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWS_52: IEGATWNS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 I#PCS /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWVS /#DEWS /#LOW'S #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (IRPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). One SRV sticks open after
opening (#SORV 1). The power conversion system is successful in providing core cooling (/#PCS).
BIlT is exceeded (due to the stuck-open SRV) and SLCS injection is successful (/#Bl). To reduce
reactor power, the operators have successfully terminated all high pressure injection and lowered
water level to top of active fuel (/#TINJ). HPCI is successfully started (/#HR). An emergency
depressurization is required and manual operator depressurization is successful. Low pressure
injection is successful following vessel depressurization. The heat removal function is
unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Without torus cooling, a part of #QR, the
low pressure injection systems would lose their suction source. The loss of low pressure injection
would cause core damage due to core uncovery. Similar to Sequence ATWS_49, this is a
conservative assumption since main condenser as part of the power conversion system is available.
Compared to Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal sequence.
ATWN'S 53: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI /NTINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWS /#DEWS #LOW'S

Similar to Sequence ATWS_52 except that low pressure injection is unavailable. Compared to
Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWA'S 54: 1EGATI`WS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS /#B1 /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWS #DEWVS
Similar to Sequence ATWS_52 except that an ADS actuation has occurred or emergency
depressurization is required and the operators fail to depressurize. Core damage is assumed for this
sequence.

ATWVS_56: IEGATWN'S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS /1BI /NTINJ M}IR /ADW'S
/#DE /#LOW'S #QR
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Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ART, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure.
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). One SRV sticks open
(#SORV I). The power conversion system is successful in providing core cooling (/#PCS). BIUT is
exceeded (due to the stuck-open SRV) and SLCS injection is successful (/#BI). To reduce reactor
power, the operators have successfully terminated all high pressure injection and lowered water
level to top of active fuel (/#TINJ). HPCI start is unsuccessful (#HR). Vessel depressurization and
low pressure injection are successful (/#DE, /LOWS). Heat removal function is unsuccessful
(#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal
sequence.

ATWVS 57: IEGATWVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#B%7PR #SORV1 /#PCS /#BI /#TINJ #MIR /ADWN'S
I#DE #LONWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_56 except that low pressure injection is unavailable (#LOWS)
resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal
sequence.

ATWS 58: IEGATW^S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS /#BI /#TINJ #IIR /ADWN'S
#DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_56 except that vessel depressurization has failed resulting in eventual
core damage due to core uncovery.

ATWS_59: IEGATW'S #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI /#TINJ #IIR ADWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_56 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred. Core
damage is assumed due to the uncontrolled cold water injection.

ATWS 61: IEGATWS #RSCRAM IRPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS /#BI #TINJ /ADWS /#DE
/#LOWS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). One SRV sticks open
(#SORVI). The power conversion system is successful in providing core cooling (/#PCS). BIUT is
exceeded (due to the stuck-open SRV) and SLCS injection is successful (/#BT). The operators fail
to terminate high pressure injection and lower water level to top of active fuel (#TINJ). Manual
depressurization is assumed to be required to reduce reactivity. Manual vessel depressurization
and low pressure injection are successful (/#DE, fLOWS). Heat removal function is unsuccessful
(#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal
sequence.
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ATW*VS 62: IEGATWVS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BIVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI #TINJ /ADWVS /#DE
#LONNS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_61 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LOWS)
resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal
sequence.

ATWVS_63: IEGATWVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS /#BI #TINJ /ADWS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_61 except that manual vessel depressurization has failed (#DE)
resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWN'S_64: IEGATWS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI #TINJ ADWN'S

Similar to Sequence ATWS_61 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred
(ADWS). Core damage is assumed due to uncontrolled injection.

ATWVS 66: IEGAThVS #RSCRAM*I /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/MADEDWS /#LOWNS #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_49 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS 67: IEGATWNS #RSCRAAI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/#ADEDWS #LOWN'S

Similar to Sequence ATWS_50 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS 69: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWT'S /MDEMS /#LOWVS #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_52 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWNIS 70: IEGAlTWIS #RSCRANI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWVS /#DEWS #LOWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_53 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWAIS 71: IEGATWS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS #BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDVWS #DEWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_54 except that boron injection is unsuccessful (#B1). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_54, this is a non-minimal sequence.
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ATVS_73: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI I#PCS #BI /#TINJ #IIR /ADWN'S
/#DE I#LOWVS #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_56 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS 74: IEGATMVS #RSCRAAI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS /#BI /#TINJ #IIR /ADWS
/#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_57 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS 75: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVrR #SORV1 /#PCS #BI /#TINJ #IIR /ADWS
#DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_58 except that boron injection has failed (#131). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_58, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATW''S_76: IEGATWNS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS #BI /#TINJ #IIR ADWN'S

Similar to Sequence ATWS_59 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_59, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS_78: IEGATW S #RSCRAM /RPT /#BNPR #SORV1 /#PCS #BI #TINJ /ADWVS /#DE
I#LOWVS #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_61 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS 79: IEGATNVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS #BI #TINJ /ADWVS /#DE
#LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_62 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_80: IEGATNN'S #RSCRAM /RPT I#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI #TINJ /ADWS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_63 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_63, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S_81: IEGATWIS #RSCRAAI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI /#PCS /#BI #TINJ ADWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_64 except that boron injection has failed (#BI). Compared to
Sequence ATWS_64, this is a non-minimal sequence.
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ATWN'S_83: IEGAITWS #RSCRAMl /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-I /#BI /#TINJ /IIR
/#ADEDWS /#LOWS #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_49 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (IHPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS 49, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_84: IEGATN'S #RSCRAII /IRPT /#BVPR #SORV1 /#PCS /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
/#ADEDW)'S #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_50 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_50 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS 86: IEGATWVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDIW'S #DENN'S /#LOW'S #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS 52 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (IHPCI-l). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_52 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_87: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BPR #SORVI #PCS /IIPCI-I /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWS /#DEWS #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_53 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_53 this is a non-minimal sequence

ATWIS 88: IEGATWl'S #RSCRAIMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /hIPCI-I /#BI /#TINJ /#IIR
#ADEDWVS #DEWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_54 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_54 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S 90: IEGATW'S #RSCRAM IRPT /#BVPR #SORVI #PCS /lIPCI-I f#BI /#TINJ #IIR
/ADWS /#DE /#LONWS #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_56 except that power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-l). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_49 this is a non-minimal sequence.
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ATWS_91: IEGATWS #RSCRAMI JRPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS IlIPCI-l /#BI /#TINJ #IIR
/ADVS f/#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS 57 except that power conversion system is unavailable and HPCI is
successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient. Compared to Sequence
ATWS_50 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS 92: IEGATWNIS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BNTR #SORVI #PCS JIIPCI-I /#BI /#TINJ #IIR
/ADNN'S #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_58 except that power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-l). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_58 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWNS 93: IEGATWN'S #RSCRAMI IRPT /#BVPR #SORVI #PCS JIIPCI-1 /#BJ /#TINJ #MIR
ADWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_59 except that power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_59 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWS 95: IEGATWS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /AIPCI-l /#BI #TINJ
/ADWVS /#DE /#LOWN'S #QR

Similar to Sequence ATWS_61 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_49 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS 96: IEGAT1VS #RSCRAMI /IRPT /#BVPR #SORVI #PCS /lIPCI-1 /MBI #TINJ
/ADWIS /#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_62 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_50 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWN'S 97: IEGATNWrS #RSCRAAI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-I /#BI #TINJ
/ADWN'S #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_63 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_63 this is a non-minimal sequence.
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ATWN'S_98: IEGATWIS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-1 /#BI #TINJ
ADWS\'

Similar to Sequence ATWXS_64 except that the power conversion system is unavailable (#PCS) and
HPCI is successful in providing core cooling initially following the transient (/HPCI-1). Compared
to Sequence ATWS_64 this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_100: IEGATVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 rPCS /IIPCI-1 #BI /ADWN'S
/#DE I#LOWVS #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). One SRV sticks open
(#SORV I). The power conversion system is unsuccessful in providing core cooling (#PCS).
HPCI- I is successful in providing core cooling during the initial period following the transient
(/HPCI-1). BUT is exceeded (due to the stuck-open SRV) and SLCS injection is unsuccessful
(#BI). No ADS actuation has occurred. Manual vessel depressurization and low pressure injection
are successful (/#DE, /LOWS). Heat removal function is unsuccessful (#QR) resulting in eventual
core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS 49, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWNIS 101: IEGATVS #RSCRAMl /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-1 #BI /ADWS
/#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_100 except that low pressure injection is unavailable (#LOWS)
resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal
sequence.

ATWN'S_102: IEGA1TWIS #RSCRAMl /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-1 #BI /ADWVS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_100 except that manual vessel depressurization has failed resulting in
eventual core damage.

ATWN'S_103: IEGATVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS /IIPCI-1 NBI ADWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_100 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred. Core
damage is assumed due to the uncontrolled injection of cold water from low pressure systems.

ATW S 105: IEGATWrS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORVI #PCS IIPCI-1 /ADWN'S /MDE
IILOW'S HQR
Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). One SRV sticks open
(#SORV 1). Both the power conversion system and HPCI are unsuccessful in providing core
cooling (#PCS, HPCI-I). Manual vessel depressurization is required to allow low pressure
injection for core cooling. No ADS actuation has occurred. Vessel depressurization and low
pressure injection are successful (/#DE, /LOWS). The heat removal function is unsuccessful
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(#QR) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_49, this is a non-minimal
sequence.

ATWVS_106: IEGATW 'S #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORN1 #PCS IIPCI-1 /ADWS I#DE
#LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_105 except that low pressure injection is unavailable resulting in
eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence ATWS_50, this is a non-minimal sequence.

ATWVS_107: IEGATW'S #RSCRANI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV1 #PCS IIPCI-1 /ADWVS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_105 except that manual vessel depressurization is unsuccessful
resulting in eventual core damage due to lack of low pressure injection.

ATNVS_108: IEGATWS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORVO #PCS IIPCI-1 ADWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS_1 05 except that ADS actuation has occurred. Core damage is assumed
due to the uncontrolled injection of cold water from low pressure systems.

ATWVS_ 110: IEGATVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV2 /ADWS /#DE /ILONN'S #QR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). Two SRVs stick open
(#SORV2). Both the power conversion system and HPCI will eventually become ineffective due
to the vessel pressure decrease through the stuck-open SRVs. Manual vessel depressurization
(conservatively assumed to be required) and low-pressure injection are successful (/ADWS, #DE,
#LOWS). However, the heat removal function is unavailable (#QR) resulting in eventual core
damage.

ATIS_111 IEGATAVS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV2 /ADWN'S /#DE #LOWS

Similar to Sequence ATWS I 10 except that low pressure injection is unavailable (#LOWS)
resulting in eventual core damage.

ATWN'S_1 12 IEGATVS #RSCRAMI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV2 /ADWS #DE

Similar to Sequence ATWS_110 except that manual depressurization (#DE) is unsuccessful
resulting in eventual core damage.
ATNA'S_113 IEGATWNIS #RSCRANI /RPT /#BVPR #SORV2 ADWVS

Similar to Sequence ATWS 110 except that automatic vessel depressurization has occurred. Core
damage is assumed due to the uncontrolled injection of cold water by the low pressure systems.
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ATWN'S_114 IEGATWNIS #RSCRAM /RPT /#BVPR #SORV3

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief is provided by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs (/#BVPR). Three or more SRVs stick
open (#SORV3). Rapid vessel depressurization occurs. It is assumed that core damage results due
to uncontrolled injection.
ATWVS_115 IEGATNN'S #RSCRAM /RPT #BVPR

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Both recirculation pumps trip (/RPT). Initial vessel pressure
relief by the turbine bypass valves and SRVs is unsuccessful (#BVPR). Core damage is assumed.

ATWN'S_116 IEGATNAWS #RSCRAM RPT

Following the occurrence of a transient, reactor shutdown by the RPS, ARI, and manual operator
action is unsuccessful (#RSCRAM). Recirculation pump trip fails (RPT). Core damage is
assumed.

2.3 The Loss of Offsite Power Event Tree

This LOSP event tree covers core damage sequences associated with the LOSP initiator and the
corresponding Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios.

EVENT TREE MODIFICATION

In the IPE, the frontline system core damage sequences for the LOSP initiator was obtained by
linking together 6 RISKMAN frontline systems event trees (LOSP, INTER2, REC3, REC2,
RHRCS and LTCI). After reviewing the RISKMAN event trees developed for the LOSP initiating
event, the following key changes were made:

* Top events RCIC, HPCI and HP modeled in the RISKMAN event tree LOSP are combined
according to the function provided by the individual systems, high pressure injection (TIPI).
Similarly, other top events modeled in the RISKMAN event trees are also combined according
to the functions provided by the systems.

* With the exception of RP (which is guaranteed to fail during an LOSP event), many of the top
events in RISKMAN event tree INTER2 are incorporated into lower level fault tree models for
LOCA signal, operator restoration following a LOCA signal, automatic/emergency
depressurization, diesel generator availability, etc. Top events VI 8, CW, and RD are also
guaranteed to fail.

* Recovery top events modeled in REC3 are incorporated into the recovery rule file, as
necessary, and the appropriate system fault trees (e.g., plant service water).

Recovery top events modeled in REC2 are incorporated into the appropriate system fault trees.
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* Most of the top events modeled in RISKMAN event trees RHRCS and LTCI are incorporated
into the lower level fault trees for ETA headings DE, LO, and QR. RISKMAN top events Z5,
DESC2, RPOP, DESCI, CFF, and IN2 were determined to be not functional requirements for
core damage.

For the new ETA event tree, LOSP, nodes under each heading may be represented by one or more
fault tree gates. The multiple RISKMAN system models were combined into one fault tree gate
with additional compression achieved by combining similar functions into one final fault tree gate
with multiple inputs. Listed below are the new top logic gates developed for the ETA event tree
nodes and the original inputs associated with each (i.e., RISKMAN event tree top events combined
into the gate):

#BVPR (BV failed by LOSP), PR
#SORVO/l/2/3 SORV
#HP-I RCIC, HPCI, HP, HI, (CW, RD failed by LOSP)

#ADED VC, VI8 (failed by LOSP), LOCA, LIOP, DWTC, OW
#DE DE
#LO (CO failed by LOSP), CS, RA, RB, JS, VA, VB, VOP, NS,

NSREC, LC
#QR/#QT OL, QS, QT, RA, RB, VA, VB, VOP, HA, HB, QV, INI, QR
#HP-B RCIC, HPCI, HP
FL-HPI-B-S N/A

EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings and nodes appear on the tree in the approximate chronological
order that would be expected during an LOSP event.

%LOSP Loss of Offsite Power Initiating Event.

PR Pressure Relief. This heading models the pressure control function performed by
the SRVs during the initial pressure transient following a plant trip due to an LOSP
event. The bypass valves are unavailable due to closure of the MSIVs during an
LOSP event. Failure of this event (Branch ID #BVPR) is modeled as resulting in a
medium-break LOCA.

SORV SORV Reclosure. This is a multistate heading. It models the reclosure status of
SRVs (i.e., the number of stuck open SRVs). The four states applicable to this
heading are: all SRVs successfully reclose (Branch ID #SORVO); one SRV fails to
reclose (Branch ID #SORV 1); two SRVs fail to reclose (Branch ID #SORV2); and
three or more SRVs fail to reclose (Branch ID #SORV3).

11PI High Pressure Level Control by RCIC/HPCI. This heading models the high-
pressure level control function provided by the RCIC and HPCI systems.
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Both automatic and manual actuations are considered in this heading. Also
included in this heading are the operator actions to control HPCI and RCIC to
prevent multiple Level 8 trips. For any stuck-open SRVs and medium LOCAs,
RCIC is inadequate for vessel level control. For three or more stuck-open SRVs,
HPCI is inadequate, and for one or two SRVs stuck open HPCI recovery is not
credited. Success of this event implies that RCIC or HPCI is available to provide
the high-pressure level control function. Failure of this event (Branch ID #HP-I)
implies that both RCIC and HPCI are unavailable for the vessel level control
function and vessel depressurization is required.

ADED Automatic and Emergency Depressurization Conditions. This heading models
the automatic and emergency depressurization conditions. The automatic
depressurization condition is modeled by generation of the LOCA signal and
failure of the operators to inhibit the ADS actuation. LOCA signals include Level
I and high drywell pressure signals. In addition, it was assumed that loss of the
MCR cooling would result in generation of a LOCA signal. Failure of drywell
cooling (RISKMAN Top Event VC) and failure of the operators to vent via the 18"
vents to prevent a LOCA signal (RISKMAN Top Event VI 8) were assumed to
lead to generation of a high drywell pressure signal.

Emergency vessel depressurization is required by the Plant Hatch procedures if the
drywell temperature limit is exceeded. Drywell temperature would increase if
drywell cooling fails and the operators fail to initiate dry vell spray (RISKMAN
Top Event OW). Drywell cooling would also be lost if the operators fail to restore
drywell cooling following a LOCA signal.

Success of this event implies that there are no automatic and emergency
depressurization conditions, or the operators successfully inhibit ADS and restore
drywell cooling given a LOCA signal. Failure'of this event (Branch ID #ADED)
implies that ADS would be actuated or the operators are required to initiate
emergency vessel depressurization. It is assumed in sequences involving failure of
this heading that the vessel is depressurized and downstream heading DE is not
asked. This heading is not asked if HPI fails requiring a vessel depressurization
(downstream heading DE).

DE Depressurization of Vessel before Core Damage. This heading models the
reduction of vessel pressure to permit level recovery. This heading includes the
manual emergency depressurization actions required when all high-pressure
injection sources are lost. This heading is only asked when HPI fails. Success of
this event implies that operators successfully depressurize the reactor vessel to
allow injection by the low-pressure systems. Failure of this event (Branch ID
#DE) implies that reactor vessel remains at high pressure and core damage will
result.

LO Low Pressure Injection. This heading models the low pressure injection function
provided by the condensate, core spray, and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
systems. Both automatic and manual actions are considered for core spray and
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LPCI. Success of this event implies that low-pressure injection is available.
Failure of this event (Branch ID #LO) implies that low-pressure injection is
unsuccessful.

QR Decay Heat Removal. This heading models decay heat removal by shutdown
cooling, suppression pool cooling, and the containment hardened vent. Two
different top logic gates have been developed to model the nodes under this
heading, #QR and #QT.

For sequences in which RCIC or HPCI is successful, there is no stuck-open SRV
(or no failure of pressure relief), and low pressure injection is unavailable, decay
heat removal can be achieved by suppression pool cooling (modeled by top logic
gate #QT). Success implies that, with suppression pool cooling, the long-term
operation of RCIC or HPCI can be successful. Failure (Branch ID #QT) implies
that high-pressure injection would also be lost due to loss of heat removal.

Top logic gate #QR is used in sequences in which #LO is successful. Success
implies that the decay heat removal function is successful due to the success of
torus or shutdown cooling or the containment hardened vent. Heat removal via the
main condenser is failed by an LOSP event. Failure (Branch ID #QR) implies that
no decay heat removal is available.

PIu-B High Pressure Injection until Battery Depletion. This heading models high-
pressure injection for the life of the station batteries without AC power for
charging. Only RCIC is involved because it can operate without room cooling
which depends on AC power. The heading HPI-B is only addressed in sequences
in which #BVPR is successful and no SRVs fail to reclose (#SORVO). This
heading helps to define the power recovery timing, based on whether HPI is
successful for the duration of the battery life, for the Station Blackout cutsets
obtained from the integrated model.
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SEQUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "I" prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

LOSP_2: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV0 flhIP-1 /ADED MELO #QR

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). High pressure injection by RCIC or
HPCI is successful. No automatic or emergency depressurization occurs (/MADED); therefore,.
hardware response for the vessel depressurization is not asked in this sequence. Vessel pressure is
reduced due to the cooldown operation provided by RCIC/HPCI. Low pressure injection is
successful (/#LO). The decay heat removal function is unavailable (#QR) resulting in eventual
core damage. Since #HP-l is successful, RCIC would operate until the batteries are depleted, if an
SBO event occurs. (Rev I change removes FL-HPI-B-S flag which indicated RCIC success on
battery power.)

LOSP_4: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO /#lIP-1 /ADED #LO #QT

Similar to Sequence LOSP_2 except that low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO). Core
cooling can only be achieved by high pressure injection provided by RCIC/iPCI (/#IIP-1). To
permit long term RCIC/HPCI operation, suppression pool cooling must be successful. However, in
this sequence, suppression pool cooling is unavailable (#QT) resulting in eventual core damage.
Since #HP-I is successful, RCIC would operate until the batteries are depleted, if an SBO event
occurs. (Rev I model removes FL-HPI-B-S flag.)

LOSP_6: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO /#IIP-1 #ADED I#LO #QR

Same as Sequence LOSP_2 except that the reactor vessel is depressurized by actuation of ADS or
the operators were required to initiate emergency vessel depressurization (#ADED). Compared to
Sequence LOSP_2, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failure of #ADED.

LOSP_7: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO /#IIP-1 #ADED #LO

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). High pressure injection by RCIC or
HPCI is successful (/#HP-1), but the reactor vessel depressurizes due to automatic depressurization
conditions or emergency depressurization requirements (#ADED). The hardware response for
vessel depressurization (modeled in #DE) is assumed successful. Low pressure injection is
unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual core damage due to loss of all high and low pressure
injection sources. The decay heat removal function is not asked in this sequence. Since #HP- I is
successful, RCIC would operate until the batteries are depleted, if an SBO event occurs. (Rev 1)
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LOSP_9A: %LOSP /#BVTR #SORVO #IIP-1 I#DE I#LO #QR /#IIP-B

Same as Sequence LOSP 2 except long term high pressure injection by RCIC or HPCI is
unavailable (#HP-I) and vessel pressure is successfully reduced by the SRVs (/#DE). In the event
of an SBO, RCIC would operate successfully until the batteries are depleted (/#HP-B). Compared
to Sequence LOSP_2, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failure of high
pressure injection (#HP-I). Since #HP-B is successful, RCIC would be available for the duration
of the battery life. (Rev 1)

LOSP_9B: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO #NI-I /#DE I#LO #QR #IIP-B

* Same as Sequence LOSP 2 except long term high pressure injection by RCIC or HPCI is
unavailable (#HP-I) and vessel pressure is successfully reduced by the SRVs (/#DE). Failure of
the heat removal function leads to eventual core damage. In the event of an SBO, RCIC would be
unavailable for the duration of the battery life (#HP-B).

LOSP1 OA: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO #IIP-I I#DE #LO /#IIP-B

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). High pressure injection by RCIC or
HPCI fails (#HP-I). Vessel depressurization occurs (/#DE) but low pressure injection fails (#LO).
If an SBO event occurs, RCIC would operate until the batteries are depleted.

LOSPJlOB: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO #IIP-1 I#DE #LO #IIP-B

Same as Sequence LOSP IOA except, in the event of an SBO, RCIC would not operate until the
batteries are depleted (#HP-B).

LOSP 11A: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO #IIP-I #DE /#IIP-B

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by successful SRV reclosure (#SORVO). Long term high-pressure injection by
RCIC or HPCI fails (#HP-I) and vessel depressurization fails (#DE). If an SBO occurs, RCIC
would operate until the batteries are depleted.

LOSP_ 1B: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVO #IIP-1 #DE #IIP-B

Same as Sequence LOSP_1 1A except, in the event of an SBO, RCIC would not operate until the
batteries are depleted (#HP-B).
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LOSP_13: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVI /#IIP-1 /#LO #QR

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by one SRV failing to reclose (#SORVI). High-pressure injection by HPCI is
successful (/#HP-1). Vessel pressure continues to decrease due to the SRV failing to reclose, so
ADED is bypassed. Low-pressure injection is successful (/#LO). The decay heat removal function
is unavailable (#QR). Because low pressure injection would lose its suction source (i.e., the
suppression pool) due to excessive temperature, the eventual overpressure failure would result in
eventual core damage.

LOSP_14: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVI /#IIP-I #LO

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by one SRV failing to reclose (#SORV 1). High-pressure injection by HPCI is
successful (/#HP-1). Vessel pressure continues to decrease due to the SRV failing to reclose, so
ADED is bypassed. Low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual core
damage due to loss of all high and low pressure injection sources. The decay heat removal
function is not asked in this sequence.

LOSP_16: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORVI #IIP-1 /#DE /#LO #QR

Similar to Sequence LOSP_1 3 except high-pressure injection by HPCI is unavailable (#HP-I).
Manual vessel depressurization is successful. Compared to Sequence LOSP_13, this sequence is
not minimal since it involves the additional failure of high-pressure injection (#HP-I).

LOSP_17: %LOSP /flBVPR #SORVI #IIP-1 /#DE #LO

Similar to Sequence LOSP_1 4 except high-pressure injection by HPCI is unavailable (#HP- I).
Manual vessel depressurization is successful. Compared to Sequence LOSP_14, this sequence is
not minimal since it involves the additional failure of high-pressure injection (#HP-I).

LOSP_18: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV1 #IIP-1 #DE

Similar to Sequence LOSP_1 7 except that vessel pressure reduction has failed (#DE), given failure
of high-pressure injection. This results in eventual core damage due to the inability to inject low
pressure water to the vessel.

LOSP_20: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV2 /#IIP-1 /#LO #QR

Similar to Sequence LOSP_1 3 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2).

LOSP_21: %LOSP /#iBVPR #SORV2 /#IIP-1 #LO

Similar to Sequence LOSP_14 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2).
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LOSP_23: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV2 #IIP-1 I#DE I#LO #QR

Similar to Sequence LOSP_16 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2). Compared to
Sequence LOSP_20, this sequence is non-minimal.

LOSP_24: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV2 #IIP-1 #DE #LO

Similar to Sequence LOSP 17 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2). Compared to
Sequence LOSP_21, this sequence is non-minimal.

LOSP_25: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV2 #IIP-1 #DE

Similar to Sequence LOSP_18 except that two SRVs stick open (#SORV2).

LOSP_27: %LOSP /#BVPR #SORV3 /#LO #QR

An LOSP event occurs which causes a reactor trip. The initial pressure relief is successful
(/#BVPR) followed by three or more SRVs failing to reclose (#SORV3). All high-pressure
injection sources are lost due to vessel depressurization caused by the stuck-open SRVs. Following
vessel depressurization, low-pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat
removal function is unavailable (#QR). Due to the loss of the low-pressure injection suction source
(i.e., the suppression pool), overpressure resulting in eventual core damage.

LOSP_28: %LOSP /#BN'PR #SORN73 #LO

Similar to Sequence LOSP_27 except low-pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in
eventual core damage due to loss of all high and low pressure injection sources. The decay heat
removal function is not asked in this sequence.

LOSP_30: %LOSP #BVPR /#IIP-l /#LO #QR

Similar to Sequence LOSP_20 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. SRVs are not challenged.

LOSP_31: %LOSP #BVPR /#IIP-1 #LO

Similar to Sequence LOSP_21 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It is
assumed that a medium-break LOCA has resulted with failed low-pressure injection. The SRVs
are not challenged.
LOSP_33: %LOSP #BVrPR #IIP-1 /#DE /#LO #QR

Similar to Sequence LOSP_23 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. Compared to Sequence LOSP_30, this sequence is
non-minimal.
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LOSP_34: %LOSP #BVPR NIIP-1 /MDE #LO

Similar to Sequence LOSP_24 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It was
assumed that a medium-break LOCA resulted. Compared to Sequence LOSP_3 1, this sequence is
non-minimal.

LOSP_35: %LOSP #BAPR #IIP-1 #DE

Similar to Sequence LOSP_25 except that the initial pressure relief has failed (#BVPR). It is
assumed that a medium-break LOCA has resulted.

2.4 The Large LOCA Event Tree

This section contains information regarding the core damage event tree developed for the large
LOCA initiators, including %ALOCA and %LLOCA.

EVENT TREE MODIFICATION

In the IPE, the frontline system core damage sequences for both of the large LOCA initiators were
obtained by linking together 5 RISKMAN frontline systems event trees; i.e., event trees LOCA,
INTER I, RECO, RHRCS, and LTC 1. This same set of linked event trees is also used for the
medium LOCA initiator. The only differences are the split fraction assignments for selected top
events.

After reviewing the RISKMAN event trees developed for the previously mentioned group of
initiating events, the following key changes were made:

* The initiators were combined into a single transient initiator heading LLOCA (with a node
designated by IEGALLOCA).

* Top events modeled in RISKMAN event trees are combined according to the functions
provided by the individual systems.

* With some (e.g., RP), many of the top events in RISKMAN event tree INTER I are
incorporated into lower level fault tree models for LOCA signal, operator restoration following
a LOCA signal, etc.

* Recovery top events modeled in RECO are incorporated into the appropriate system fault trees
throughout the model.

* Most top events listed in RISKMAN event trees RHRCS and LTCI are incorporated into the
lower level fault trees for ETA headings LO and QR. RISKMAN top events Z5, HI, DWTC,
OW, DE, DESC2, RPOP, QS, QC, DESCI, INl, CFF, and IN2 were determined to not be
functional requirements for core damage mitigation in this case.
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The initiators included in the ETA transient initiator heading LLOCA are %ALOCA and
%LLOCA.

For the new ETA event tree LLOCA, nodes under each heading may be represented by one or
more fault tree gates. The multiple RISKMAN system models were combined into one fault tree
gate with additional compression achieved by combining similar functions into one final fault tree
gate with multiple inputs. Listed below are the new top logic gates developed for the ETA event
tree nodes and the relevant, original inputs associated with each (i.e., RISKMAN event tree top
events combined into the gate):

#LO CS, RA, RB, JS, VA, VB, VOP, NS, NSREC, LC
#QRQRA OL, QT, RA, RB, VA, VB, VOP, HA, HB, QV, QR

EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings and nodes appear on the tree in the approximate chronological
order that would be expected during a transient.

LLOCA Large LOCA Initiating Events. This heading (Branch ID IEGALLOCA) includes
both large LOCA initiators.

LO Low Pressure Injection. This heading models the low pressure injection function
provided by the core spray and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) systems.
Only automatic actions are considered for core spray and LPCI. Success of this
event implies that low pressure injection is available. Failure of this event (Branch
ID #LO) implies that low pressure injection is unsuccessful.

QR Decay Heat Removal. This heading models decay heat removal by suppression
pool cooling, torus vent, etc. Top logic gate #QRQRA has been developed to
model the node under this heading. Recovery of decay heat removal during the
period prior to containment or ECCS failure is also considered.

SEQUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "Pr prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

LLOCA_2: IEGALLOCA I#LO #QRQRA

A large LOCA event occurs (IEGALLOCA). Due to the LOCA break flow, the reactor is shut
down and the vessel pressure decreases to the low pressure system shutoff head. Low pressure
injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat removal function is unavailable
(#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core damage.
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LLOCA_3: IEGALLOCA #LO

Similar to Sequence LLOCA 2, a large LOCA event occurs (IEGALLOCA). Due to the LOCA
break flow, the reactor is shut down and the vessel pressure decreases to the low pressure system
shutoff head. Low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual core damage.
The decay heat removal function is not asked in this sequence.

2.5 The Medium LOCA Event Tree

This sections contains information regarding the core damage event tree developed for the medium
LOCA initiator; i.e., %MLOCA.

EVENT TREE MODIFICATION

In the IPE, the frontline system core damage sequences for the medium LOCA initiator were
obtained by linking together S RISKMAN frontline systems event trees; i.e., event trees LOCA,
INTER I, RECO, RHRCS, and LTC 1.

After reviewing the RISKMAN event trees developed for this initiating event, the following key
changes were made:

* Top events modeled in RISKMAN event trees are combined according to the functions
provided by the individual systems.

* With some exceptions (e.g., RP), many top events in RISKMAN event tree INTER I are
incorporated into lower level fault tree models for LOCA signal, operator restoration following
a LOCA signal, etc.

* Recovery top events modeled in RECO are incorporated into the appropriate system fault trees
throughout the model.

* Most top events listed in RISKMAN event trees RHRCS and LTCI are incorporated into the
lower level fault trees for ETA headings DE, LO, and QR. RISKMAN top events Z5, DWTC,
OW, DESC2, RPOP, QS, QC, DESC1, INl, CFF, and IN2 were determined to not be
functional requirements for core damage mitigation.

For the new ETA event tree MLOCA, nodes under each heading may be represented by one or
more fault tree gates. The multiple RISKMAN system models were combined into one fault tree
gate with additional compression achieved by combining similar functions into one final fault tree
gate with multiple inputs. Listed below are the new top logic gates developed for the ETA event
tree nodes and the relevant, original inputs associated with each (i.e., RISKMAN event tree top
events combined into the gate):

#HP-I HPCI
#DEHICOI DE, HI, CO
#LO CO, CS, RA, RB, JS, VA, VB, VOP, NS, NSREC, LC
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#QRQRA OL, QT, RA, RB, VA, VB, VOP, HA, HB, QV, QR

EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings and nodes appear on the tree in the approximate chronological
order that would be expected during a transient.

%AILOCA Medium LOCA Initiating Event. This heading includes only one initiator; i.e.,
%MLOCA.

HuP High Pressure Level Control by IIPCI. This heading models the high pressure
level control as well as cooldown and depressurization functions provided by the
HPCI system. For medium LOCA, RCIC is inadequate for vessel level control.
Only automatic actuation is considered in this heading and IIPCI recovery is not
credited for this initiator. Also included in this heading are the operator actions to
control HPCI to prevent multiple Level 8 trips. Success of this event implies that
HPCI is available to provide the high pressure level control, cooldown, and
depressurization functions. Failure of this event (Branch ID #HP-I) implies that
HPCI is unavailable for the vessel level control and cooldown functions and vessel
depressurization is required.

DE Depressurization of Vessel Before Core Damage. This heading models the
reduction of vessel pressure to permit level recovery. This heading includes the
manual emergency depressurization actions required when all high pressure
injection sources are lost. Also included in this heading is the controlled cooldown
and pressure reduction with the use of condensate booster pumps. This heading is
only asked when HPI fails. Success of this event implies that operators
successfully depressurize the reactor vessel to allow injection by the low pressure
systems. Failure of this event (Branch ID #DEHICO I) implies that reactor vessel
remains at high pressure and core damage would result. #DEI-IICO I also accounts
for a condensate/condensate booster pump injection at a lower reactor pressure,
approximately 500 psig.

LO Low Pressure Injection. This heading models the low pressure injection function
provided by the condensate, core spray, and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
systems. Only automatic actions are considered for core spray and LPCI. Success
of this event implies that low pressure injection is available. Failure of this event
(Branch ID #LO) implies that low pressure injection is unsuccessful.

QR Decay Heat Removal. This heading models decay heat removal by suppression
pool cooling, torus vent, etc. Top logic gate #QRQRA has been developed to
model the node under this heading. Recovery of decay heat removal during the
period prior to containment or ECCS failure is also considered.
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SEQUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "fi prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

MILOCA_2: %MILOCA /#IIP-I I#LO #QRQRA

A medium LOCA event occurs (%MLOCA). Afler reactor trip, high pressure injection by HPCI is
successful (/#HP-1). Vessel pressure is reduced due to the cooldown operation provided by HPCI.
Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat removal function is
unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core damage.

NILOCA_3: %A1LOCA /#MIP-I #LO

Similar to Sequence MLOCA 2, a medium LOCA event occurs (%MLOCA). After reactor trip,
high pressure injection by HPCI is successful (/#HP-l). Vessel pressure is reduced to the low
pressure system shutoff head due to the cooldown operation provided by HPCI. Low pressure
injection is unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual core damage. The decay heat removal
function is not asked in this sequence.

MILOCA_5: %NILOCA #IIP-I /#DEIIICOI I#LO #QRQRA

A medium LOCA event occurs (%MLOCA). After reactor trip, high pressure injection by HPCI
fails (#HP-1). Vessel pressure is successfully reduced either by the cooldown operation of
condensate/condensate booster pumps or by the manual initiation of SRV pressure relief
(/#DEHICOI). Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat removal
function is unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence
MLOCA_2, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failure of IIPCI (#HP-I).

MLOCA_6: %MILOCA #IIP-l /#DEIIICOI #LO

A medium LOCA event occurs (%MLOCA). After reactor trip, high pressure injection by HPCI
fails (#HP-l). Vessel pressure is successfully reduced to the low pressure system shutoff head
either by the cooldown operation of condensate/condensate booster pumps or by the manual
initiation of SRV pressure relief(/#DEHICO I). Low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO)
resulting in eventual core damage. The decay heat removal function is not asked in this sequence.
Compared to Sequence MLOCA-3, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional
failure of HPCI (#HP-I).

MLOCA_7: %XILOCA #IIP-1 #DEIIICOI

A medium LOCA event occurs (%MLOCA). After reactor trip, high pressure injection by HPCI
fails (#HP-1). In addition, vessel pressure reduction is unsuccessful (#DEHICOl) resulting in
eventual core damage.

2.6 The Inadvertent Opening of Relief Valve Event Tree
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This sections contains information regarding the core damage event tree developed for the
inadvertent opening of relief valve initiator; i.e., %IORV.

EVENT TREE MODIFICATION

In the IPE, the frontline system core damage sequences for the inadvertent opening of relief valve
initiator were obtained by linking together 5 RISKMAN frontline systems event trees; i.e., event
trees IORV, INTERi, RECO, RHRCS, and LTCd.

After reviewing the RISKMAN event trees developed for this initiating event, the following key
changes were made:

* Top events modeled in RISKMAN event trees are combined according to the functions
provided by the individual systems.

* With the exception of RP, most of the top events in RISKMAN event tree INTERI are
incorporated into lower level fault tree models for LOCA signal, operator restoration following
a LOCA signal, automatic/emergency depressurization, main condenser availability, etc.

* Recovery top events modeled in RECO are incorporated into the appropriate system fault trees
throughout the model.

* Most top events listed in RISKMAN event trees RHRCS and LTCI are incorporated into the
lower level fault trees for ETA headings DE, LO, and QR. RISKMAN top events Z5, DWTC,
OW, DESC2, RPOP, QS, QC, DESCI, INI, CFF, and IN2 were determined to not be
functional requirements for core damage.

For the new ETA event tree IORV, nodes under each heading may be represented by one or more
fault tree gates. The multiple RISKMAN system models were combined into one fault tree gate
with additional compression achieved by combining similar functions into one final fault tree gate
with multiple inputs. Listed below are the new top logic gates developed for the ETA event tree
nodes and the relevant, original inputs associated with each (i.e., RISKMAN event tree top events
combined into the gate):

BVA BV
#PCS CO, FW, FR, MC, MS
#HP-I HPCI
#DEHICOI DE, HI, CO
#LO CO, CS, RA, RB, JS, VA, VB, VOP, NS, NSREC, LC
#QRQRA OL, QT, RA, RB, VA, VB, VOP, HA, HB, QV, QR

EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings and nodes appear on the tree in the approximate chronological
order that would be expected during a transient.
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%IORV Inadvertent Opening of Relief Valve Initiating Event. This heading includes only
one initiator.

BV Pressure Relief. This heading models the pressure control function performed by
the turbine bypass valves following a plant trip. Failure of this event (Branch ID
BVA) would render the Power Conversion System unavailable.

PCS Power Conversion System. This heading models the availability or unavailability
of the power conversion system to provide the core cooling function. Condensate
system, feedwater system, and main condenser are included in this heading. One
condensate pump and one condensate booster pump are required to support
operation of a single feedwater pump. Only one reactor feed pump is required to
provide feedwater flow to the reactor for level control. If the feedwater is initially
unavailable following a reactor trip, restoration of feedwater prior to initiation of
HPCI on Level 2 is also considered in this heading.

Success of this event implies that condensate, feedwater, and main condenser are
available for plant response following the reactor trip. For the main condenser to
remain available, the MSIVs must remain open, turbine bypass valves must
continue to function and all support for the electrohydraulic control system must be
available. Turbine bypass valves are modeled in the preceding heading (BV).
Failure of this event (Branch ID #PCS) implies that HPCI will be demanded to
operate to provide the high pressure level control function.

IIPI High Pressure Level Control by HPCI. This heading models the high pressure
level control function provided by the HPCI system. Only automatic actuation is
considered in this heading and HPCI recovery is not credited for this initiator.
Also included in this heading are the operator actions to control HPCI to prevent
multiple Level 8 trips. RCIC is inadequate for vessel level control. This event is
only asked in this event tree when turbine bypass valves or PCS is unsuccessful.
Success of this event implies that HPCI is available to provide the high pressure
level control function. Failure of this event (Branch ID #HP-I) implies that HPCI
is unavailable for the vessel level control function and vessel depressurization is
required.

ADED No branches are included for this heading.

DE Depressurization of Vessel Before Core Damage. This heading models the
reduction of vessel pressure to permit level recovery. This heading includes the
manual emergency depressurization actions required when all high pressure
injection sources are lost. Also included in this heading is the controlled cooldown
and pressure reduction with the use of condensate booster pumps. This heading is
only asked when both PCS and HPI fail. Success of this event implies that
operators successfully depressurize the reactor vessel to allow injection by the low
pressure systems. Failure of this event (Branch ID #DEHICOI) implies that
reactor vessel remains at high pressure and core damage would result. #DEHICO I
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also accounts for a condensate/condensate booster pump injection at a lower
reactor pressure, approximately 500 psig.

LO Low Pressure Injection. This heading models the low pressure injection function
provided by the condensate, core spray, and low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
systems. Both automatic and manual actions are considered for core spray and
LPCI. Success of this event implies that low pressure injection is available.
Failure of this event (Branch ID #LO) implies that low pressure injection is
unsuccessful.

QR Decay Heat Removal. This heading models decay heat removal by suppression
pool cooling, torus vent, etc. Top logic gate #QRQRA has been developed to
model the nodes under this heading. Recovery of decay heat removal during the
period prior to containment or ECCS failure is considered.

SEOUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "/" prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

IORV_2: %IORV /BVA /#PCS #QRQRA

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure is
successfully maintained by the turbine bypass valves (/BVA). In addition, condensate, feedwater,
and main condenser operate successfully (/#PCS). Since the power conversion system is
successful, high pressure injection by HPCI is not necessary. The decay heat removal function is
unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core damage.

IORV'_4: %IORN' /BV7A #PCS /#IIP-1 /#LO #QRQRA

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure is
successfully maintained by the turbine bypass valves (/BVA). The power conversion system
(condensate, feedwater, and main condenser) fails to operate (#PCS). High pressure injection by
HPCI is successful (/#HP-l). Vessel pressure is reduced due to the cooldown operation provided
by HPCI. Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat removal function
is unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence IORV 2, this
sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failure of the power conversion system.

IORV_5: %IORV /BVA #PCS /#IIP-1 #LO

Similar to Sequence IORV_4, an inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV).
Vessel pressure is successfully maintained by the turbine bypass valves (/BVA). The power
conversion system (condensate, feedwater, and main condenser) fails to operate (#PCS). High
pressure injection by HPCI is successful (/#HP-1). Vessel pressure is reduced due to the cooldown
operation provided by HPCI. Low pressure injection is unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual
core damage. The decay heat removal function is not asked in this sequence.
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IORV_7: %IORV /BVA #PCS #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 I#LO #QRQRA

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure is
successfully maintained by the turbine bypass valves (IBVA). Both the power conversion system
and high pressure injection by HPCI fail (#PCS and #HP-I). Vessel pressure is successfully
reduced either by the controlled cooldown with the use of condensate/condensate booster pumps or
by the manual initiation of SRV pressure relief (/#DEHICOl). Low pressure injection is successful
(/#LO). However, the decay heat removal function is unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual
core damage.

Compared to Sequence IORV_2, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional
failures of the power conversion system and HPCI (#PCS and #HP-l).

IORN'_8: %IORV /BV'A #PCS #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 #LO

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure is
successfully maintained by the turbine bypass valves (/BVA). Both the power conversion system
and high pressure injection by HPCI fail (#PCS and MHP-I). Vessel pressure is successfully
reduced either by the controlled cooldown with the use of condensate/condensate booster pumps or
by the manual initiation of SRV pressure relief (/#DEHICO 1). Low pressure injection is
unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual core damage. The decay heat removal function is not
asked in this sequence. Compared to Sequence 1ORV_5, this sequence is not minimal since it
involves the additional failure of HPCI (#HP-l).

IORY_9: %IORV /BVA #PCS #IlP-1 #DEIIICO1

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure is
successfully maintained by the turbine bypass valves (/BVA). Both the power conversion system
and high pressure injection by HPCI fail (#PCS and #HP-I). In addition, vessel pressure reduction
is unsuccessful (#DEHICOl) resulting in eventual core damage.

IORY-_11: %IORV BV'A /#IIP-1 I#LO #QRQRA

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure
control by the turbine bypass valves fails (BVA). This also renders the long term heat removal via
the main condenser unavailable. Power conversion system is therefore conservatively modeled as
unavailable. High pressure injection by HPCI is successful (/#HP-1). Vessel pressure is reduced
due to the cooldown operation provided by HPCI. Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO).
However, the decay heat removal function is unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core
damage. Compared to Sequence JORV_2, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the
additional failure of the turbine bypass valves (BVA).

IORV'_12: %1ORV BVA /MlIP-1 #LO

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). Afler reactor trip, vessel pressure
control by the turbine bypass valves fails (BVA). This also renders the long term heat removal via
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the main condenser unavailable. Power conversion system is therefore conservatively modeled as
unavailable. High pressure injection by HPCI is successful (/#HP-l). Vessel pressure is reduced
due to the cooldown operation provided by HPCI. Low pressure injection is unavailable (#LO)
resulting in eventual core damage.

IORV_14: %IORV BVA #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 /#LO #QRQRA

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure
control by the turbine bypass valves fails (BVA). This also renders the long term heat removal via
the main condenser unavailable. Power conversion system is therefore conservatively modeled as
unavailable. High pressure injection by HPCI fails (#HP-I).

Vessel pressure is successfully reduced either by the controlled cooldown with the use of
condensate/condensate booster pumps or by the manual initiation of SRV pressure relief
(/#DEHICOI). Low pressure injection is successful (/#LO). However, the decay heat removal
function is unavailable (#QRQRA) resulting in eventual core damage. Compared to Sequence
IORV_2, this sequence is not minimal since it involves the additional failures of the turbine bypass
valves and HPCI (BVA and #HP-I).

IORV 15: %IORV BVA #IIP-1 /#DEIIICO1 #LO

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure
control by the turbine bypass valves fails (BVA). This also renders the long term heat removal via
the main condenser unavailable. Power conversion system is therefore conservatively modeled as
unavailable. High pressure injection by HPCI fails (#HP-l). Vessel pressure is successfully
reduced either by the controlled cooldown with the use of condensate/condensate booster pumps or
by the manual initiation of SRV pressure relief (/#DEHICO 1). Low pressure injection is
unsuccessful (#LO) resulting in eventual core damage. The decay heat removal function is not
asked in this sequence. Compared to Sequence IORV_5, this sequence is not minimal since it
involves the additional failure of HPCI (#HP-1).

IORV_16: %IORV BVA #IIP-l #DEIIICO1

An inadvertent opening of relief valve event occurs (%IORV). After reactor trip, vessel pressure
control by the turbine bypass valves fails (BVA). This also renders the long term heat removal
unavailable. Power conversion system is therefore conservatively modeled as unavailable. High
pressure injection by HPCI fails (#HP-I). In addition, vessel pressure reduction is unsuccessful
(#DEHICOI) resulting in eventual core damage.

2.7 The Containment Release Event Tree

This section contains information regarding the containment release event tree.
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EVENT TREE MODIFICATION

In the IPE model, each core damage sequence was first assigned an accident class. This
assignment of the Level I core damage sequences dictated the path through the containment event
tree (CET). The CET evaluates the characteristics of the containment response to the core damage
sequences. It includes top events modeling those functions needed to support debris coolability
and containment heat removal. The plant damage states are assigned to the CET outputs. They are
based on the reactor status, the containment status, and the state of debris cooling. In addition, a
release mode defining the type and the timing of release is also assigned to the CET outputs.

Due to the desire to collapse the number of unique plant damage states in the converted CAFTA
model, it was decided to apply a simplified process of assigning core damage sequences to
appropriate end states. SNC contracted Fauske and Associates (FAI) to develop the simplified
Level 11 model.

The primary purpose of the containment event tree is to identify those sequences resulting in a
Large Early Release from the containment (i.e., rapid, unscrubbed release of airborne aerosols
within 6 hours or prior to effective implementation of offsite emergency response).

EVENT TREE HEADINGS & BRANCHES

The following event tree headings appear on the tree in the approximate chronological order that
would be expected to lead to a release of fission products from the containment.

@I11CDFTOP Core Damage. This event includes all sequences leading to core damage. Since
core damage is a prerequisite to the release of fission products, this is the starting
point for the release categorization.

BYPASS Containment Bypass. This event represents those core damage sequences resulting
in the direct bypass of the containment fission product boundary and a direct
release to the environment. This includes all Interfacing Systems LOCA (V
sequences) and break outside containment sequences.

VINJEC Vessel Injection. This heading models the availability or unavailability of the
vessel injection source. This heading is asked if the containment is not bypassed.
If the injection source is available, it would continue until either the vessel pressure
increases to above the injection shutoff head or the containment fails due to
overpressure since no containment heat removal is available (note that containment
heat removal is unavailable if vessel injection is available since a core damage has
occurred). In case (whether the containment failure occurs prior to vessel failure),
the containment and vessel failure times would be close with injection available.
This would lead to a large release from the containment. If the injection source is
unavailable, the containment response would be dependent on the containment
heat removal asked in the next heading.
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CIIR Containment Heat Removal. This heading models the containment heat removal
by the combination of drywell spray and suppression pool cooling. This heading is
asked when the vessel injection is unavailable. If vessel injection is available, loss
of containment heat removal is implied since core damage has already occurred. If
the containment heat removal is available, the containment would remain intact.
The drywell would be maintained at a relatively low pressure (with drywell spray
available) minimizing the driving force for the release of fission products through
leakage paths. The result is a small release from the containment. With no
containment heat removal, venting would be required to limit the containment
pressure rise.

VENT Containment Venting. This heading models containment venting via the drywell
vent line or the wetwell vent line. It is asked when both the vessel injection and
containment heat removal are unavailable. This is a multi-branch heading. The
top branch represents successful containment venting via the wetwell vent line.
The middle branch models successful venting via the drywell vent line. The
bottom branch reflects unsuccessful venting.

Venting through the wetwell will provide fission product scrubbing and venting
from the drywell will result in an unscrubbed release. If the containment venting is
unsuccessful, the containment pressure will continue to rise until the containment
fails. However, the timing between the failure of the vessel and that of the
containment is affected by the vessel pressure and drywell spray.

VDPR Vessel Depressurization. This heading models the reduction of vessel pressure.
The status of this heading affects the timing between the failure of the vessel and
that of the containment. This heading is asked when vessel injection, containment
heat removal, and containment venting are all unavailable. If the vessel is not
depressurized at the time of its failure, the drywvell pressure would rise rapidly until
the containment fails at time close to that of vessel failure. If the vessel is
depressurized at the time of its failure, the rate of drywell pressure increase would
not be sufficiently high to result in a containment failure occurring soon after
vessel failure. As such, this scenario would not be an early release. Due to the
elevated temperature in the containment caused by heatup from the debris bed
(radiant heat) and concrete ablation, the containment failure pressure is reduced in
this case. There is a long time between the vessel and containment failures. In the
event of no vessel depressurization, drywvell spray can also limit the pressure
increase in the containment.

DWVSP Drywvell Spray. This heading models the availability or unavailability of drywell
spray to limit the rate of containment pressure rise. This heading is asked when
vessel injection, containment heat removal, containment venting, and vessel
depressurization are all unavailable. If drywell spray is available, it can suppress
the initial steam mass and reduce containment pressure rise. The drywell gas space
temperature would increase. However, containment fails due to overpressure (not
at a reduced pressure) caused by the spray water steaming from contact with the
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debris bed. This leads to an OPD end state. If drywell spray is unavailable, the
drywell pressure rises quickly. Due to the lack of decay heat removal, the drywell
gas temperature increases to the point where there is a reduced containment failure
pressure due to the-escalated temperature. An OT end state results in this case.

CNNIT Containment Overpressure Failure. This heading models the containment
overpressure failure location. This heading is asked when vessel injection is
available and containment heat removal is unavailable. Failure of this heading
includes drywell failure and wetwell water space failure. This would result in an
unscrubbed release. Success of this heading implies a wetwell airspace failure.

SEQUENCES

The following sequence descriptions use a "P" prior to the branch designation to denote the success
path of the branch and the branch name alone to designate the failure path.

LER-OPD: @IIICDFTOP /BYPASS IVINJEC CNMIT

In LEROPD, vessel injection is available with no containment heat removal following a core
damage. Due to overpressure, the containment fails either prior to or soon after the vessel failure.
The containment failure location is either in the drywell or in the wetwell water space. As a result,
an unscrubbed release occurs.

LERVD: @IIICDFTOP /BYPASS VINJEC CIIR DNNVrENT

Following the core damage, vessel injection and containment heat removal are unavailable. To
reduce the containment pressure, venting via the drywell vent line is performned. This provides no
scrubbing.

LEROT: @IH1CDI`TOP /BYPASS QV VDPR DWSP

Following the core damage, vessel injection, containment heat removal, containment venting,
vessel depressurization, and drywell spray are all unavailable. The drywvell pressure rises rapidly.
The containment fails at a pressure lower than the design pressure due to the increased temperature
in the drywell gas space caused by the loss of containment heat removal.

LERCB: @IIICDIFTOP BYPASS

This sequence involves the occurrence of either a break outside containment or an interfacing
system LOCA.
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1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW

The methodology employed in the model integration and quantification task is based on a fault
tree-linking approach. As shown in Figure 1.1, the methodology utilizes event trees to define the
progression of an accident sequence from an initiating event to an undesirable state such as core
damage. Appendix A contains definitions for many key terms used throughout this document.

Figure 1.1 Large LOCA Accident Sequence Event Tree

LLOCA I LO I QR Outcome Sequence

OK LLOCA_I

IEGALLOCA #QRQRA
CD LLOCA_2

CD LLOCA_3

The status of mitigation functions (i.e., 'up' branch is success and 'down' branch is failure) along
an event tree path determines the final outcome of the accident sequence. Therefore, failure
sequences can be obtained by ANDing the down branch of successive mitigation finctions, while
success sequences can be obtained by ANDing the up branch of mitigation functions. In this
example, the core damage sequence LLOCA_3 represents the occurrence of a large LOCA
initiating event (i.e., event %LLOCA or %ALOCA designated as IEGALLOCA) and subsequent
failures of the low pressure injection systems for inventory control (i.e., event #LO).

Since the fault tree linking methodology involves the solution of large fault tree models, it is
necessary to translate the event tree logic to equivalent fault tree models called the accident
sequence logic. The accident sequence logic models represent combinations of the initiating event
with the top logic fault trees.

The top logic represents a set of fault tree models that provide the primary interface between the
event tree model and frontline system fault tree models. The top logic models failures of
mitigation functions. For example, in Figure 1.2, top logic model LLOCA_3 includes the Large
LOCA event and failure of the low pressure injection mitigation function. The frontline fault tree
models represent failures of systems that directly support a mitigation function. In Figure 1.2, the
frontline system model LPCI represents failure of the Residual Heat Removal System in the low
pressure coolant injection mode.

The support system fault tree models represent failures of systems that support the function of the
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frontline systems. In Figure 1.2, support system fault tree model ELEC represents failure of
Electric Power to RHR pumps and valves. As shown on this figure, the accident sequence logic,
top logic, frontline system, and support system fault tree models are linked together within CAFTA
to form an integrated fault tree model. This fault tree contains all the necessary logic required to
quantify the accident sequences defined by the event trees.

For accident sequences that do not involve the success of any mitigation functions, only one
accident sequence logic fault tree model is required for quantification.

In Figure 1.2, core damage sequence LLOCA_3 is represented by the AND of initiating event
IEGALLOCA (i.e., %LLOCA or %ALOCA) and the top logic model #LO for the low pressure
injection function. Core damage sequence LLOCA_3 is quantified by solving the fault tree model
for initiating events %LLOCA and %ALOCA and top logic model #LO. The results are in the
form of CUTSETS that are combinations of failure events that result in core damage.

For accident sequences that contain successful mitigation functions, the fault tree models for the
success functions are also required for quantification. For sequence LLOCA_2, function #QRQRA
has failed, but function #LO has succeeded. To account for the success of #LO, the "delete-term"
(DELTERM) procedure is used which removes cutsets from the failed function(s) containing
events that fail the success function. For the LLOCA_2 sequence in Figure 1.2, the delete-term
procedure is implemented by the following steps:

1. Solve the fault tree model for #QRQRA.

2. Solve the fault tree model for #LO.

3. Compare the cutsets for #LO with #QRQRA.

4. Delete any cutsets in #QRQRA that contain event combinations that are identical or are a
superset of combinations already appearing in #LO.

The details of the overall quantification methodology, and its implementation using the CAFTA
software, are described in the subsequent sections of this document. An overview of the
quantification process is provided in Figure 1.3, where one can follow the original fault tree file
through quantification, cutset manipulation, and output of final cutsets. Also, Figure 1.3 specifies
the codes required to perform the quantification, and details the content and purpose of each input
to the process. The left side of Figure 1.3 describe the inputs and the actual quantification is
performed in PRAQUANT which is the software used by the CAFTA model for this purpose.
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Figure 1.2 Overview of the Master Fault Tree Structure.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCE MODELS

2.1 Fault Tree Model Integration

As discussed in section 1.0, the quantification methodology employed for this project requires that the
accident sequence logic, top logic, front-line system logic, and the support system logic fault tree be
integrated into a single fault tree model. This process was implemented within the CAFTA software
package by way of combining the fault tree models and associated data base into the following
computer files:

FILE PURPOSE
HATCH 1 .CAF CAFTA file containing the accident sequence, top logic, front-line system logic

and support system logic fault tree models.
HATCH 1 .GT CAFTA file containing descriptions of logic gates used in HATCH I .CAF.
HATCH 1 .BE CAFTA file containing description and numerical data for basic events used in

HATCH 1 .CAF.
HATCH 1 .TC CAFTA file containing component failure rates for basic events used in

HATCH I .CAF.

The CAFTA software treats these files as a single fault tree model containing all required logic with
associated descriptions and data. A description of how the Hatch Unit I fault tree model is developed
is provided in this section. I

Proper integration of the Hatch Unit I fault tree model was ensured by verifying that the appropriate
gates were accurately defined at the following interfaces:

(1) Accident sequence fault tree to top logic fault tree.
(2) Accident sequence fault tree to front line system fault tree.
(3) Top logic fault tree to front line system fault tree.
(4) Front-line system fault tree to support system fault tree.

2.2 Accident Sequence Fault Tree Models

The methodology for developing accident sequence fault tree models was discussed in section 1.0.
This process requires the identification of top logic fault tree models, and/or front-line fault tree
models for each failed branch along the event tree path for a given accident sequence. Table 2.1
contains a summary of fault tree models identified for each accident sequence. The information in
Table 2.1 was used to derive the accident sequence fault tree models described in sections 2.2.1
through 2.2.6.
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Table (2.1) Fault Tree Models for Failed Event Tree Branches

Initiator | Accident Sequence Nantes Fault Tree Afodels

Large LOCAs LLOCA_2, LLOCA_3 #LO, #QRQRA
(IEGALLOCA)

Medium LOCAs (%MLOCA) MLOCA_2, MLOCA_3, #HP-1, #DEHICOI, #LO, #QRQRA
MLOCA_7

Inadvertent Opening of An IORV_2, IORV_5, IORV_9, BVA, #PCS, #HP-1, #DEHICOI,
SRV (%IORV) lORV 12 IORV_16 #LO, #QRQRA

Transients (IEGGT) GT_3, GT_4, GT_7, GT_9, #BVPR, #SORVO, #SORVI,
GT_14, GT_15, GT_16, #SORV2, #SORV3, #PCS, #1P-I,
GT_18, GT_21, GT_25, #ADED, #RP, #DEHICOI, #LO,
GT_27, GT_30, GT_34, #QRINIREC, #QT, #QR, #QRQRA,
GT_36, GT_37, GT_39, #HP-3
GT 42, GT 46

Anticipated Transients ATWS_3, ATWS_6, ATWS_7, #RSCRAM, RPT, #BVPR, #SORV0,
Without Scram (IEGATWS) ATWSlOB, ATWS_12, #SORV1, #SORV2, #SORV3, #PCS,

ATWS 19, ATWS_20, HPCI-1, #BI, #TINJ, #HR, ADW,
ATWS_21, ATWS_24, #ADEDWS, ADWS, #DEWS, #DE,
ATWS 25, ATWS_26, #LOWS, #QR, #QT
ATWS_29, ATWS_32,
ATWS_45, ATWS_46,
ATWS_47, ATWS_49,
ATWS_50, ATWS_54,
ATWS_58, ATWS_59,
ATWS 63, ATWS_64,
ATWS 102, ATWS_103,
ATWS 107, ATWS_108,
ATWS 110, ATWS 111,
ATWS_112, ATWS_113,
ATWS_ 114, ATWS_115,
ATWS 116

Loss of Offsite Power LOSP 2, LOSP_4, LOSP 7, #BVPR, #SORVO, #SORV I,
(%LOSP) LOSP_913, LOSP_10A, #SORV2, #SORV3, #HP-1, #ADED,

LOSP_1013, LOSPI IA, #DE, #LO, #QR, #QT, #HP-13 (Rev I
LOSP_1 IB, LOSP_13, change removed FL-HPI-B-S)
LOSP 14, LOSP 18,
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Table (2.1) Fault Tree Models for Failed Event Tree Branches

Initiator | Accident Sequence A'names Fault Tree Alo(dels

LOSP 20, LOSP_21,
LOSP_25, LOSP_27,
LOSP_28, LOSP_30,
LOSP 31, LOSP 35

Break Outside Containment N/A ULFWA, ULFWB, ULHPCI,
and Interfacing System ULRCIC, ULRWCU, ULMSL,
LOCA (%ULFWA, %VSEQ
%ULFWXB, %ULHPCI,
%ULRCIC, %RWCU,
%MSL, %VSEQ)

2.2.1. Large LOCA Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

LLOCA_2, LLOCA_3

Accident Sequence Lo-ic

LLOCA_2: IEGALLOCA #QRQRA

LLOCA_3: IEGALLOCA #LO

2.2.2. Medium LOCA Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

MLOCA_2, MLOCA_3, MLOCA_7

Accident Sequence Logic

MLOCA_2: %MLOCA #QRQRA

MLOCA_3: %MLOCA #LO

MLOCA_7: %MLOCA #HP-1 #DEHICOI
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2.2.3. Inadvertent Opening of an SRV Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

IORV_2, IORV_5, IORV9, IORV_12, 1ORV_16

Accident Sequence Logic

IORV_2: %IORV #QRQRA

IORV_5: %IORV #PCS #LO

IORV_9: %IORV #PCS #HP-1 #DEHICOI

IORV_12: %IORV BVA #LO

IORV_16: %IORV BVA #HP-l #DEHICOI

2.2.4 Transient Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

GT_3, GT_4, GT7, GT_9, GT_14, GT_15, GT_16, GT_18, GT_21, GT_25, GT_27, GT_30, GT_34,
GT_36, GT_37, GT_39, GT_42, GT_46

Accident Sequence Logic

GT_3: #SORVO #ADED #QRINIREC

GT_4: #SORVO #ADED #LO

GT_7: #SORVO #PCS #RP #QRINIREC

GT_9: #SORVO #PCS #RP #LO #QT

GT_14:#SORVO #PCS #HP-1 #QR

GT_15 : #SORVO #PCS #HP-1 #LO

GT_16 : #SORVO #PCS #HP-3 #DEHICOI (Rev I added NOT gate
GT-G021)

GT_18: #SORVI #QRQRA

GT_21 : #SORV I #PCS #LO
GT 25: #SORVI #PCS #HP-3 #DEHICOI
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GT_27: #SORV2 #QRQRA

GT_30: #SORV2 #PCS #LO

GT_34: #SORV2 #PCS #HP-3 #DEHICO1

GT_36: #SORV3 #QRQRA

GT_37: #SORV3 #LO

GT_39: #BVPR#QRQRA

GT_42: #BVPR#PCS #LO

GT_46 : #BVPR#PCS #HP-3 #DEHICOI

2.2.5. ATW S Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

ATWS_3, ATWS_6, ATWS 7, ATWS_1OB, ATWS_12, ATWS_19, ATWS_20, ATWS_21,
ATWS_24, ATWS 25, ATWS 26, ATWS_29, ATWS 32, ATWS_45, ATWS_46, ATWS_47,
ATWS_49, ATWS 50, ATWS_54, ATWS_58, ATWS_59, ATWS_63, ATWS_64, ATWS_102,
ATWS_103, ATWS_107, ATWS_108, ATWS_110, ATWS_I I 1, ATWS_112, ATWS_113,
ATWS_114, ATWS_115, ATWS_116

Accident Sequence Logic

ATWS_3:

ATWS_6:

ATWS_7:

ATWSIOB:

ATWS_12:

ATWS_19:

ATWS_20:

ATWS_21:
ATWS_24:

ATWS_25:

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM
#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO
#SORVO

#SORVO

#QR

#ADEDWS

#ADEDWS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS
#PCS

#PCs

#LOWS

#DEWS

#LOWS

#DE

#HR

#HR

#HR
#T1NJ

#TINJ

#QT

#QT

#LOWS

#DE

ADWS
#LOWS

#DE
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ATWS_26:

ATWS_29:

ATWS_32:

ATWS_45:

ATWS_46:

ATWS_47:

ATWS_49:

ATWS_50:

ATWS_54:

ATWS_58:

ATWS_59:

ATWS_63:

ATWS_64:

ATWS_102:

ATWS_103:

ATWS_107:

ATWS_108:

ATWS_110:

ATWSI I1:

ATWS_112:

ATWS_113:
ATWS_114:

ATWS_115:

ATWS_116:

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM
#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#RSCRAM

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORV0

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORV1

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORVI

#SORV2

#SORV2

#SORV2

#SORV2
#SORV3

#BVPR

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#QR

#LOWS

#ADEDWS

#HR

#HR

#TINJ

#TINJ

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#PCS

#QR

#LOWS

#DE

ADWS

#TINJ ADWS

#BI #LOWS

#BI ADWS

IIPCI-I #LOWS

HPCI-I #DE

HPCI-I ADWS

#DEWS

#DE

ADWS

#DE

ADWS

#BI

#BI

HPCI-I #DE

HPCI-I ADWS

#DE

ADWS

RPT
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2.2.6. Loss of Offsite Power Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

LOSP_2, LOSP_4, LOSP-, LOSP_9B, LOSP_10A, LOSPOB, LOSP_1 IA, LOSP_1 IB, LOSP_13,
LOSP_14, LOSP_18, LOSP_20, LOSP_21, LOSP_25, LOSP_27, LOSP_28, LOSP_30, LOSP_31,
LOSP_35

Accident Sequence Logic

LOSP_2:

LOSP_4:
FLHPl-S)

LOSP_7:
FLHPI-S)

LOSP_9B:

LOSP_ IOA:
FL HPI-S)

LOSP_1OB:

LOSPl lA:
FLHPI-S)

LOSP_l lB:

LOSP_13:

LOSP_14:

LOSP_18:

LOSP_20:

LOSP_21:
LOSP_25:

LOSP_27:

LOSP_28:

LOSP_30:

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP
%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

%LOSP

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORVO

#SORV1

#SORV1

#SORVI

#SORV2

#SORV2
#SORV2

#SORV3

#SORV3

#BVPR#QR

#QR

#LO

#ADED

#HP-1

#HP-1

#HP-1

#HP-1

#HP-1

#QR

#LO

#HP-1

#QR

#LO
#HP-1

#QR

#LO

FL_HPI-B-S

#QT

#LO

#QR

#LO

#LO

#DE

#DE

(Revl removed

(Rev 1 removed

#HP-B

(Revl removed

#HP-B

(Revl removed

#HP-B

#DE

#DE
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LOSP_31: %LOSP #BVPR #LO

#BVPR#HP-ILOSP_35: %LOSP #DE

2.2.7. Break Outside Containment and Interfacing System LOCA Sequences

Sequence Name(s)

ULFWA, ULFWB, ULHPCI, ULRCIC, ULRWCU, ULMSL, %VSEQ

Accident Sequence Logic

ULFWA:

ULFWB:

ULHPCI:

ULRCIC:

ULRWCU:

ULMSL:

%VSEQ:

%ULFWA FWAISO

%ULFWB FWBISO

%ULHPCI HPISO

%ULRCIC RCISO

%RWCU

%MSL

RWISO

MSISO

%VSEQ

2.2.8 Development of Core Damage Frequency (CDF) Model

The top gates of the fault tree logic models representing the failed (core damage) branches of the event
trees for each of the initiating events considered, as outlined in Table 2. 1, were connected under an OR
gate named @HICDFTOP. The gate inputs to @HICDFTOP, shown below, are comprised of gates
representing core damage sequence names defined previously in sections 2.2.1 through 2.2.7.
Quantification of gate @HI CDr-TOP yields the total (average) core damage frequency, since the data
used for the initiating events in all the fault tree logic models under this gate are expressed in terms of
events per year.

Gates Under (OCDFTOP Defined by Sequence Name(s)

@ALLOCA LLOCA_2, LLOCA_3

@MLOCA MLOCA_2, MLOCA_3,
MLOCA_7

@IORV IORV_2, IORV_5, IORV_9,
IORV_12, IORV_16
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@TRANS GT_3, GT_4, GT_7, GT_9,
GT_14, GT_15, GT_16, GT_18,
GT_21, GT_25, GT_27, GT_30,
GT_34, GT_36, GT_37, GT_39,
GT_42, GT_46

@ATWS ATWS 3, ATWS_6, ATWS_7,
ATWS_10B,ATWS_12,
ATWS_19, ATWS_20,
ATWS 21, ATWS_24,
ATWS 25, ATWS_26,
ATWS 29, ATWS_32,
ATWS_45, ATWS_46,
ATWS 47, ATWS_49,
ATWS_50, ATWS_54,
ATWS_58, ATWS_59,
ATWS_63, ATWS_64,
ATWS_102, ATWS_103,
ATWS_107, ATWS_108,
ATWS_110,ATWSI1,
ATWS 112, ATWS_113,
ATWS_114, ATWS_115,
ATWS_116

@LOSP LOSP 2, LOSP_4, LOSP_7,
LOSP_9B LOSP_10A,
LOSPOB, LOSP_I IA,
LOSPIIB, LOSP_13,LOSP_14,
LOSP 18, LOSP_20, LOSP_21,
LOSP_25, LOSP_27, LOSP_28,
LOSP_30, LOSP_31, LOSP_35

@ULOCAVSEQ ULFWA, ULFWB, ULHPCI,
ULRCIC, ULRWCU, ULMSL,
%VSEQ

2.2.9. Development of Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) Model

In the development of the CAFTA fault tree model, the Large Early Release Frequency model has
been completely restructured based on the analysis performed by Fauske and Associates Incorporated
(FAI). The following core damage sequences are identified as leading to large early release:

1. Containment Bypass (LERCB). This involves all break outside containment and interfacing
system LOCA sequences.

2. Containment Overpressure Failure (LEROPD). This involves sequences with vessel injection
available, but no containment heat removal. Containment fails due to overpressure prior to or
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soon after the vessel failure. The containment failure location is either in the drywell or in the
wetwell water space.

3. Drywell Venting (LER VD). This involves sequences with vessel injection, containment heat
removal, and wetwell venting unavailable.

4. Containment Overtemperature Failure (LER OT). This involves sequences with vessel injection,
containment heat removal, containment venting, vessel depressurization, and drywell spray
unavailable.

The top gates of the fault tree logic models representing the above four types of large early release
sequences were connected under an OR gate named @H I LERFTOP. The gate inputs to
@HILERFTOP, shown below, are comprised of gates representing core damage sequences
characterized by the function failures defined in the preceding. To make the tree logic evaluation as
efficient as possible, failures of functions listed above that are already accounted for in the core
damage sequences defined previously are not repeated in the top logic for @H I LERFTOP.
Quantification of gate @HILERFTOP yields the total (average) large early release frequency, since
the data used for the initiating events in all the fault tree logic models under this gate are expressed in
terms of events per year.

There are four gates under @HI LERFTOP: LERCB, LEROPD, LER_VD, and LEROT.

Gate LERCB is identical to gate @ULOCAVSEQ defined in Section 2.2.7.

Gate LEROPD represents containment drywell failure due to overpressure resulting from core
damage sequences with vessel injection and no containment heat removal. Basic event CNMT2&3
models drywell failure given containment overpressure failure. In addition to basic event CNMT2&3
two NOT gates are included under LER OPD. Each describes a SUCCESS path for vessel injection.
These items take the place of Mutually Exclusive Events which were made obsolete with Revision I to
the CAFTA model. The NOT gates are LER-G007 and LER-G008. (Rev 1) Four groups of core
damage sequences are included in this end state. The first group includes LLOCA_2, MLOCA_2,
IORV_2, GT 3, GT7, GT 14, GT 18, GT. 27, GT 36, GT_39, ATWS_49, ATWS_1l0, LOSP_2,
LOSP_9B, LOSP 13, LOSP_20, LOSP_27, and LOSP_30. In this group of core damage sequences,
vessel injection is available and containment heat removal is lost. No additional logic is needed to
account for these functional characteristics.

The second group of core damage sequences include ATWS 29, ATWS_32, ATWS_102,
ATWS_103, and ATWS_116. For this group of sequences, vessel injection is available. Containment
heat removal would be completely lost if the hardened vent fails. As such, gate QV that models
failure of the hardened vent is ANDed with these sequences to account for the complete loss of
containment heat removal.

The third group of core damage sequences include ATWS 21, ATWS_25, ATWS_26, ATWS_54,
ATWS 59, ATWS_63, ATWS_64, ATWS 112, ATWS_113, ATWS 114, and ATWS_115. To
account for the total loss of the containment heat removal, this group of sequences is ANDed with
both gates QV and CHR. Gate CHR models the containment heat removal including suppression pool
cooling and drywvell spray.
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The fourth group of core damage sequences include ATWS-45, ATWS-46, ATWS-47, ATWS_107,
ATWS_108, ATWSI I , ATWS_112, ATWS_113, ATWS_114, and ATWS_ 15. For this group of
sequences, there would be insufficient containment heat removal if boron injection by the standby
liquid control system is unavailable. As such, this group of sequences is ANDed with gate #31.

Gate LERVD represents drywell venting with both vessel injection and containment heat removal
unavailable. However, drywell venting would only be used if the wetwell vent is unavailable. To
account for this condition. gate OV-GOOMIE (VENT LINE FROM TORUS FAILS) modeling failure
of the wetwell venting is ANDed with all of the sequences in this end state. In addition NOT gate
VD G010 is ANDED with the group sequences to account for SUCCESS of drwvell venting. This
NOT gate accounts for failures which would preclude dmvlell venting. This NOT gate takes the place
of Mutually Exclusive Events that were made obsolete by removal of flag. FL LER VD. (Rev 1).
There are four groups of sequences in this end state. The first group includes GT 9 and LOSP_4.
Vessel injection and containment heat removal failure are already included as part of the sequence
logic for these core damage sequences. As such, no additional logic is needed for these two
sequences.

The second group includes LLOCA_3, MLOCA 3, MLOCA_7, IORV 5, IORV_9, IORV_12,
IORV_16, GT_4, GT_15, 6, 6 GTT21, GT_25, GT 30, GT34, GT37, GT42, GT_46,
ATWS_lOB, ATWS_12, ATWS_19, ATWS_20, ATWS_24, ATWS_25, ATWS 45, ATWS_46,
ATWS_50, ATWS_58, ATWS_107, ATWS_111, LOSP_7, LOSPiOA, LOSP_1OB, LOSP_1I A,
LOSP_ I B, LOSP_14, LOSP_18, LOSP_21, LOSP_25, LOSP 28, LOSP_31, and LOSP 35. These
sequences are ANDed with gate CHR to account for containment heat removal failure.

The third group of sequences includes ATWS_21, ATWS_26, ATWS_47, ATWS_54, ATWS_59,
ATWS_63, ATWS_64, ATWS_108, ATWS_113, and ATWS_114. These sequences are ANDed with
gate #LOWS to account for failure of low pressure injection.

The fourth group of sequences includes ATWS_112 and ATWS_ 15. For these sequences, both gate
LERVD-G064 modeling failure of high pressure injection and gate #LOWS modeling failure of low
pressure injection are included in the top logic to account for the unavailability of vessel injection.
High pressure injection (i.e., feedwater or HPCI) is needed for vessel depressurization to allow
injection by the low pressure injection systems.

Gate LEROT represents overtemperature failure of the containment drywell with vessel injection,
containment heat removal, containment venting, vessel depressurization, and drywell spray
unavailable. To account for the unavailability of the drywell spray, sequences in this end state are
ANDed with gate OW. In addition, they are also ANDed with gate QV to account for failure of
containment venting. There are four groups of sequences in this end state. The first group includes
GT_9 and LOSP_4. These two sequences are ANDed with gate #DE to account for failure of vessel
depressurization.

The second group of core damage sequences includes MLOCA 7, IORV 9. IORV 16, GTI 5,
GT 16, GT 25, GT 34, GT 46, ATWS_12, ATWS 20, ATWS-25, ATWS_46, ATWS_58,
ATWS_107, LOSP_I IA, LOSP_1 lB, LOSP 18, LOSP_25, and LOSP_35. These sequences are
ANDed with gate CHR to account for loss of containment heat removal.
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The third group of sequence includes ATWS_112. This sequence is ANDed with gates #PCS and
HPCI- I to account for the unavailability of vessel depressurization. The fourth group includes
ATWSI I5. This sequence is also ANDed with gate #DE, in addition to #PCS and HPCI-1, to
account for vessel depressurization failure.

23 Development of Flag Files

Flag files are CAFTA files that are merged with HATCH 1 .CAF during the quantification process, to
control the configuration of fault tree models. The flag files contain logic flag events which are used
to enable or disable portions of the fault tree logic models. They may also include initiating events
that are excluded from the accident fault tree models during the quantification process.

The flag files define the status (i.e., True or False) of these events for different groups of sequences
during the quantification process. Each line in a flag file contains the event name, a logic gate type
(i.e., EQU), and a status identifier (i.e., .T. = TRUE and .F. = FALSE), separated by at least one blank
space. The quantification analyst may assign any name to a flag file as long as an extension ".CAF" is
included.

Typical entries in a flag file are represented as follows:

Flag Name Gate Setting Description
FL-IT47B007A-R EQU .T. Sets drywell cooler IT47B007A as RUNNING (In

Service) at the start of the event.
FL-IT47B007B-NR EQU .F. Sets drywvell cooler IT47B007B as NOT

RUNNING (Standby) at the start of the event.

The flag files may also be in the form of CAFTA logic structure files (i.e., ".CAF" files).
Representation identical to the settings in the table above is used in these logic structure files.
For the Hatch Unit I model, all of the flag event settings are contained in 111 FLAG.CAF.

It is important to note that events defined as "true" or 'Yfalse" no longer belong in the fault tree logic,
and are deleted by CAFTA. When redefining events tnte andfalse, CAFTA automatically restructures
the fault tree logic. If it is desirable to keep the logic intact (i.e., when performing sensitivity on a
conditional probability event), the event probability should be set to I or 0, corresponding to true and
false, respectively. By assigning an event probability as opposed to logical redefinition, the events are
retained, and the logic remains intact.

2.4 Development Of Mutually Exclusive Events Files

The mutually exclusive events file, HIMUTEXC.CUT, is a CAFTA cutset file that contains the
mutually exclusive events defined by the Accident Sequence and Systems Analysis Task Leaders.
These may include all dual-initiator events and combinations of component maintenance events that
violate the plant technical specifications. Each cutset in the file contains a set of mutually exclusive
events identified by their CAFTA fault tree basic event names.
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2.5 Initiating Event Impacts

An essential step in the quantification process is to accurately account for the impact of initiating
events in the Hatch Unit 1 fault tree model. For example, a loss of DC power initiating event may
cause a reactor scram, fail RCIC, and fail power to DC related equipment. The impact of this initiator
is accounted for by inserting this initiating event under fault tree gates that fail DC power and other
affected equipment. Table 2.3 contains a summary of logic gates in the Hatch Unit I fault tree model
that are affected by each initiator.
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Table (2.3) SUMMARY OF INITIATING EVENT IMPACT

Initiator Description Quantifi- Affected Gates in IATCHI.CAF
_ _ _ _. 1 cation

%ALOCA LOCA INITIATING Data CO, CO-1, HP-GO 12, IEGALLOCA,
EVENT - SPURIOUS Analysis IEGLOCA, IEGMLOCA, LBL,
ELECTRICAL SRV NOLOPLOPSW
ACTUATION AND

. 3BLOWDOWN
%ATWSF ATWS FOLLOWING Data (Rev I removes FW-G007), IEGATWS-A,
W LOSS OF FEEDWATER Analysis IEGLOFW, MC-G008, MC-G022, RPSSIG-

EVENT G007, (Rev 1 adds FW-G002 and FW-G023)

%ATWSM ATWS FOLLOWING Data BVPR-GO19, FW-MSCVML, IEGATWS-A,
S MSIV CLOSURE/LOSS Analysis MC-G003, RPSSIG-G009

OF CONDENSER
VACUUM EVENT

%ATWSTT ATWS FOLLOWING Data (Rev I removes FW-G007), FWNOLOFW,
TURBINE TRIP EVENT Analysis IEGATWS-A, MC-G008, MC-G022,

RPSSIG-G008, (Rev I adds FW-G002 and
FW-GO23)

%IORV INADVERTENTLY Data CONOLOFW, CO-SORV, (Rev I removes
OPENED SRV Analysis FR-G009 and FW-G004), FWNOLOFW,
INITIATING EVENT IEGLOCA, LOCASIG-NOMLBL, MC-

G022, NOLOPLOPSW, #SORV 1, (Rev I
adds FW-G083)

%LLOCA LARGE BREAK LOCA Data CO, CO-I, HP-GO12, IEGALLOCA,
INSIDE DRYWELL Analysis IEGLOCA, IEGMLOCA, JS-G004, JS-
INITIATING EVENT GO 13, JS-GOOMDE, JS-GOOMMG, LBL,

NOLOPLOPSW
%LOCV LOSS OF CONDENSER Data BVPR-G004, BVPR-G022, BVPR-G034,

VACUUM INITIATING Analysis CONOLOFW, FR-G004, FW-MSCVML,
EVENT IEGGT, MC-G007, MC-G022, NBA-G024,

NOLOCLOPLOPSW, NOLOPLOPSW,
SORVO-G007, SORVI-G007, SORV2-
G007, SORV3-G007, VI8

Rev I splits LOSS OF FEEDWATER Data BVPR-G022, BVPR-G043, (Rev I removes
%LOFW INITIATING EVENT Analysis FR-G007), IEGGT, IEGLOFW, MC-G022,
into two (Rev I allows for LOFW NBA-G024, NOLOCLOPLOPSW,
events. due to loss of condensate NOLOPLOPSW, SORVO-G004, SORV I -
%LOFW- system alone and LOFW G004, SORV2-G004, SORV3-G004, V18,
FW due to other faults) (Rev I adds %LOFW-FW and %LOFW-CO
%LOFW- under SORVO-G042)
CO
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Table (2.3) SUMMARY OF INITIATING EVENT IMPACT

Initiator I Description Quantifi- Affected Gates in HATCIII.CAF
cation

%LOSP LOSS OF OFFSITE Data CONOLOFW, HP-ASTARTCOND, HP-
POWER INITIATING Analysis BSTARTCOND, NBA-G024, OGA,
EVENT U2LOSP

%MLOCA MEDIUM BREAK LOCA Data CO-MLOCA, CONOLOFW, IEGLOCA,
INSIDE DRYWELL Analysis IEGMLOCA, MBL, NOLOPLOPSW
INITIATING EVENT

%MSIVC MSIV CLOSURE Data IEGMSIVC, NBA-G024
INITIATING EVENT Analysis

%SCRAM REACTOR SCRAM Data IEGSCRAM, NOLOCLOPLOPSW, VI 8
INITIATING EVENT Analysis

%SLOCA SMALL BREAK LOCA Data DE-G037, IEGLOCA, IEGSCRAM,
INSIDE DRYWELL Analysis LOCASIG-NOM LBL, SMALLLEAK
INITIATING EVENT

%TTRIP TURBINE TRIP Data IEGTTRIP
INITIATING EVENT Analysis

%ULFWA FEEDWATER LINE A Data ULFWA
BREAK INITIATING Analysis
EVENT

%ULFWB FEEDNWATER LINE B Data ULFWB
BREAK INITIATING Analysis
EVENT

%ULHPCI HPCI STEAM LINE Data ULHPCI
BREAK INITIATING Analysis
EVENT

%ULMSL MAIN STEAM LINE Data ULMSL
BREAK INITIATING Analysis
EVENT .-

%ULRCIC RCIC STEAM LINE Data ULRCIC
BREAK INITIATING Analysis
EVENT

%ULRWC RWCU LINE BREAK Data ULRWCU
U INITIATING EVENT Analysis

%VSEQ INTERFACING Data and LERCB, @ULOCAVSEQ
SYSTEMS LOCA Special
INITIATING EVENT Analysis

&BUSC TRIP CAUSED BY LOSS Fault AC-IR23S003, FR-G008, FW-MSCVML,
OF 600-V BUS C Tree IEGSCRAM, L-BC, NOLOCLOPLOPSW,

V18

&BUSD TRIP CAUSED BY LOSS Fault AC-IR23S004, IEGSCRAM, L-BD,
OF 600-V BUS D Tree NOLOCLOPLOPSW, V 18
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Table (2.3) SUMMARY OF INITIATING EVENT IMPACT

Initiator | Description Quantifi- Affected Gates in HATCIII.CAF
|_ _ J _cation |

&DCPAN LOSS OF DC PANEL Fault IEGMSIVC, L-IR25S001, R25S001-G005
R25-SOOI INITIATING Tree
EVENT

&DISCH PSW DISCH VALVE Fault IEGLOPSW, NOLOCLOPLOPSW,
TRANSFERS CLOSED Tree PSWDISCHARGE
INITIATING EVENT

&INTAKE INTAKE STRUCTURE Fault COSUP, CO-I SUP, DE-G 102-A, HP-
PLUGGING Tree G04MCC-I, HP-GO4MKC-I, IEGLOPSW,
INITIATING EVENT &INTAKE, INTAKESWREC2, L-PS-G125,

NOLOCLOPLOPSW, VMDVINTKLOPSW

&LOBUSE LOSS OF 4KV BUS E Fault BE, FR-G008, FW-MSCVML, IEGSCRAM,
INITIATING EVENT Tree L-BE, NOLOCLOPLOPSW, V 18

&LOBUSF LOSS OF 4KV BUS F Fault BF, IEGSCRAM, L-BF,
INITIATING EVENT Tree NOLOCLOPLOPSW, V 18

&LOBUSG LOSS OF 4KV BUS G Fault BG, IEGSCRAM, L-BG,
INITIATING EVENT Tree NOLOCLOPLOPSW, V18

&LODC LOSS OF STATION Fault IEGMSIVC, L-SA, NBA-G024, SA, SA-1,
BATTERY A DC Tree SA-2
POWER INITIATING
EVENT

&LODWC LOSS OF DRYWELL Fault IEGSCRAM, NOLOCLOPLOPSW, VC,
COOLING INITIATING Tree VCWS, VI8-GOOI
EVENT

&LOMCH LOSS OF MCR Fault IEGMSIVC, NBA-G024, VM-G025, VM-
V COOLING INITIATING Tree G025-1

EVENT
&LOPSW LOSS OF PLANT Fault G018, IEGLOPSW, UIPSWA, UIPSWA-i,

SERVICE WATER Tree UIPSWB, UIPSWB-l,
INITIATING EVENT VMDVINTKLOPSW

(Rev I removes &LOPSW under
DVNOPSWRESTORE, PSWIMISC and
PSW2MISC and adds it under GO 18)

&LOSUTD LOSS OF STARTUP Fault IEGTTRIP
TRANSFORMER ID Tree
INITIATING EVENT

2.6 Recovery Actions

The initial accident sequence modeling is conservative in that all possible mitigative actions are not
credited. Following an initial quantification of the accident sequences, the highest frequency
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sequences and their associated cutsets are reviewed to determine possible recovery actions. For
example, if Loss of Offsite Power sequences are major contributors to the core damage frequency,
then the possibility of recovery of offsite power or other mitigative action is considered.

Following identification of the recovery action, its failure probability is determined and the accident
sequences/cutsets to which the recovery action can be applied identified. This code examines the
"raw" cutsets determined by the initial quantification and applies the recovery rules with the result
termed the analysis cutsets.

3.0 QUANTIFICATION OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

As discussed in section 2.0, before the accident sequences were quantified the following files were
linked together into the Hatch Unit 1 fault tree model:

* Accident Sequence Logic Files
* Front-Line System Fault Trees.
* Support System Logic Files.

The sequences defined in the Hatch Unit I fault tree model were entered into the PRAQUANT file,
HATCH 1 .QNT. The PRAQUANT records contain the failure and success gate names, truncation
limit, and flag file associated with the event sequence. These fields link the sequence quantification to
the Hatch Unit I fault tree model. The input data to HATCH L.QNT are summarized in Table 3.1.

Once the PRAQUANT sequence database is prepared, it is used to quantify the event sequences by
performing the following steps:

1. An accident sequence is read from the HATCH I .QNT file.

2. PRAQUANT takes the name given in F-EVENT and/or S-EVENT field and re-defines a new top
in the master fault tree with that event name.

3. If a flag file is present, the logic in the flag file is loaded into the master tree and this tree is saved
temporarily as a *.FTP file. This is done by loading in flag files, setting flags to true and false,
selecting a top event to run, and writing out the file.

4. The cutsets for the accident sequence are then determined.

5. The accident sequence cutsets have the success sequence cutsets deleted.

6. The mutually exclusive events are removed from the remaining accident sequence cutsets. This
produces a set of "raw" cutsets. This raw cutset file indicates that cutsets do not reflect any
recovery actions.

7. The QRECOVER code is run at this point to apply recovery actions to selected cutsets and convert
the raw cutsets to analysis cutsets. This final step writes out the recovered cutset files for the
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accident sequence.

8. The above steps are repeated for each selected sequence.

9. PRAQUANT returns values for each sequence in the sequence grid as well as the time required for
quantification and number of cutsets generated. At this point the user may view the cutset using
the view cutset option.

Table (3.1) Summary of Accident Sequence Logic Models Used for Quantification

Failure Flag File Success Logic
Logic

LLOCA_2 H1FLAG.CAF #LO

LLOCA_3 H1FLAG.CAF

MLOCA_2 HIFLAG.CAF #HP-1, #LO

MLOCA_3 HIFLAG.CAF #HP-I

MLOCA_7 H1FLAG.CAF

IORV_2 H1FLAG.CAF BVA, #PCS

IORV_5 HIFLAG.CAF BVA, #HP-I

IORV_9 HIFLAG.CAF BVA
IORV_12 HIFLAG.CAF #HP-1
IORV_16 HIFLAG.CAF
GT_3 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #PCS, #LO
GT_4 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #PCS
GT_7 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-I, #ADED, #LO
GT_9 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1, #ADED
GT_14 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #DEHICO I, #LO
GT_15 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #DEHICO 1
GT_16 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
GT_18 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #PCS
GT_21 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP- I

GT_25 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
GT 27 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #PCS
GT_30 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-I
GT_34 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
GT_36 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #LO

GT_37 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
GT_39 HIFLAG.CAF #PCS
GT_42 HIFLAG.CAF #HP-1
GT 46 HIFLAG.CAF
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Table (3.1) Summary of Accident Sequence Logic Models Used for Quantification

Failure Flag File | Success Logic
Logic

ATWS_3
ATWS_6

ATWS_7

ATWS lOB
ATWS_12
ATWS_19
ATWS_20

ATWS_21

ATWS_24

ATWS_25

ATWS_26
ATWS_29

ATWS_32
ATWS_45

ATWS_46

ATWS_47

ATWS_49

ATWS_50

ATWS_54

ATWS_58

ATWS_59

ATWS_63

ATWS_64
ATWS_102

ATWS_103
ATWS_107

ATWS_108

ATWS_110

ATWSI I I

ATWS_112

ATWS_113

ATWS_114
ATWS_115

ATWS_116

HI FLAG.CAF
H IFLAG.CAF
HIFLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF
HI IFLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF

H IFLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF
H IFLAG.CAF

HI FLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF
H IFLAG.CAF

H IFLAG.CAF
HIFLAG.CAF
H IFLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF

H IFLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF
H IFLAG.CAF
HI FLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF
H IFLAG.CAF

Hi FLAG.CAF
HIFLAG.CAF

HIFLAG.CAF

HIFLAG.CAF

HIFLAG.CAF

Hi FLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF
Hi FLAG.CAF

RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #ADEDWS
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #DEWS
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #B1, #TINJ, #HR, #ADEDWS, #DE
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-1, #B1, #TINJ, #HR, #ADEDWS
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-1, #B1, #TINJ, ADWS, #DE
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #BI, #TINJ, ADWS
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-1, #BI, #TINJ
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #B1, ADWS, #DE
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #BI, ADWS
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #BI
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #TINJ, #HR, ADWS, #DE
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, #TINJ, #HR
RPT, #BVPR, ADWS, #DE
RPT, #BVPR, ADWS
RPT, #BVPR
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #BI, #TINJ, #HR, #ADEDWS, #LOWS
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #B1, #TINJ, #HR, #ADEDWS
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #B1, #TINJ, #HR
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #BI, #TINJ, ADWS
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #B1, #TINJ
RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #BI, ADWS

RPT, #BVPR, #PCS, #B1
RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I, ADWS

RPT, #BVPR, HPCI-I

RPT, #BVPR, ADWS

RPT, #BVPR
RPT, #BVPR, ADWS, #DE, #LOWS
RPT, #BVPR, ADWS, #DE
RPT, #BVPR, ADWS
RPT, #BVPR
RPT, #BVPR
RPT
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Table (3.1) Summary of Accident Sequence Logic Models Used for Quantification

Failure Flag File Success Logic
Logic l

LOSP_2 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1, #ADED, #LO
LOSP_4 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1, #ADED
LOSP_7 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1
LOSP_9B HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #DE, #LO
LOSPIOA HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #DE, #HP-B
LOSP_10B HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #DE
LOSP_1 IA HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-B
LOSPI lB HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
LOSP_13 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1, #LO
LOSP_14 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1
LOSP_18 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
LOSP_20 H1FLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP-1, #LO
LOSP_21 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #HP- I
LOSP_25 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
LOSP_27 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR, #LO
LOSP_28 HIFLAG.CAF #BVPR
LOSP_30 HIFLAG.CAF #HP-1, #LO
LOSP_31 HIFLAG.CAF #HP-1
LOSP_35 HIFLAG.CAF

For the two categories of quantification results, the contribution of the initiating events to core damage
and large early'release were ranked according to the Fussel-Vesely Method of determining Basic
Event importance.

Table 3.2 displays the Core Damage Contribution by Initiating Event for CDF. The quantification
results show that %FL-LODC, %LOSP, and %LOFW-CO are the most important contributors to core
damage frequency (i.e., category CDF). The initiating events, %FL-BUSC, %FL-LOPSNWand
%TTRIP are the next most important contributors to core damage. (Rev I changes)

Table 3.3 displays the Large Early Release Contribution by Initiating Event for LERF. The
quantification results show that %FL-BUSC, loss of bus C initiating event, %LOSP, loss of offsite
power, and %FL-LOPSW, loss of plant service water, are the most important contributors to large
early release frequency (i.e., category LERF). The initiating events %SCRAM, Reactor Scram,
VSEQ, interfacing systems LOCA, and %FL-LODC, loss of station battery A, are the next most
important contributors to large early release. (Rev 1)

Both LERF and CDF were quantified to a cutoff level of I E-l O.
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CDF Contribution (IE-1O Cutoff)
Table 3.2

EVENT %CONTRIBUTION FREQUENCY EVENT DESCRIPTION
%FL-LODC 26.3 3.03-06 Loss of Station Battery A
%LOSP 21.2 2.44E-06 Loss of Site Power
%LOFW-CO 9.7 1.12E-06 Loss of Feedwater Due to

Loss of Condensate
%FL-BUSC 7.2 8.25E-07 Loss of 600V Bus C
%FL-LOPSW 6.3 7.28E-07 Loss of Plant Service Water
%TTRIP 4.1 4.76E-07 Turbine Trip
%FL-DISCH 2.6 3.011E-07 PSW Discharge Flow Path

Failed
%FL-BUSD 2.5 2.87E-07 Loss of 600V Bus D
%SCRAM 2.2 2.55E-07 Reactor Scram
%FL-LOMCHV 2.2 2.5E-07 Loss of Main Control Room

I I_ , Air Conditioning
%IORV 2.0 2.26E-07 Inadvertently Opened SRV
Other Events 13.7 1.58E-06 Other Events
TOTAL 100 1.1 5E-05

Large Early Release Fraction (LERF) Contribution (IE-1O Cutoff)
Table 3.3

EVENT %CONTRIBUTION FREQUENCY EVENT DESCRIPTION
%LOSP 64.0 1.28E-06 Loss of Site Power
%FL-BUSC 8.6 1.7 1E-07 Loss of 600V Bus C
%FL-LOPSW 5.3 1 .06E-07 Loss of Plant Service Water
%SCRAM 4.7 9.36E-08 Reactor Scram
%VSEQ 4.2 8.51E-08 Interfacing Systems LOCA
%FL-LODC 3.8 7.69E-08 Loss of Station Battery A
Other Events 9.4 1.87E-07 Other Events
TOTAL 100 2.00E-06
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APPENDIX A - ACCIDENT QUANTIFICATION DEFINITIONS

Accident Sequence Logic - The accident sequence logic is a fault tree representation of the accident
sequence event tree logic.

Failure Logic - The set of failure events (i.e., low pressure injection #LO fails) required for each
Accident Sequence (i.e., GT_4). These events are ANDed together in the development of the accident
sequence logic for the sequence.

Linked Accident Sequence Model - The linked accident sequence model is a fault tree which
contains the accident sequence logic, top logic, the system fault trees, and the modeling automatic
merging of multiple fault trees into one integrated fault tree. Further information regarding these links
may be found in Reference [2], Section 3.

Modeling Logic Flags - Flags are basic events developed by the quantification analyst and added to
the master file. Flag events are used to configure the master file to quantify a specific sequence.

Integrated Fault Tree File - This file represents a single CAFTA tree file which has all of the
Accident Sequence Logic, Top Logic, and System Fault Trees loaded into it (usually referred to as the
HATCH Unit I file for our purposes).

Raw Sequence Cutsets - Raw sequence cutsets represent all cutsets output for a given accident
sequence from CAFTA. To obtain true cutsets for the sequence, these cutsets require editing to
remove mutually exclusive events and/or invalid cutsets.

Reliability Database - This term represents the failure database used by CAFTA to store failure data
for components, human failures, and external events/flags. Each database has three associated files; a
basic event database (with a .BE extension), which contains hardware failure events, human failure
events and modeling/flag events, a failure rate database (with a .TC extension), which contains the
failure rates for each hardware failure, and a gate database (with a .GT extension), which contains gate
descriptions.

Success Logic - The set of success events required for each accident sequence (i.e., to analyze
sequence GT_4, power conversion system #PCS must first be successful).

Top Logic - Top logic represents the intermediate logic required to link the events in the accident
sequence event trees with the system fault tree top events.
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The E. 1. Hatch PSA model has undergone the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Peer Review
Process used by the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Owner's Group. The review team used
Revision A-3 Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) "Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Peer Review
Process Guidance" dated June 2, 2000 as the basis for review. In addition to hosting the industry
team performing the review, Southern Nuclear also hosted a 3-member NRC team who observed
the entire process during the review week.

Eleven elements were reviewed as per the guidance. Three of these elements received overall
grades of 2 with the stipulation that consideration of the facts and observations would make these
items fully supportive of grade 3 applications. The remaining eight elements received overall
grades of 3. A grade of 3 is considered fully supportive of risk significant determinations including
regulatory applications when combined with deterministic insights. The overall assessment for the
Hatch Certification is that the PSA can be effectively used to support applications involving
absolute risk determination.

One of the elements evaluated as 2 is affiliated with administrative control of the PSA. This is a
common issue with the industry because the constant expansion of PSA applications makes
administrative procedure update an ongoing issue. This is not considered to have an effect on the
proposed Station Service Battery completion time extension.

The second element with a grade of 2 is affiliated with accident sequence descriptions. These
comments are being evaluated at present and for the most part have nothing to do with the
proposed Station Service Battery completion time extension. Their overall contribution to the core
damage frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF) values are negligible. There is
a comment with regard to binning Level I sequences into the Level 2 (LERF) evaluation. This
comment seems to be based on an old individual plant examination (IPE) method that included late
and intermediate release sequences and such items as explicit high and low pressure sequence
categorization. The Hatch model has undergone a revision from Event Tree to Fault Tree modeling
since the IPE. The present LERF model which is complete, not a surrogate or temporary device
used for one time analysis, is based on a revised Containment Event Tree. It is a conservative
model and designed for the LERF case only. Actually, many of the intermediate and some late
release states are included in the present LERF categories. The overall arrangement is quite
complete and is explained in Attachment I to this submittal. It has a degree of conservatism that is
based on present engineering calculations, and as a result, is developed with a sound basis.

The final element that received a grade of 2 is related to the Hatch PSA Containment Performance.
Hatch has an extensive set of background documentation justifying the modeling used for LERF
and the design of the Containment Event Tree. Incorporation of this information into brief
summaries for system notebooks has not been done. It is therefore possible that some portions of
this documentation may have missed review, although it was introduced as additional volumes of
information to the reviewers.
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One general comment on the containment model was the lack of interface with the Severe Accident
Guidelines (SAGs). This relationship has been evaluated. In brief, the total lack of water to put
over the core leads one to the SAGs. The systems addressed for core coverage have already been
evaluated by the operator and the PSA prior to SAG implementation. The Hatch PSA does not
remodel the systems or apply unique explicit recoveries to these systems once in the containment
model. The reason is that there is little information with which to calculate recovery numbers. It is
conservative and defendable in these cases to do this because it is in keeping with'the continuous
flow of the scenario at hand. In other words the scenario does not stop when core damage has
occurred and starts from time zero once the containment model is entered. There is one system
mentioned specifically that is not modeled in the Hatch PSA: injection to the vessel by RHR
Service Water. Due to the redundancy of low-pressure injection sources, although proceduralized,
the worth of this system in preventing core damage is very small. Consideration of this source for
debris coverage provides very little reduction in LERU when considering drywell spray. With the
predominate LERF sequences being station blackout (SBO) and loss of offsite power (LOSP),
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Service water will be lost or its use will have to be closely
scrutinized to prevent overloading the diesel generators. There is also a very low probability that
all other low pressure injection sources will be lost and RHR Service Water will be the only one
left. In addition, use of this system is allowed prior to SAG implementation therefore it is not
necessarily a SAG issue.

A comment was made that the LERF model does not consider "radionuclide holdup" in the reactor
building. A model for this is really a Level III application and Hatch does not have a specific
Level III model. SAMA analysis for Hatch License Renewal did model this, but it is not used for
Level II work. A single number for "holdup" may be available but its use is certainly left to much
scrutiny.

There were comments with regard to where drywell failure occurs within the LERF tree. It is
clearly stated in the documentation, both calculational and the IPE work which is still valid for this
issue, where drywell failure is modeled to occur, i.e., the drywell head. Other areas are evaluated,
along with this area in a fragility analysis, which shows the head closure area to ultimately be the.
most likely failure area resulting in a Large Early Release.

There were some comments regarding anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) failures and
their impact on containment. ATWS is a small fraction of the Hatch CDF and LERF models. It is
not significant in comparison to the LOSP and SBO contribution to the LERTF overall value. In
addition, General Electric has provided new values regarding common cause mechanical and
electrical failures of control rods which will tend to drive ATWS to an even lower worth. This
general information is presented in NUREG/CR-5500 Volume 3.

Overall each of the three sections discussed are supportive of grade 3 applications when the
comments are addressed. The containment performance section is actually the only element that
can be considered pertinent out of the three to the proposed application. The general comments
have been preliminarily addressed within. The Hatch LERF model and containment model are
somewhat conservative, but they are based on detailed calculations and are adequate for use in the
proposed completion time submittal.
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